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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION : 
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CHAP.l'ER I 
IBTRODUCTION 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
"Just as the problem of action at a distance created conceptual 
difficulties in philosophical analyses of causation, action delayed 
over time remains with us to create conceptual difficultiea ••••••• In 
other modalities, such as vision, the question of whether behavioT 
mediates simple discriminations such as the discrimination of intensity 
doe• not arise. It is not felt that such sensory processes must have 
the same dimensions as behavior. In temporal discriminations, however, 
the temporal gap is there to be bridged, and the analysis of mediating 
or timing behavior may be regarded as a kind of search for the temporal 
receptor". (Catania, 1970, p.36). 
The research reported in this thesis arose from a review of the 
literature on timing behaviours in organ.is ... This revealed that while 
many experimenters have described behaviour, produced by both animals 
and humans, where responses have been spaced accurately in time, the 
empirical results are open to equivocal explanations. 
One aspect of timing behaviour which has received little 
experillental attention is the function, if any, of the stereotyped 
behaviours which often occur collaterally with accurately spaced 
responding in time. These stereotYped collateral behaviours have some-
:times been termed mediating behaviours because several researchers 
claim that they mediate accurately spaced responding in time (Kramer 
and Rilling, 1970, p.234 rr.). A detailed functional analysis or 
these "mediating'' behaviours has not appeared in the literature. This 
is possibly because the initial appearance of such behaviours is out-
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swith the experillenters control and, furthermore, these behaviours are 
normally peculiar to the individual and therefore dH'ficul t to measure 
quantitively. 
The present imestigation used a technique which made it likely 
that a certain behaviour would occur as the stereotyped collateral 
behaviour, and allowed a degree of qu.antitive measurement of this 
behaviour. 
It was hoped that investigation of stereotyped collateral 
behaviours would throw soae light on the wider question of how organ-
sisms space responses accurately in time. 
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OPERA.NT CONDITIONING 
Operant, or instrumental, conditioning is the naae applied to 
one of "the basic procedures and techniques that are the essential 
features of modern behavio .rism". (Rachlin, 1970, p.60). 
As a technique, operant conditioning implies the control 
exercised by an experimenter over the occurrence of an operant, or 
class of behaviour, when contingencies are set up between instancea of 
that operant and the occurrence of reinforcers (or rewards). 
Reinforcement may be either positive, usually delivery of rood 
or water to an animal appropriately deprived, or negative, which involves 
the remoTal of aversive events, such as an electric shock. Whether or 
not an event is a reinforcer is a purely e~irical question, to be deter-
:mined by making the occurrence of a supposed reinforcing event contin-
sgent on the emission of a response (an instance of the operant). If 
the response increases in probability as a result of this procedure 
then the event,or stimulus,can be deemed a reinforcer for that respoose. 
Typically operant conditioning experiments are characterized by 
a fairly high degree of environmental control. The use of automated 
equipment increases this control. Experimental sessions are normally 
run within a small experimental apace (Skinner box) in which noise, 
light and temperature levels are controlled. The manipulanda upon 
which the subject responds vary according to species. The two most 
common are a small lever which rats can deprese with their fore feet, 
or a ciruular disk or key which pigeons can peck. Responses are 
normally reinforced by delivery of a food pellet for rats, or several 
seconds access to a grain hopper for pigeons. 
Within operant conditioning there are several types of procedure 
characterized by the degree of constraint imposed,by the experimenter, 
on the occurrence of a response. The procedure in use throughout this 
investigation can be described as a free operant procedure. 
The manipulandum, a lever, was available to the 11Ubject• (rate) 
throughout each session. The response consisted of a downward pressure 
on the lever equal to,or greater than,a specified amount. In fact the 
response required little effort and was usually of very abort duration 
with none of tlecomplications of refractory periods associated with 
some responses. In effect,the rate could respond at any time and at a 
wide range of rates for long periods of time. This was of course an 
advantage,aince the experiments involved the temporal spacing of 
responses. 
With other types of operant conditioning procedures responding 
cannot be free in this sense. For example, runway procedures in which 
the experimenter baa to remove the 11Ubject from the apparatus after each 
(extended) response would not have been suitable for the exp.rimenta 
reported in this thesis. 
The spacing of free operant responses in time, so that the 
intervals between responses conform to some criterion, can be readily 
achieved using the differential reinforcement of low rates (DRL) schedule. 
Under DRL schedules a response is rein.forced only if a specified time 
has elapsed since the preceding response. Like reinforced reaponses, 
premature responses reset the timer which times the specified interval, 
otherviae they are ineffective. Under appropriate conditions moat 
species exposed to this schedule of' teinforcement apace their reaponsea 
in a regular wa7 to meet the temporal requirements of the schedule. 
Characteristically, stereotyped behaviours occur collaterally with the 
spaced responding required by the DBL schedule. 
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"TD1E '' IH EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
This investigation looked at two "timing behaTiours ''• These 
were:- (a) rat lever press responses which were so spaced in time that 
they frequently fulfilled the requirements of the DRL schedule in 
operation, and (b) stereotyped collateral behaTiours which have been 
observed to occur between instances of such spaced responding. To call 
(a) ••timing behaviour'' is to describe it. To call {b) ''timing behaviour" 
is to explain it's function. While descriptions of behaviour occur 
frequently in· experimental analyses of behaviour, explanations occur 
less frequently. 
Explanations of the timing behaviour described in (a) have been 
presented by several reviewers. Catania (1970) stated that, "the DRL 
schedule (is) a schedule in which temporal discriminationa may deTelop 
based on the time since the preceding response" (p.6). This represents 
a theoretical position taken by ma.ny of the reTiewers of timing 
behaviour (Harzem, 1969, p.300; Staddon, 1972, p.217). These reTiewers 
of timing behaviour in animals imply that some form of discrimination 
of-temporal variables is involved in successful animal timing behaviour. 
There is a ''retreat into the organism" where some judgement is made, 
similar in kind to a sensory discrimination. Why is this view so 
widely held and is it the most parsimonious explanation of the available 
data? 
To answer these questions it is necessary to look briefly at the 
status of the term ''time'', in both experimental psychology in ganeral 
and the experimental analysis of behaviour in particular. 
Ornstein (1969) swmnarised the four modes of time experience 
which experimental (human) psychology has studied, 
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"l. The present, short term time. 
(a) The 'perception• of short intervals. 
(b) Rythm or timing. 
2. Duration, the past, loll8'-term memory. 
3. Temporal perspective - philosophical, social, cultural 
constructions of the world and their effects on the 
interpretation of time experience. 'Becoming', the 
future. 
4. Simultaneity and succession" (p.23). 
Categories 1 and 4 are the fields of cognitive psychologists 
interested in short term memory (Neisser, 1967) and of psychologists 
interested in the aspects of perception relating to rythm (Fraisse, 1956; 
Loehlin, 1959;) or causal! ty (Bergson, 19'20 Michotte· 1963). The third 
cateaory encompasses the cross-cultural studies of Nakamura (1966) and 
the large eclectic surveys of time research (Prazer, 1966; Doob, 1971). 
The second category is the one which concerned Ornstein and to 
which his research was directed. He concludes that research int> the 
experience of duration has relied for !ta methodology almost entirely 
on the psychophysical approach, assuming that there is either a 
"biological clock" which regulates experience or an "organ" of time 
which discriminates some hypothesised 11 real'' time. 
"In linking particular theoretical approaches with modes of time 
experience ve.i.·found that (a) major reason for the confusion in tille 
experience was that time had been considered as if it were a sensory 
process such as hearing. This type of analysis would presuppose 
external time stimuli, existing:fDdependently of ourselves as do sound 
waves, which would be apprehended by an organ of sensation, like the 
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ear. Many have looked for such a 'time base' in an internal organ of 
time experience •••••••• Almost everything possible has been considered 
as the 'clock' or 'chronometer', the heart, the cerebellum., pacemakers 
in the brain, the respiration cycle, the Weber fraction for taste, 
cellular metabolic rate, etc. If' all these could be .!!:!.!. 'clock' then 
the concept of the 'clock' could have no meaning. There is no consistent 
identification of the 'clock' in any one of these processes, and no real 
way that an 'inner clock' would relate to time experience" (Ornstein, 
1969, PP• 102 - 103). 
In a series of elegant studies,Ornatein (1969) has shown that the 
concept of "storage size'' is a useful analogy in explanations of duration 
experience. The storage size refers to the "space•' that information 
''consciously'' received during an interval occupies in some hypothesised 
'' input register". He demonstrated that hUDl8Jl experience of duration 
lengthened as a function of the stimulus complexity and number of 
stimuli 1' in etorage '' during an interval. The interested reader is 
referred to Ornstein's book for greater detail. Even this brief precia 
of Ornstein's results illustrates the cognitive nature of his e:xplan-
:ation of human time experience. Unfortunately, the type of experiment 
he conducted is no~ossible with non-human subjects, but perhaps his 
conclusions on the methodolo8)" of previous experiments in this field 
should be noted when explanations for amal timing behaviour are being 
discussed. 
Just as it has been assumed that the methodology appropriate to 
the psychophysical studies of the human senses is also appropriate to 
the study of hum.an temporal experience, so psychophysical methods have 
long been employed in studies of animal timing behaviour (Behar, 1963; 
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Cowles and Finan, 1941; Heron, 1949; Reynolds and Catania, 1962; Stubbs, 
1968; Woodrow, 1928). Catania (1970) has said:- "The development of 
a technology that allows psychoph7sical studies to be conducted with 
animals has de111&D.ded that the contingencies involved in psychophysical 
judgements be made explicit (Blough, 1958). This advantage of animal 
psychophysical procedures may be expected to hold for the psychophysics 
of time as it has tor the psychophysics of sensory modalities". (p.27). 
However, there are big differences between animal psychophysical 
experiments (Stebbins, 1970), and huma.n psychophysical experiments. 
Human subjects are given brief verbal instructions and normally this is 
sufficient to produce the required topographical response. "It is not 
a.tall clear whether animals can behave in such a way and even leas 
clear is the kind of training procedure that might be equivalent to 
the brief verbal instructions given to the human observer. The latter's 
competence may depend on a long history of various kinds of training and 
getting an animal to display a similar type of behaviour may require a 
similar extended training procedure." (Boakes, 1969, p.,58). 
Boakes• remarks preface a discussion on response continuity in 
animal psychophysical experiments. Unlike the human situation,the an-
simal does not produce a newly acquired behaviour in an unfamiliar 
test environment over at most a few sessions. The animal has to be 
trained,and,in exposing the desired response to the contingencies or 
reinforcement, other, non-recorded, behaviours are similarly e1Cposed. 
When auccessi'ul ''discrimination'' is demonstrated these established non-
recorded behaviours are rarely mentioned and if they are they are 
dismissed aa being irrelevant. This view is most clearly illustrated 
by Catania (1970):-
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"In all cases of temporal discrimination, it is possible to 
appeal to mediation by discrimination or response properties or or 
environmental events. The demonstration or analysis or such mediation, 
however, is concerned with the mechanisms that may underlie a particular 
temporal discrimination and should not be substituted for an analysis 
of the properties of the temporal discrimination itself. The relation-
:ship is analogous to that in the study of sensory discriminations: for 
example, an analysis of the physiology or vision may clarify some aspects 
of visual discrimination, but the physiological mechanisms do not replace 
behavio ral data that demonstrate the properties of visual discrimination" 
(p. 7). 
It will be noticed in the above extract that the latter argument-
by-analogy depends crucially on the premise that the appeal in all 
cases of temporal discrimination can be "mediation by discrimination of 
response properties or of environmental events". Catania's statement 
presupposes that the process involved in timing behaviour is temporal 
discrimination. 
Catania's introduction could be rephrased in a less hypothetical 
manner 1- '' tle appeal in all cases of timing behaviour can be to mediation 
by response properties or environmental events~. When phrased like this, 
the case tor analysing the function of such "mediational '' variables is 
strengthened. 
The acceptance of the definition of time, "as a single property 
• 
of a stimulus, comparable with intensity, wavelength, etc ••••• (Skizm.er, 
1938, p.269) has a long history, both within humaa experimental 
psychology, and the experimental au.lysis of behaviour. Rece•t 
research has questioned it's usefulness in human experimental 
psyoholoS7. Thie investigation of stereotyped collateral behaviour 
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arose from the idea that possibly the ''discrimination'' explanation 
for timing behaviour is not necessarily the only one, and that other, 
alternative, explanations might fit the &'V'ailable data. 
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SUMMARY 
This introductory chapter is primarily intended to outline the 
direction of the reaearch. The research problem was identified as 
an investigation of the stereotyped collateral behaviour which often 
occurs with accurately spaced responding in time. Some advantages 
of using a f~e operant as the basic behavioural datum in investiga.-
:ting the spacing of responses in time were emphasised in a discussion 
of operant conditioning as an experimental technique. 
Finally some of the ways the term ''time'' has been used in 
experimental psychology were reviewed. In particular the reader's 
attention was drawn to the consistency with which time is conceptua-
:lised as a property of a stimulus, (similar in kind to intensity or 
wavelength) which can be "discriminated'' by organisms. It was con-
scluded that particularly for non-human subjects,there might be 
alternative explanations of timing behaviour which would equally well 
accommodate the available datA. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
INTRODUCTIOJJ 
CHAPTER II 
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'?he following literature review is divided into two sections. '?he 
firat aection is a •elective review of the literature on the differential 
reinforcement of low rates (DRL) schedule of reinf'oroeaent. Each aub-
aeotion deals with either a characteristic of the typical behaviour re-
aported under thia aohedule 1or with the effect of some e:xperiaental 
manipulation upon that behaviour. The first aection concludes with a 
review of the theoretical interpretatioll8 of the developaent 8lld aainten-
aance of DRL schedule performance which have appeared in the literature. 
!'he aeoond section ia a aelective review of the literature on the 
stereotyped collateral behaviours which, it baa been augseated, mediate 
correctly spaced responding on the DRL schedule. The second section 
conclude• with a review of the explana.tiona for the occurrence of these 
atereotyped collateral behaviours. 
DRL Schedule of Reinf'orce•nta DEFilfITIOll 
In it~ simplest form, the DRL achedule of reinf'orc9119nt requires 
that reinforcement be continsent upon responses which occur"t•' seconds 
or more a.fter the preTious response. The time between these two responses 
ia called the interreaponae time (IJlT). Responses which occur leas than 
·t~aeconda after the preTioua response are not reinforced. All reaponsea 
reset the timing equipment which time• the duration of the IRT. 
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BASIC CBARlCTERISTICS OP DRL SCBBDULE PERPORMABCB 
Reepoue Rate and Btficiencz1 Specie• Difference• 
!he tirat experillenter to deacribe the differential reintorceaent 
of low ratee wae Skinaer (1938),vho added a DRL contingency to a fixed 
* intenal (1I) 7 llinute echedule. lJeing the atable behaTioar of a rat 
on this echedule ae a baaeline he introduced the contiJl8lel'OJ 1iaat no 
reapo:ue would be reiD.torced unle•• it had occured. at leaat 15 aec. after 
the preceding reapo:ue. '!'he reault vu a decline in reaponae rate froa 
approxiaately 12 reaponaea per 111.nute (aTerapd aero•• the intenal) to 
about 1 reaponae per llinute, after 75 m.inutea expoeure to this contin-
1eency (Skinner, 1938, p.161). 
'l'he first published report of performance on a aimple DRL schedule 
of reinforcement vae gl.Ten by Wilaon and Keller (1953) vho eatabliahed 
that the rate of responding on a DRL achedule is invenel7 related to 
the duration ot the miniDIWI intenal required between two reaponaea be-
store the aecond reaponae ia reinforced. '!'his internl will be referred 
to aa the criterion IRT. Wilson and Keller exposed rats aucoeasively 
to criterion IRTa of 10, 15, 20, 25 and ,0 aec. A• the criterion IRT 
increaaed, (a) the rate of leTer preee responding decreased in a linear 
manner OTer the range ot intenale uaed, (b) the median time between 
auccesaive lner pre•• reaponaea increued for each an1ul, and (c) the 
number of reintorcementa decreased. 
That a particular DRL schedule can control rate of responding vaa 
demonatrated by Zimllerman and Schuster (1962) in vhoae experillent two 
different/ 
Pootnotea- "'?he schedule terae used in this thesis are defined and 
explained in the glossar;y1 
See Appendices. 
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different DRL schedule• alternated. Rata were run on a multiple DBL 
schedule which conaisted of one DRL :,6 aec. component (that is the 
criterion IRT vu 36 sees.) and one DRL 18 aec. component, with a time 
out period of 3 minutes preceding each coaponent. During the time out 
(TO) period lever ·press responses were not reinforced. Each component 
was accompanied by a different discriminative stimulus. The subjects 
developed two, different, stable rates of lever press responding. 'l'he 
higher response rate vu associated with the DBL 18 sec component. The 
experiaental procedure was such that equal reinforcements, and equal 
reinforcement opportunity, were obtained in each DRL component. 
In absolute teraa, however, there are great differences in ratea 
controlled b7 a DRL schedule, depending on which specie• is used aa 
experiaental subject. One senaitive meaaure of DRL performance is the 
efficiency ratio which ia calculated b7 divi4ing the nuaber of rein-
sforoed responses by the total number of responaea in a ••••ion. Rats 
consistentl7 pertora efficientl7 (that is a high efficienc7 ratio is 
obtained), whereas pigeons typically produce very- inefficict behaviour. 
The efficiency ratio ia normally expre•aed aa a percentSB9 or responses 
reinforced, t7Pical percentasea for rats lie between 5,J6 and 7'* (Conrad, 
Sid.Jllan and Berrnatein, 1958; Laties, Weiaa, Clark and Reynolds, 1965; 
Malott and Cumming, 1966; Wilson and Keller, 1953). Prillates uaually 
perf'ora better than rats giving percentages ranging fro• 70)(, and~ 
(Bodoa, Rosa and Brady-, 1962; Weiaa, Latiea, Sitgal and Goldatein, 1966). 
The moat efficient perfomance is seen in hWl8D8 wherever, high 
efficiency can be observed (Bruner and Revusky 1961, Carter and McGrady, 
1966; Kapoatina, 1963). Most of these experiments use criterion IR'1' in 
the range O - 60 aecs. 
Etficienc7 is much tower in DRL experillenta with pigeons aa 
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subjects, where the required response is a keypeck. 'l'ypical percentages 
of responding reinforced are 2% or leas (Kramer and Rilling, 1969; Holz 
and Azrin, 1963; Steddon, 1965). Heamea (1970) h&e concluded that the 
pigeons inefficiency on DRL achedulea ia dependent on the nature of the 
operant response. Boting that all pr&Tioua atudiea with pigeona had 
employed the ke7-pecking reaponae Bemaea used a treadle reaponae and 
reported between 2<:JJ' and 2~ efficiency on DRL 20 aec.aohedule. Topping, 
Pickering and Jackson (1971)reported a aiailar increase in efficiency when 
reaponae effort, the m1n1mua force required to operate the key,was 
increased tr<>1115 gms.to 45 gaa. The efficiency or the key peck reaponae 
increased from under 1% to 20J'. Toppi!Jg et al.conclude that "the preaent 
reaulta support H9llllllea• (1970) conclusion that DRL perfoJ:1D&Dce is a 
function of the nature of the operant and emphasise the importance or 
non-temporal tactora on spaced reaponding aohedulea". 
Current theoretical writings (Staddon and Simlllelhag, 19711 
Sta4don, 1972) and research on ••autoshaping'' (Bro,m and Jenkins, 1968; 
Ganu and Williaaa, 1971~ suggest that thereare specie• apecitic factor, 
which "predispose'' the pigeon to peck salient objects in a situation 
where tood is presented intemi ttently. One might conclude there tore 
that u tar as DRL reaearch ia concerned, the pigeon aay be a leas than 
ideal subject. Hove·Hr the high rate ot ke7 pecking e'Yidenced bJ 
pigeons on DRL schedules gave very interesting result, in an experiment 
bJ Reynold• ( 1966) • In Reynoldf>'. experiment a peck on one key initiated 
the interTal and a peck on a aecond key terminated it. If the interval 
between the two pecka vaa greater than 18 aec., further reapondi!Jg on 
the aecond key vu reinforced on a 'Y&riable intenal (VI) 1 minute 
schedule. Reyiolda found that while the interval between pecks on the 
two keys rarely exceeded 18 aeoa. the rate of pecking on the aeoond key 
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(under the VI contincency) was an increasing function of the length of 
the preceding intenal. 'l'hia finding ia interesting because the pecking 
on the aecond key may reflect a discrimination of the preceding interval. 
Howrnr the 18 sec.dellQ' requirement was rarely •t so the amount of 
reinforcement, the nWRber ot tiaes pecking on the aecond key vaa rein-
, 
sforced on a VI 1 min. schedule, va.a am&ll. Explanations of the Reynolds 
(1966) results auat take into account that while a diacrillination appears 
to have been formed, the absolute number of timea reinforcement occurred 
va.a 811&11. 
An experiment by Richardson (1973) illustrates all the abOYe 
points. Richardson pointed out that ''a low reaponae rate alone ia not 
proot of the effectiveness of the DBL reinforcement contingency. In 
order to state that the reinforcement contingency of the DRL schedule 
.I!!!:.!!. produces a low rate of reapondi!lg it ia necesaary to compare the 
reaponae rate maintained by a apecific ..alue of the DRL schedule with a 
second achedule that diftera troa the DRL schedule only by not specifying 
the differential reinf'orcaent of IR!s". In Richardaon•s experiment 
pigeona and rata were uaed in a yoke control cWaign that equated the re-
:inforcement diatributiona of DRL and "fI schedules. !oth a between 
subjects deaign and a within subjects design found response rate higher 
tor the "fI schedule than for the DRL schedule, thus demonatrating the 
ett•ctiTeneaa of the DRL contingency. Furthermore rats had a much 
higher proportion of their DRL re1ponae1 reinforced than did the pigeou. 
Internapon,a._tia Diatributiona 
.l ftallOnlf uaed method tor analysing DRL performance ia the 
relative frequency distribution of interresponee tillea (IR'fs). 
'1J)icall7 the distribution is bi-modal with one 110de occurring at, or 
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about, the ctiterion IRT value and the other mode occurring in the very 
short (o - 3 seca) IRT range,(Sidaai, 19551 Laties, Wei•• and Wei••,1969l 
Sidman (1956) drew attention to the aillilarity between the diatribution 
round the criterion IR'l' value, and the normal generalization gradient• 
aeen in conTentional diacrillination training (Sidman, 1956; Gutt.ll&Jl and 
Kalish, 1956) However, the aillilarity aay be only auperficial. 
In con..-entional discrimination training the aubject i• trained. to 
one or two nluea. During training, diacrete value• of the atillUl.ua are 
preaented and aillilarly diacrete value• are uaed in teating. DRL training 
however aumot be viewed in thi• way. Each IRT ia compounded of MDT 
aaller "!RT•''• In other worda,along the only continuua which could be 
discriainated,that is time or duration, the stimuli preaented are not 
diacrete. Furthermore in DRL achedulea, unlike diacrillinatic:m training, 
the ••value•• of a etimulua is detemined by the subject's behaTiour. 
Por the•• masona the analogy between IRT distribution on DBL 
schedule• and the typical generalization curve• obtained frOII discria-
aination experiment• ia unclear and coneequently or dubioua value. 
Research on the abape of the distribution of responaea round the 
criterion IRT ha.a been confined to work on the decline in the abaolute 
.frequency of IRTa lonpr than the criterion IR'1'. zt:ameraan (1961) 
controlled the length of the inter-reinforcement interT&l. to see what 
effect ohanse• in rate of reinforcement would ba'V8 on tilling behaviour. 
Uaing a aoditied, diacrete trial, DRL procedure, aa oppoaed to the free 
operant DRL procedure, Zimmerman showed that OTerall rate or reinforcement 
was an important variable in the control or temporally spaced responding. 
He recorded the time from onset of trial to lever·preaa responae and 
found a mode in the distribution or such times just above the criterion 
time. This mode waa not as pronounced a mode ae that asaociated with 
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DRL schedule !RT distributions. However from his results Zdmmerman 
concludes "some factor or factors beside the rate of reinforcement must 
account for the subject's great tendency to respond shortly after a 
reinforcement is set up". 
Most reports of DRL perfoxmance describe relatively high frequen-
acies of short (o - 3 sec.) IRTs, These usually represent responae ''bursts" 
(a sequence or rapid responding). The cause and function of such response 
"bursts" are still in dispute. 
The literature on this subject is comprehensively reviewed by 
Harsem (1969) and Kramer and Rilling (1970). Since that tiae further 
research on.this topic has been presented by Lowe and Barze• (1973). 
There appears to be a relationehip between reaponse''burata"and 
the length of the preceding !RT. Kramer and Rilling (1969) using 
pigeons as subjects, found that frequency or response "burst•" decreaaed 
aa response rate increased. This supports the 1'1ndinga of Ferraro 
et al. (1965), using ra.ts aa subjects\who support Sidman (1956) in finding 
It t1 
that the frequency of bursts decreased a.a the model !RT, and therefore 
the reaponae rate, decreased. 
In the light or the known differences between DRL responding in 
rate and pigeons further research as to the function,!£ any,of reaponse 
" " bursts should prove rewarding. 
One recent report by Lowe and Barzem (1973) suggest• that control 
of response ''bursts'' may lie in the discriminative effects of reinforce-
ament. This supports the obaervation by Holz and Azrin (1963) which 
attributes the source of these 'short IRTa to the non-reinforced prior 
!RT. 
Studies o! the sequential dependendta of IRTa in DRL schedule• 
have highlighted the fact that reinforced IRTa tend to occur after 
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reinforced IRTs (Parmer and Schoenfeld, 1964; Ferraro et al, 1965; 
Weiaa, Latiea, Siegal and Goldatein, 1966). Thi• baa led reaearchere 
to auggest that atiauli occurring aa a conaequence of reinforcement aay 
COIie to act aa diecriainative stimuli for reinforced responding (Faraer 
and Schoenfeld, 1964; Reynolds, 1964; Carter and Bruno 1968$. Lowe and 
Harzem (1973), using a two value DRL have ahown the rigidity of DRL be-
1haviour. Their schedule contineenciea were such that following a 
reinforced reaponae, criterion IRT value (1) was in force. Should the 
next reaponae fail to meet this criterion, IRT value (2) came into 
operation. In one interesting condition of their experiment IRT value 
(2) was half the duration of IRT value (1) (10 sec.and 20 aec.). The 
optimum atrategy in this situation would be to produce a short IRT or 
'' burst" immediately following a reinforced response thus keeping the 
aborter criterion value in force. However Lowe and Harzem's results 
showed the complete opposite. Most, if not all "bursts'' occurred after 
unreinforced IR!s and by far the most time was spent in criterion value 
(1) or the lons-r contingency. Lowe and Harzem claim this behaviour 
illustrates the discriminative effect of reinforcement. 
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EXPERIMElff.AL MANIPULATION OP.DRL J3A.SELDE 
This section ot the review deals very briefly with the salient 
effects of several experimental manipulationa. Asain, tor a more detailed 
review the interested reader is referred to Barzem (1969) and Kraaer and 
Rilling (1970). 
Allount of Deprivation 
Using ra ta aDcl aonkeys, Conrad•t:•58) reported 1 "In all cues the 
major effect upon performance of manipulating deprivation in the DRL 
situation was obaerved to occur onl7 after short deprivation or when the 
animals were near satiation" (p. 64) Deprivationof food for lees than 
20 hours produced a lowered response rate but from 20 - 70 hour• depriv-
1ation appeared to have little effect in altering the normal (23 hra. 
deprivation) DRL behaviour. 
Siaila:r findinga for pigeons were reported by Bolz and Azrin 
(196,) and Reynolds (1964). 
Mynitude of Reinforoemnt 
Beer and Truable (1965) shoved that for rate (1) increasing 
magnitude of reinforcement decreased the aean IRTJ (2) the etticieney 
ratio decreased linearly with inc:reaeea in magnitude of reintorcaaent 
c,> Meuura• ot response variability (not,deacribed) indicated that 
re•ponding vu least variable with the largest aaount of reintorc•ent 
(4 pellets) and aoat variable with the malleat •ount of reintorce•nt 
(1 pellet). (4) Th••• effects were cleareat when more than one magni-
1 tucle ot reintol'C ... at wu presented during each aeaaicn • Iraaer and 
RilliJag (1970) conclude, 1•the combined results of e%periments on 
deprivation and Jl&Bllitude or reintorcaent suggest that increasing the 
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'motiT&tion' !or ~ood increaaes the rate of responding. Thie is quite 
interesting aince inoreaaing rate of responding usual.17 leads to a decreaae 
in frequency of reini'orceaent on the DRL aohedule''• 
However the Love and Harzem (197}) results discuased earlier 
auggest that a re-appraisal of the Beer and Trumble (1965) reaulta aight 
be in order. Beer and Trumble did not preaent arq IRT distribution data 
and it could be the case that the greater the aagnitude of the reinforcer 
the greater the probability or a "burat'' following a non-reini'orced 
reaponae. Thi• would ot necesai ty decreaae the anrage IRT • The ambig-
suoua nature ot the preaented data detract• frOJI thia atudy. 
Extinction 
Extinction refers to the procedure by which previously reinforced 
responding is no longer reintarced. The data from extinction experillenta 
on behaviour preTioual7 maintained by- a DRL schedule aeea, to support the 
discrimination or reintarcement Tiev. Where the e.ffioiacy of responding 
in teraa or total number of reaponsea reinforced ia greater than 50)6 
extinction produce• a rapid reduction in responding (Ferraro et al.,19651 
carter and Bruno,196814Latiea et aL;l965iLatiea et &1.,1969) In caaea, 
usually pigeons where the efficiency percentage ia much lower than 50%; 
reduction o.f responding in extinction 1a slower. Xraar and Rilling(l970) 
point out thata ''Thi• ia relliniacent of the partial reintorceaent effect 
(Deeae and Hulae, 1967). These data Jlight suggest tb&t the amiaaion of 
reintorce•nt, particularly- where the ratio of reinforcements is high, 
senea aa a diacriJlinatiTe cue for not reaponding. They might alao 
suggest that the oaiasion of reinforcement elillinatea the diacriminatiTe 
atillulus far further responding''• 
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Averaive Stillulation 
Two experiaental ll&Dipulationa uaing aversive eti1111lation are 
conaiared here; the first i1 paniahllent of DRL behaTiour and the aecond 
is the effect of an Batea-Skinner (1941) procedure on a DRL baaeline. 
'l'he normal errect of reeponae contiD89nt a\41!rsive stimuli ( electric 
shock, for eDllple) on behaviour Mintained by achedule• of poaitive re-
sinforcement is to re4uce the probabilit7 of the punished response. Holz, 
Azrin and Ulrich (1963) ahowed that this held true for DRL behaviour 
deapite the fact that a drop in response rate in normal DRL performance 
uaual.17 aeans an increue in reintorc ... ntfrequenc7. '!'here 18 a decline 
in the nuaber of "bursts",or abort IRTa, and an increase in lonpr IRTa. 
It might be expected that the facilitatory effect of increased reinforce-
:ment frequency would require a higher intenaity of ahock tor~ than 
for other positive reinforcement aohedules. Holz et al.comment that& "It 
appear• that a given punishment intenaity remains equally effective 
regardless of whether pliniahment increases or decreases the frequency of 
reinforcement". As in the case of magnitude of reinforcement this aeems 
to strengthen the view that reinforcement and punishment act on the 
Oft 
probability of the response and notlthe probability of certain IRTs ter-
:minated by these responaea. 
'l'he effect of the aecond experimental manipulation, the Eatlla-
Skinner (1941) procedure, on a DRL behaviour baseline is still largel7 
undetermined. In the E1te1-Sk1nner proced.ure a sti1111lua terminating in 
an unavoidable electric shock is superillpoaed on the schedule behaviour. 
The effect of this on moat acbedule behaviour maintained by positive 
reinforcel8nt is to suppress the response rate while the stimulus is 
being presented. This baa been termed coniitioned suppression (Lyon,1968), 
or conditioned emotional response (CER: Watson and Raynor 1920; Hunt and 
Brady, 1951). 
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and Scrutqn 
As Blackllan (1973) hav•pointed out, ''when the Eetea-Skinner pro-
:cedure is superimposed on the behaviour maintained by schedules that 
differentiall7 rein.force low ratee of responding (DRL), the reeulta have 
been equivocal. Leal and Muller (1964) found that DRL responding was 
suppressed during a pre-ahock stimulus, but Finnochio(l963) and Blackman 
(1968) reported an acceleration of DRL responding in certain condition•''• 
The results are so contradictory that Blac~d(~!~ ha~ 1ugsested that 
the factor controlling response suppressiCl'l or facilitation may be the 
disruption or the other behaviour, occurring between responses, b7 the 
pre-shock stimulus. Tlieir-: report is discussed in the aection of the reTiev 
concerned with atudie• or such collateral behaviours. 
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Effect of the !mphetee1ne drug group on DRL performance 
While there haTe been comprehensive studies of different drug 
effects on DRL performance, (Dews and Moree, 1961; Kelleher and Cook, 
1959), most research has been directed at the effect of amphetamine on 
DRL per.foraance. 
McKearney (1972) and Wuttke and Innis (1972) have recently 
summarised the effects of the amphetamines on schedule maintained behaT-
siour. They conclude that the evidence supports the Kelleher and Morse 
(1968) contention that the baseline rate of responding on a schedule is 
of' overwhelaing illport&llce in determining the effect of drug& on that 
behaviour. 
Segal (1962) pointed out that the DRL schedule is of interest aa 
a baseline for drug effect studies for tvo reaaona. The first ia that the 
typical bimodal distribution allows differential drug effects onlRTs of 
different length• to be aeen clearly, and aecond, diaru.ption ot DRL per -
sformance by the drug may give some clue as to the factors controlling 
DRL behaviour. 
The typical effect of amphetamines is to increaae the response rate 
by displacing the whole IR'1' diatribu.tion in the direction of short IR'l'a 
(d-amphetaaine, Kelleher and Cook 1959; Dewa and Morse 19581 dl-amphetaaine: 
Segal, 1962; Schuster and Zimmerman 1961). 'l'he reports agree that while 
the probability of abort IRTs increase• greatl1 there is SOJle aeaaure 
of temporal diaotiaination (in the aenae of a aecond reduced mode at a 
point further along the IRT diatribution). 
Segal (1962) auggeata that analysis of this 4iatribution change in 
terms of interruption ot scae ''aediating'' or collateral behaviour are in-
1correat, "the aain effect of the drug was apparently a aotorexcitatory 
one, and not a specific disruption of aoae internal tiaing aechaniaa •••••• 
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To the extent that overt beh&TiOT mediate• tilling behavior , then 
amphetaaine lll&J' be said to disrupt temporal diacrillination. But thi• is 
a secondary effect, produced not by interference with an internal tiaing 
11eoh&n1••, but rather by inoreaaing the rate of emiasion or all 0,vert 
behaTiO'f: "• 
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BXPLO'J.TIOBS OP THE MilliTElUJCE OF DltL PERFORMANCE 
In his ezamination of temporal process•• in schedules and in 
particular DRL achedulea Catania (1970) distinguished between three types 
of behavioural effects. These were the dynamic, the differentiating and 
the discriminative effecta of reinforcement aohedules. Between them 
these three effects cover moat of the explanations of DRL reaponding to 
date. 
pynamic Btfeot• 
While dicuaaing Skinner's (19,S) claim that 1ome apparent temporal 
discrimination• are in tact demonatrating a "differential reaponae to tiae", 
Moree (1966 P.87) cite• two examples of the dynam1.c processes within 
acbedulea. These are the relation between rate of responding and fre-
aquency of reinforcement, and the effect of a tiae delay between a res-
aponae and the presentation of a reinforcer. 
Catania (1970) discuss•• the effect of the two proc••••• in DRL 
responding observing that, "in a DRL achedule •••••• reinforceaent depends 
on a JliDimm spacing of responses in tille1 u the rate of responding 
increuea beyond a point at which responeee are sufficiently spaced, the 
rate ot reinforcement decreaaes ••••••• The rate or reinforcement may alter 
the rate of responding, but the rate of respondillg then alters the rate 
of reinforcement in turn. The outcoae •7 be a complex equilibriua 
between theseetfecta'' (p.4) 
II 
Be goes on to say that delayed reinforce•nt aay be eJC&mined 
directly by reinforcing a response after specified period of time. During 
the delq period no other reaponee ot this kind mq- be emitted (Devs,1960). 
The DRL schedule, in which the order of the respoue and the period of 
delay is reversed, also places constraints on the way in which delayed 
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reinforcement can T&ry. Responses that are su!ticiently- spaced in time 
are immediately reinforced, but the reintorce•nt cannot have retro-
sactiTe ettecte on earller reaponaes with delqa lees than the spacing 
of reaponaea specified by the schedule. Reinforcement can act with 
aborter delay-a only on behaTior . other than the r eeponaea tor which re-
1 into~eaent i• echeduled''• (p.6). 
'l'hia last point ha.a led Willoughby- (1971) to suggest that reintoroe-
smm t also acts to atrengthen the colleteral behaTiour or the "other behaT-
1 iour", though at a del~ (p.}). 
'l'h• concept of delay of reintorceaent as a dynamic proce•• in re-
sintoroement acbedule• ia in the preaent author's opinion a deacription 
aaaqueracliDg aa an explanation. The analyses of dela;yed reintorcment b7 
Dew• (1962, 1965, 1966a, 1966b) and Jenld.na(197o)have led Staddon(1972~ 
in conaidering the RelatiTe Proataity Principle (Jenkins 1970; Staddon 
1972) to concludes "'l'he later a response occura within an interval, the 
better its proxillity to reinforcement relatiTe to reeponaea which occur 
at other tilles. It ia tempting to try to quantity thi• idea in the fora 
ot a aatheatical model, which can then be aubjected to experimental 
teata. BoveTer, •••••• there ba"9been &itmaber of att .. pta to do thia tor 
relatiTe frequency, and the cue 1• atill open. Consequently, the app-
aroach being adopted (here) ia rather to aocept the quantitatin nature 
ot the principle, and attempt to derive existing experimental result• 
from it." (p.222). 
" ,1 It aay in tact be the case that the term-dynamic effect is merely 
a descriptive term under which differentiating and/or discriminative 
effects of achedulN are aubaumed, but not explicitly atated becauae 
empirical evidence is lacking. 
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Differentiation Effects 
Explanations of DRL reaponding in terms ot differential reinforce-
sment ot different length Ill!'a etea from Morse's (1966) redefinition of 
the tera IRT. Be aaid that in hie analyses ot schedules in terms of 
interresponae time, ''Anger's (1954; 1956) term, interresponae ti• (mT), 
will be used with the following modification. The elapsed tiae between 
the initiation ot the response (RB-1) and the next response (D) will be 
considered as a measurable property ot the response RB and called it'a in-
:terresponee time. Thus, reinforcement can be made contingent upon a 
response haTing an IRT exceeding soae given duration, just u reinforce-
sment can be made contingent upon the topography or intensity ot a response." 
(p.67). Moree, therefore, wishes to claim that "the time preceding the 
emission of a response (its latency or interreeponse time) is a measurable 
and oonditionable aspect of that response" P.67. 
In this formulation DRL responding ie the result of differential 
reintoroemmt of IRTa greater th&n a criterion length, which, resulting 
as it does in a low rate of responding, has been misleadingly termed the 
differential reinforcement of low rates schedule. As noted by Moree 
(1966 p.93) this may, in certain oases, be a misnomer because it is a 
feature of aone subject's DRL beha-.our that the DRL schedule produces 
"burstsh or periods of high rate responding (see page 93). Morse suggests 
thats "In Tiew of the complexity of the behavior. produced by schedules, 
it i• probabl7 an aavantage for schedule names not to designate the 
expected behavio .ral resultan. (P.93) However the tera DRL is now 
firmly entrenched in the literature and altering terminology in the 
interest• of accuracy miat,.t cause unwarranted cont.usion~. 
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Discrimination Effects 
In the performance of the DRL schedule Catania (1970) claims that 
"a temporal discrimination is demonstrated when the probability of a 
response at one time since the last response is higher than the probability 
at another time by virtue of the correlation between reinforcement and the 
time since the last response". (P.12). 
HoveTer he then goes on to show that a.a far as DRL performance is 
concerned,it makes no difference whether the performance is described as 
temporal discrimination or as temporal differentiation because empirically 
the two cannot be distinguished in this situation. In making this ve-ry 
important point (P.13) Catania suggests thats11 The relationship ia discussed 
a.a temporal diffe:rantiation or as temporal discrimination depending on 
whether the response properties or the environmental properties are 
emphasized 11 • 
The situation is further complicated by Staddon•s (1972) observation 
that "on spaced responding schedules,temporal control ot each response by 
the preceding response may be inferred - although in this case control 
(as distinct from mere temporal regularity) is hard to demonstrate, 
because responses cannot be directly manipulated by the experimenter". 
(p.213 - 214) Temporal control is a recent theoretical term employed by 
Staddon to describe the following relation1hip:- "Event A (a stimulus) 
occurs at a certain point in time a.nd can be shown to determine the 
occurrence of EYent B (a response) which occurs at a later point in time". 
It remains to be seen how useful this new term will be. In the firat quote 
from Stadden (1972) he mentions "temporal regularity" but does not explain 
it's use. 
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StereotYJ>8d Collateral :Behaviour on Schedules of Reinforcement 
The two main terms used in the literature to discues the non-
prescribed stereotyped behaviour in DRL performance are "collateral'' 
and "mediating'' behaviour. 
Mediating behaviour is ueually used in the sense defined by 
Ferster and Skinner (1957). ":Behavior occurring between two instances 
of the response being studied ••••••••• which is used by the organism as 
a controlling stimulus in subsequent behavior '' (p. 729). The phrase 
''used by the organism as a controlling stimulus in", is another instance 
or the discrimination formulation already alluded to in the introduction. 
The phrase "which controls" could easily be substituted for it, and the 
objectivity of the whole statement would increase. 
The term stereotyped collateral behaviour is a useful term in 
that there are no cauaational overtones, it merelyditscribes stereo-
:typed behaviour occurring collaterally with prescribed DRL behaviour. 
It is important to note that stereotyped collateral behaviour 
has been reported with a variety or schedules of reinforcement. Jetter, 
Lindsley and Wbhlwill (195,) deacribe stereotyped bowing, licting and 
barking emitted by doge on a VI 1 min. schedule. Thomas (1971) re-
sported stereotyped collateral gnawing of the floor bars by a rat on 
a FI 217 sec. schedule. The stereotyped collateral behaviour occurred 
in post-reinforcement pauses or considerable length (200 + sees.). 
Both Catania and Cutts (1963) and Laties and Weiss (1963) reported 
stereotyped collateral behaviours in humans, the first responding on 
a VI ,o sec. schedule, the second on a FI 100 sec, LH 10 sec. schedule. 
There is, of course, a whole body of literature on stereotyped 
collateral behaviours which have been termed schedule induced or 
adjunctive behaviours. These have been ably reTiewed by Falk (1972) 
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who defined adjunctive behaviours aa "behavio~ maintained at a high 
probability by stimuli whoae reinforcing properties in the aituation 
are derived primarily as a function of schedule parameters governing 
the availability of another class of reinforcers". (p.172) DRL 
stereotyped collateral. behaviours clearly fall within this definition. 
However, Falk (1972) has clearly ruled out the mediational 
hypothesis as interpreting the function of all adjunctive behaviours 
(p.169). Re is concerned with a more universal interpretation of this 
behaviour which he has observed "filling-in" periods of non-prescribed 
responding. 
Periods of "non- responding" when the subject is emitting other 
behaviours have differing effects with different schedules. On FI or 
VI schedules periods of such "non-responding" have .!!2. effect on 
reinforcement unless they occur after the interval has timed out but 
before the reinforced response. In this case they would reduce re-
:inforcement frequency. On FR or VR schedules periods of "non-
responding'1 have a detrimental effect on reinforcement frequency. On 
these schedules a:n.y break or slowing down in responding reduces re-
ainforcement frequency. Periods of "non-responding'' are of course 
necessary for reinforcement to occur at all on the DRL schedules of 
reinforcement. 
Periods of "non-responding'', when stereotyped collateral be-
:haviours normally occur, have therefore, different consequences 
depending which schedule of reinforcement is in operation. The 
possible factors which might maintain collateral behaviour are numer-
:oua and may differ between schedules. 
For these reasons this study ia limited to the stereotyped 
collateral beh&Tiour occurring on DRL schedules. Relevant reports 
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from the adjunctive behaviour literature will be used in discussion, 
but the broader topic of this behaviour in other schedules will not be 
included. 
It is the relevance of stereotyped collateral behaviour to 
timing behaviour which is the subject of this thesis rather than the 
much larger topic of their development and maintenance in schedules of 
reinforcement in general. 
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STEREOTYPED COLLATERAL BEHAVIOURS ON DRL SCHEDULES 
In the fir•t study of the DRL schedule requirements Wilson and 
Keller (1953) noted that their subjects (rats) each developed an 
individual pattern or ''chain" of stereotyped collateral behaviour 
between bar preaa responses. 
"In the ,pparatus uaed, this behavior may be gro<at.ng, going to the 
water bottle, going to the food cup slot in the rear of the cage, or 
climbing on the back of the cage. If this behavior_ occupiea a temporal 
span greater than the del~ interval necessary for reinforcement, a bar 
press following this chain is reinforced. This reinforcement serves to 
strengthen not only bar pressing but also that collateral behavior 
which preceded the bar press. Thus when bar pressing has been weakened 
by extinction, the collateral bebavior which has preceded prior 
reinforced bar presses has a alight differential in strength over other 
possible behavior~ and if it occurs and occupies enought time, it will 
be followed by a reinforced bar press. The strength or this collateral 
behavior is maintained through conditioned reinforcll'S~rovided by the 
stimulation attending the responses which make up a crude chain of 
behavior. •cp 193). 
In this first report of stereotyped collateral behaviour on DRL 
Wilson and Keller, although lacking quantitiVCl , support, are making 
two important claims. First that the behaviour is necessary for efficient 
DRL responding and second that the behaviour is chained together using 
the secondary reinforcer/discriminative atimulua formulation (Kell,her 1966). 
The subsequent literature on a1reotyped collateral behaviour, 
including this thesis, is an attempt to answer the questions implied in 
Wilson and Keller•s statementss (1) is collateni.l behaviour neces•ary 
for efficient DRL performance? (2) what is the functional relationship 
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between collateral behaviour and the other behaviour and enTironmental 
events involved in the DRitachedule of reinforcement? 
There haTe been many reports confirming Wilson and Keller•a 
original observation of stereotyped collateral behaviour on DRL schedules. 
The behavioUlllreported include, excessive drinking (Segal and Holloway 
1963), tail nibbling (Latiea et al, 1965), wood gnawing (Laties et al, 
1969), gnawing grid floor (Mec.Juier and Latrany'i, 1963; Blackman, 
1968), responding on irrelevant ma.nipulanda within the experimental 
space (Nevin and Berryman, 1963). 
In two reports (Kapostina, 1963a Bruner and Revuaky, 1961) 
stereotyped collateral behaTiour is reported in human subjects on a 
DRL schedule. 'Dleee reports are interesting becauae verbal reports after 
the completion of the experiment indicated that the subjects were not 
aware of the reinforcement contingencies. In the Bruner and RHt1'81cy studY, 
schoolboys were required to preee a key on a DRL 8.2 aec.aohedule. Three 
irrelevant keys were also present and each sub~ect developed a 
characteristic pattern of responses on the three keys. Post experimental 
intervieVB aecertai.Jled that each subject believed that reinforcement 
could be obtained only by a pattern of responses on at least one of 
the other keys prior to pressing the reinforced ke7. 
There are three reports of DRL performance in the literature which 
specifically mention that stereotyped collateral behaviour was not 
present (Anger, 1956; Kelleher, Pry and Cook 1959; Belleville, Rohlea, 
Grunz1'e and Clar• 1963). The Kelleher et al. study is an interesting 
report. Using rats they studied IRT distribut1Sns- on DRL 20 sec. and 
DRL 18 sec.with several values of limited hold (LH). The7 conclude, 
"none of the schedule• studied in this inTestigation generated bursts0t' 
responding or chains or overt behavior between responses. Thu• neither 
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of tjese phenomena is necessarily related to the development 
of temporal discriminations" (p.106) 
However recent research (Glazer and Sing~, 1971; Frank 
and Staddon, 1974; Richardson and Laughead, 1974) on 
restraining subjects on the DRL schedule has indicated that 
fine movements may he sufficient for efficient DRL 
performance. Richardson and Laughead go further in stating~ 
''in order to have a low response rate and a high reinforcement 
rate under a DRL schedule ..... some collateral hehavior must 
occur between responses". It is possible, therefore, that 
in those experiments which reported that stereotyped 
collateral behaviour was not present, the collateral behaviour 
involved fine movements which were overlooked. However, as 
Kramer and Rilling (1970) have said, "our understanding of 
timing hehavior in general might be greatly increased if the 
statement could be made with some certainty that overt 
behavioral chains are not necessary for at least some 
organisms to form a temporal discrimination". (p.239). 
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MABIPULATIOBS OF STERIDTYPED COLLATERAL BEHAVIOUR ON DRL SCHEDULES 
Effect of Disrupting Collateral :Behaviour 
While discussing the genesis and maintenance of the typical 
FI scallop, Dews (1962) considers in detail the value of the mediating 
behaviour hypothesis to explain the apparent temporal discrimination which 
the FI scallop exhibitsJ'To establish a sequence of responses as being 
chained er as constituting a mediating behavior it is not sufficient 
to demonstrate that the sequence is conalltent and could ao function; 
it must be explicitly demonstrated that changes in the sequence disrupt 
the chain or prevent mediation. 11 
.. s~venl studies have attempted to disrupt collateral behaviour on 
DRL schedules. 
Hodos, Ross and Brady ( 1962) inTestigated electroencephalographic 
correlates of timing and avoidance behaviour in monkeye. During the 
DRL component of their experinent certain movement artifacta were 
recorded which appeared to be distributed in time in a stereotyped 
manner. In one animal theae movement artifacts were produced by head 
th• 
movements in another by licking1vater bottle holder. In the latter case 
a variety of physical methods to prevent collateral behaviour were used 
(e.g. painting the water bottle with Tabasco aauce, erecting a barrier 
between the water bottle and the experimental chamber). This disruption 
resulted in a ahift of the modal !RT towards the shorter IRT categories. 
Hodos et al.concluded that this reeult,plus the result of drug inter-
vention (to be disouesed later) confirmed that the stereotyped collateral 
behaviour mediated the DRL responding. 
Laties et al.(1965) observed a rat on a DRL 22 eec.achedule which 
filled the paueea between response• by "nibbling it's tail" (not 
breaking the skin). By having an observer depress a hand held switch 
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' while the anillal's mouth was in contact with its tail, Laties et al. 
established the first quantitative data on stereotyped collateral 
behaviour. Suppresaion of the mouth-tail contacts vas achieved by 
painting the tail with cyclohe.x;amide, a substance which is used to 
prevent rats.tl-om chewing plastic-coated wires (Weeks,1962). Again as 
in the Hodos et al.study the IRT distribution was displaced towards 
shorter IRT• and the DRL behaviour consequently became leas efficient. 
A more comprehensive study by Laties et al.~969) studied the 
effect of several experimental manipulations on stereotyped collateral 
behaviour emitted by rats on a DRL 18 sec.schedule. In two oases the 
rats nibbled a wooden support within the experimental apparatus. The 
amount of wood nibbled was recorded and the behaviour was maintained 
at increased DRL values of 36 sec.and 48 sec. Laties et al-established 
a poaitive correlation between amount of wood nibbled and number of 
reinforcements obtained. Fewest reinforcements were obtained when no 
wood waa nibbled. 
Effect of' Amphetamine• 
Hodos et ai.(1962) reported that the effect of a 3 mg./kp. dose 
of' dl-amphetamine on the monkey producing the highly periodic head 
movements was to increase the time between head movements, but to 
shift the peak of' the IRT distribution towards the shorter time 
intervals. More than three quart•~ or the responses were not reinforced 
whereas prior to drug injection over half the responses had been 
reinforced. 
Nearly identical results were observed with dl-amphetamine (dose 
2.0 mg./qm.) on the licking behaviour of the other animal. Licking 
was suppressed and a similar shift in the IRT distribution observed. 
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of collateral behaviour 
Similar suppreaaionAand IRT distribution shifts were noted by 
Laties et al.(1965) when their ''mouth-tail contact•' rat was injected 
with 0.5 mg/kga.of d-amphetamine. 
Effect of Restraining Subject on DRL Performance 
Glazer and Singh (1971) suggoested thats "If the development of 
collateral behavior is critical for temporal discrimination learning, 
animals unable to engage in overt collateral behavior should not be 
able to learn the temporal discrillina tion. '' 
Consequently they subjected tour groups of six rats to three 
conditions of restraint - no restriction, partial restriction, complete 
restriction, and a fourth control condition, stress control. The rats were 
placed on a DRL 10 sec.achedule and three groups showed normal DRL 
behaviour WilU,iai tion, the g.roups that did not being the complete 
restriction group. 
In brief, the method of restriction involved wooden boxes with openings 
fop·- head, limbs and tail. The degree to which the wooden lid presaed 
against the body and inhibited movement vu the measure of restraint. 
In a aecond experiment Glas•~:and Sin&b found that the aquiaition 
ot efficient DRL behaTiour, by a groupa of rats pre'Yiously completely 
restrained and then non-restrained, occurred quicker than that of two 
groupaa non-restriction - non restriction, non-restriction - reatriction. 
The DRL behaTiour of this laet group vu adversely affected 
b7 restriction. Glazer and Singh sugg'9st that the inability ot COJBplete 
restriction groups to acquire efficient DRL performance reflects the 
operation of a performance rather than a learning 4eticit. "It is possible 
that the completely restricted groups did learn aome type ofCDvert 
tiaing behavior but that aOJBe performance variable such ae generalised 
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arousal rendered them incapable ot pertorming appropriately under body 
restriction conditions." They theaselves quote Perhaoh and Berry- (1970) 
who, using increases in plUII& corticoaterone aa an index of stress, 
tound that bodily restraint in rats does not produce an increase in 
plaaaa corticoaterone leTel within 24 hours after reatraint. Despite 
thia eTidenoe they wiah to appeal to •• generalised aro uaal •1 of the 
coapletely reatrained group to account for the lack of performance. 
A recent experillent by- Frank and Stadden (1974) investigated Glazer 
and Singh'• results in aore detail by- exploring the effects of changing 
the degree of restraint after training of a partial restraint groupa 
(which did now tiaing behaYiour in the earlier study) and which 
Glaser and Singh had failed to do. Using pii.geons on a DRL 5 sec.achedule, 
Prank and Stadden established that, while all subjects acquired efficient 
DRL bebaTiour under different degrees of reatraint, a change in this 
variable in either direction (more or less restraint) after the behaviour 
had stabilised waa disruptive. 
Bttecta ot lavel atilluli 
Willoughby- (1971) has pointed out that changes in the atiaulua 
environaent produced by- :aanipulating the collateral behaviour introduce 
an eleaent or nOTeltf which is known to result in an increase ot DRL 
responding - Contrucci, Hother•"1.l and Wic:lcens (1971) introduced navel 
at.iaUli into a DB.L acbedule at two temporal placements in the IRT. An 
increaae vu found in the nuaber of leTer press responses and this was 
independent or the placement of the atilluli within the IRT. Similarly 
Shapiro and Miller (1965) have pointed out the •thodological weakness 
ot aoet atuclies of diarupting collateral behavioura "... to manipulate 
the occurrence ot a reaponae claaa, some environaental aspect DIU8t be 
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manipulated also, therebf producing a confounding variable" (p.210). 
These criticisas of the inter"lention and restraint types of 
experiment can be countered in part by saying that the experimenters 
took great care to habituate the subjects to all aspects of the dis-
ruption procedure prior to introducing the disruptive element. So thatt 
for instance,placebo injections were given in sessions prior to drug 
trials and stress controls were employed in restriction studies. 
furthermore Contrucci et al.stress that the effects of novel 
stilluli decreased both within aessions and over test days, an effect 
which the disruption procedures do not mention. 
Effects of Extintion on DRL Collateral Behaviour 
Tlle data on the effect of extinction on DRL collateral behaviour 
is consistent. Laties et al.(1965, 1969) found that the collateral 
bebaTiour ceased shortl1 after introduction or extinction (10.5 min.1965). 
In all cases collateral behaTiour disappeared before lever pressing 
but the distribution or IRTsduring extinction rapidly lost it• typical 
bimodal appearance. 
Glazer and Sin&h (1971) noted that differential bodily restriction 
bad no effect on the rate of the response decrement during extinction. 
This is significant because their design allowed a between animal 
cjlllparison. A aediational hypothesis would suggest that the more 
•diating behaTiour the acre rapid the breakdown of DBL behaTiour in 
extinction. However, Gluer and Singh report no difference between their 
non reatraint and partial restr&int groups in DRL efficiency,and this, 
plua the correaponding factor of reduced reinforcement rate in their 
complete restraint gro11p, suggeat that compariamna of rates in extinction 
are hardly valid. 
Experiaent• which study analogues of the DRL atereotYped Collateral 
Behaviour 
A -jor obstacle to research on DRL collateral behaviour has been 
the idiosyncratic and unpredickble form or such behaviours which creates 
di!!icultiea in adequately measuring them. La.ties et al. (1969) used 
aaount of wood nibbled aa a measure and La.ties et al. (1965), Stein, 
Hoffman and Stitt (1971) used the observer recording methods used by 
ethologista. (The later study is concerned with collateral behaviour on 
a VI 2 min. schedule). 
To get round this problea several experimenters have attempted to 
collateral 
establiah1responding on one manipulandum in a two manipulanda situation. 
The procedures used are usually variations on a theme. Mechner and 
Guevre~n (1962} introduced ''the counting schedule" {based on a pro-
scedure first devised by Ferster 1958). Later developed and described 
..... ~., 
b7 Mi. gler ( 1964) 1 t inTol ved the subjects Jin this case rats, pre Hing two 
levers in succession. . -T ... r data show that this procedure gives "a 
Tery clean meaaure of Uai.n8 beha'Yiour, in that the distributions of 
intenals are uniaodal, regular and relatively compact" (Boakes 1969 
P.:,60). 
Kevin and Berry-an (1962) used a two key DRL procedure. The 
first peck on key one started the interval and a peck on key two was 
reinforced provided aore than 2 sec. had elapsed between the m pecks. 
Purther re•ponding on key one, after the first response had initiated the 
interval and avitched off the key illumination, had no effect. All 
aubjecta (pigeon•) continued to respond on key one after the first peck. 
Durations of these response runs often met the DRL criterion for re-
sinf'orca1ent on the second key. Also, the probability of shifting to 
the aecond key vu an increaaing function of the length of response run 
on the first ke1. HoweTer no u.nipulationa or this collateral behaviour 
vere carried out. 
A •i.111.lar experiaent by Boakea (1969) vith tvo DRL values, each 
with corresponding eUaulua, eatabliBhed that pigeone did not produce the 
different response topography on the first key vhich would be expected 
U" such responding vere mediating pecking on the second. Boake• con-
scluded that adTentitioual.y reinforced responding on the first ke7 did 
not constitute Mdiating behaviour. However &akea' definition of vhat 
Dli.ght oonati tute different reaponse topography ia an arbi tra.ry one and 
would depend on the •thod. used to observe such a difference. In his 
case a cuaulative record and unstructured observation might not be 
· regarded aa a very •trinpnt search for differences. 
Zuriff (1969) eatabliahed responding on a aecond ke7 during DRL 
by reinforcing beha.Tiour on that key on a VI achedule, reinforcement 
being discontinued when the JIU, contingency on the other key vas 
introduced. As in the Kevin and Berryman (1962) study Zuriff found 
that u the lllL requirelllll t was increased, the •an time .P.II. run and 
DUllber of n•poue• J)IJ: run of collateral responses also increased. 
However like Boak•• (1969), Zurift could not eatabli•h a strong linear 
relationahip between i.Doreaaea in DRL require•nts (criterion IRT1) and 
the collateral behaviour, ao concluded that the collateral behaviour did 
not acli&te llU, perfo1"11ADce. 
llld Scrutpn 
Blacblan (197,J attaptecl to pll8rate "a DRL like'' behaviour using 
for reinforcem6nt to occu~ 
the "cowiting'' achedule procedure. 'Du• required tha\la llinimwl number 
of conaecutive re•ponaea on one lever, (A) precede a re•ponae on another 
lever (B) In this caae the llin1aua INllber on the tiret leTer vaa 20 
•" al.. 
responae• and ~laclal&D atate that "CuaulatiTe recorda of B responding •••• 
cliaplq a ape.cad pattern ot reaponding that closely resembles that 
protuced by a •chedule that ditterentially reinforces low rates or 
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responding". Bowe·Hr as there were no explicit temporal continpncies 
this experillent is difficult to categorise. 
Black:llan de.,.eloped this "llRL-like '' behaviour to teat an earlier 
suggestion that "the anaaoloua results obtained from conditioned 
nppressiOD studies using DBL schedules may also be related in some way 
to the effect• of the procedure on the unapecif'ied patterns of behaviour 
which soaetiaes accompany DRL responding". (Blackman, 1968). 
et a.l. 
BlaclrN-D (1973) conclude '' the reaul ta or this experiment certainly 
suggest that the effects of a pre-ahoclt atilllUl.us on a specified pattern 
of beha.,.iour aay partially be related to tm eff ecta of the procedure on 
other, mediating, pattern.a ot behaviour''• 
Segal-Rechtaehaf'ten (1963) described a procedure for gaining control 
of collateral bebanour on a DRL schedule. Ba ta were trained on a DRL 
16 sec.in a one le.,.er situation, a second lever was introduced. Responding 
on this lffer vaa reinforced 16 sec.after last response on le.,.er one. 
'l'he rein!'orcement on le.,.er two became a discriminative stiaul.us for 
responding OD leTer one. .lfter two sessions the ai tua tion becaae a 
concurrent one with reinforcement OD lever two on a FI 16 aec. Finally 
foo4 OD le.,.er two vaa replaced by a buzzer (conditioned reinforcer.) 
Darla and Wheeler (1967) established a aillilar behaviour with a 
slightly aore coaplex training procedure. Having established FR re1p-
sonding on one le.,.er and DRL 10 sec.on the other, reinforcement for the 
FR concurrent vaa withdrawn. '.rhe results shoved that,there was no 
ayateaatic decrease in the nuaber of response• on the :IR lever, while 
reinforce•nta on the DRL lenr •" above 3 a ainute. 
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m'LABTIONS OP THE li'OICTIOlf OR MillfTENAlfCE OF lJU. STEREOTYPED COLLATERAL 
BEHAVIOURS 
There are three types of explanation of the fwlction or maintenance 
of DRL stereotyped collateral behaviours. The first suggests that such 
behaviours are non-tunctional,the other two that these behaviours serve 
some function in DRL performance. The two types of f'u.nctional explan-
aations are (1) that stereotyped collateral behaviours directly mediate 
accurate, spaced responding on DRL schedules; these are the chaining and 
counting hypotheaes, and, (2) that stereotyped collateral behaviour 
prevent the subject from responding, but that the factors which control 
the timing of the prescribed response are independent of the factors 
maintaining the collateral behaviour: these are the response competition, 
response inhibition, redirected behaviour and displacement activity 
hypotheses. 
Superstitioua or Advenlitiously Reinforced Behaviour 
stereotyped collateral behaviour has been described aa super-
ssti tioua behaviour (Gilbert am Sutherland, 1969) in as much as it 
could be maintained bf adventitious reinforcement. (Skinner 1948). 
This !o:mulation supposes that the reinforcer which reinforces the pre-
ascribed response also reinforces the behaviour which immediately 
preceded it. This could relegate stereotyped collateral behaviour to 
the tunctionless collateral of the reinforcement contingencies peculiar 
to JJRL schedules. It auch behaviour vere ilaintained by adventitious 
reintorcement, however, one might expect to see, ons table accurate 
DRL performance• some form of' post-reinf'o1'Cement pauae and then a 
scalloped pattern typical of 1I schedules. What data there is of this 
tn,e{Latiea et a1., 1965) do not support this. Again, disregarding the 
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novelty objection for the reasons stated previously, there appears to 
be sufficient evidence from the disruption studies to indicate that 
stereot)rped collateral behaviourado serve .!2!!!!. function in maintaining 
DRL performances. 
Stereopd collateral behaviour as behaviour chains 
A nuaber of experiJDents have led some authors to conclude that 
DRL collateral responding represents behavioural chaining (Kelleher,1966). 
In this tarmulation successive units of either homogeneous or hetergen-
seoua behaviour act as conclitioned reinforcer& for the last unit and 
discriminative atimuli tor the nerl. The final unit is the reaponsea 
which te:rminatea the IR'l'. There are two major objectiona to thia 
description. 
Pirst virtuall;r all reports of DRL stereotyped. collateral behaviour 
(with the exception of Vilaon and Keller, 195:,; Mecbner and Latr&JJy'i, 
196:,), report hoaopneoua "chains" or behaviour, where the only apparent 
difference between two unite of the behaviour are their positions vithin 
the IRT. 'l'he question that hu to be answered therefore, is why does 
the reaponae terminating the IR'l' occur at one point in the h0110geneoua 
chm rather than another? 
'l'he aecond objection rests on the result, of extinction experiments 
on DRL pertoraance and the atereotyped collateral behaviour. Laties et 
al. (1969) reported that during extinction or DRL 18 aec.lever. presaing 
behaTiour vith collateral wood gnawing 'beh&Tiour the "gnawing ceased 
before lner preaaing, confirming the extinction results or the single 
tail-nibbling:m.t or Latie• et al. (1965) and demonstrating again the 
atatua of the collateral behaTiour as a member or a heterogeneoua chain" 
However the literature auggesta that La.tie• et al.(1969) are 
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mistaken in their view that chaina extinguish from the initial to the 
terminal link. 'l'he obsern.tions of both Miller (1951) and Zimmerman 
(1959) clearly deaonstrated that chains extingu.ish backwards from the 
tel.'llinal link of the chain. If 1therefore,DRL stereotyped 
collateral behaviour were chained in the accepted sense, the terminal 
linlc,or response aaint&ined by reinforcement,should extinguish first 
and the stereotyped collateral behaviour should occur in shorter and 
shorter runs until it too finally extinguished. This does not appear 
to be the cue. 
••countw" or Amount of Collateral Stereotyped :Behaviour 
A number of studies haTe •hown that animals consistently pause 
a.tter completing a FR run on,or about,the number of re•ponses required 
for that run (Perater and Skinner, 1957; Ferster, 1958; Weissman, 1960; 
Keehn,1965). 'l'his might imply discrimination of amount of behaviour 
emitted, or, it the rate at which behaviour was emitted had stabilised, 
it might illply some tora of temporal discrimination. 
SeTeral studies have shown that both rats and pigeons emit 
reaaonably accurate behaviour on schedules which require the completion 
of a certain number of responses on one manupulandum before responding 
on another is reinforced (Perster, 1958; Mechner and Guevre: .. kian 1962; 
1Jillenaon, 1966; Bdvards, Dubiner and Crow, 1967; Blac~d ~~;j. 
It is the oaae howeTer, ae Willoughby (1971) has pointed out that all 
these studies confound the effects of number of responses and duration 
of responding. The experiaent by Edwards et al, (1967) attempted to 
I N 
evaluate the counting hypothesis by presenting novel stimuli auch aa 
shock or chan89 in colour of key light at different points in "counting" 
aequences being emitted by pigeons. A.part from a slight increaae in the 
median "counting'' reaponse run, the "counting" behaviour was not affected 
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by these procedure•. If some incremental or sequential dependency we.a 
controlling this behaviour the novel stillUl.i should have disrupted 
the process. 
The ••counting'' hypotheais aa an explanation of the function of 
DBL collateral stereotyped behaviour requires more experimental attention. 
HoveTer, just what sort of experiment might unra·Hl the confounding 
effects of uount, and duration of behaviour, is difficult to say. 
Competing :Behaviour Hypothesis 
Schwartz and Williaaa (1971) presented data for pigeons responding 
on a DBL 10 sec. As is usual in such experiments, efficiency was poor, 
only 10}6 of all key pecks were reinforced. Introduction of a second 
illwainated key (key 2) with no programme consequences increased 
efficiency until 7'j}6 of all key peck on key 0)responses were reinforced. 
It waa observed that the subjects pecked vigourously at key (2) between 
key pecks on key (1). 
Schwartz and Williams concluded that their results indicate that 
either "(a) collateral behavior. is central to timing or (b) that 
collateral beharlor · is eeaential to the operation of the response 
constraining conti1119ncy on DRL". 
Aaawaing that (a) is not the case,(b) can be interpreted in three 
va,e. The reeponse-constraint procedure can be either (1) accidentaD.Y, 
or adventitioualy,maintained by the reinforcement contingencies of the 
efficient DBL performance. 
(2) '!'he result or inhibition of prescribed responding on the 
DRL eohedule. 
c,> The result or conflict between two motivational etates. 
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'l'he tirat interpretation,which may be termed the competing 
response bypothesis,auggests that the stereotyped collateral behaviour 
is maintained by adventitious reinf'orcement, as is superstitious 
behaviour (Skinner, 1948), but that such collateral behaviour accidentally 
tultills the function or competing with,and preventing,the emission of 
the prescribed response. SUch superstitious behaviours are however prone 
to topographical change (Skinner, 1948) and in the case of the DRL 
schedule vhere reinforcement would depend on a reasonably constant 
topography of competing behaviour1frequent breakdown in DRL performance 
might be expected.This is not normally the case. 
Response Inhibition and DRL StereotYJ>!d Collateral Behaviour 
Richelle (1972) has pointed out that the DRL schedule requires that 
there be no responding within a prescribed interval; this he suggests 
requires the animal to inhibit responding. Kramer and Rilling (1970) 
have saidr 'Laboratory folklore holds that in a DRL schedule, the 
animal learns to actively inhibit responding. This interpretation has 
occasionally been suggested (Hearst, Koresko and Poppen, 1964) but 
definitive experillental verification has been lacking." (p.228). 
Richelle (1972) has stated that: "Compensation for inhibition 
might possibly be achieved either by an output of responses of the 
same topography aa the operant response, or by any kind of motor 
behaviour. If so, collateral behaviour (sometimes called mediating 
behaviour) would have nothing to do vi th the time measuring proper; it's 
effects on the quality of temporal regulation would be accounted for by 
ita aapecitic compensatory function." (p.2,4). An interesting point 
arises from this statement. If1aa appears from DRL IRT distributions, 
responding is differentially inhibited one might expect to see changes 
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in the collateral behaTiour across the interval. 
Contrucci, Hotter~all and Wickens (1971) have reported the effect 
of a potentially diainhibiting nOTel stiaulus introduced early or late 
into a mmber or DRL 20 aec. interTals in the DRL 20 sec. performance of 
rate. An increase vaa obsernd in the number or lever preeaing responses 
before the end or the specified intern.I, and this effect vae found whether 
the atiaulus vaa presented ''early• or "late' in the interval; there 
vaa no significant difference between reeponses produced by the ''early' 
or the "late" stiauli. '!'he effect decreased after stimulus presentations 
within and between sessions. Contrucci et al. claim that theae results, 
~ 
while favouring either a chain or an inhiDition explanation of stereo-
typed collateral beha'ri.our, probably lend more support to a traditional 
interpretation of inhibition and the diainhibition phenomenon rather 
than a mediating response explanation". 
Staddon (1972) baa suggested that the two types of activity on 
DRL, collateral and prescribed responding, or interim and terminal 
actiTi'ty are reciprocally- inhibitory (p.248). The latest atatement of 
his poaition is by Prank and Staddon (1974) "•••• assume that paeaage 
of time itself is, or can be, a diacriminatiTe stimulus like any other • 
.Another reuonable USWllption is that the anillal cannot do "nothing." 
On theae aaaumptiona then perhaps the simplest possibility is that 
interim ("collateral", in the present case) activities are under the 
stimulus control of short postreaponae tillea (on DRL) ••••• because such 
time• are associated with a low or zero probability of food reinforce-
aent for peokiD8• The terminal response (pecking), on the other hand, is 
under the control of longer post-response tiaes because these are the 
tiae• at which pecking is aeaociated with a high probability of 
rein1'orceaent. If it then be UIIUlled that the two types of activity 
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(interim and teminal: in the present case "collateral" and pecking) 
are reciprocall7 inhibitory (cf. Staddon - 1972), then prevention of 
the interim activitiea would leave the terminal response as the 
behavior of next priority in the situation, since it ia no longer being 
inhibited by tbe interim activities •••••••• Thia account seems consiatent 
with other results in the literature, cited above, and avoids the 
difficulties asaociated with 'chaining' or 'behavioi- as a clock' 
explanations" (p.129 - 130). 
Prank aJld Staddon'• explanation requires a prior explanation of 
"the control or •••••• post-response times" which detracts from its 
utility. However it doe• introduce the concept of response priority 
vb.ich bas a bearing on the following, ethological explanations. 
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Ethological Explanations of DBL Collateral 1tereotYped Behaviour 
The necessity for the subject on a DRL schedule to withold 
responding at some points in time and to respond at others, has led 
some authors to hypothesise that the stereotyped collateral behaviour 
is a conflict behaviour. Hess (1962) categorised conflict behaviour 
into four groups:- successive ambivalent behaviours, simultaneneous 
ambivalent behaviours, redirected behaviours and displacement activity. 
The first two do not appear relevant to stereotyped collateral behaviours 
as there does not appear to be mu.eh ambivalence in these behaviours. 
However both redirected and displacement behaviours, as defined in 
the litera"drure (:Bu.rsbardt, 1973) have features in coIIDllon with DRL 
stereotyped collateral behaviours. 
Both these classes of behaviour are lillked in the ethological 
literature to conflict between two motivational states. It has been 
the practice in the experimental analysis of behaviour to avoid appeal 
to hypothetical motivational variables. Consequently, ethological 
interpretations of schedule behaviour have not often appeared in the 
literature {McFarland,1966). 
Recently, however, two papers in particular hnve focused attention 
on the relevance of ethological data to certain aspects of schedule 
behaviour. Seligman (1970), using earlier work like Breland and 
Breland.~(1951},challenged what he called "~h• equivalence of assooia:»-
:ility" assumption. This assumption, implicit in the writings of 
Skinner (1956) assumes thats- "In instrumental learJJl.ng the choice 
of response and reinforcer is a matter of relative indifference; that 
ie, any emitted response and any reinforcer can be associated with 
approximately equal facility, and a set of general laws exist which 
describes acquisition, extinction, discriminative control, general-
sization, etc., for all responses and reinforcers~ (Seligman,1970,p.407) 
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Breland and Breland (1951) presented evidence that when animals were 
trained, using operant conditioning,to do some specific act, a number 
of species characteristic behaviours began to be incorporated into 
the trained sequence. Seligman argued that certain response patterns 
have a greater degree of "preparedness" in certain species than in 
others. (The "autoshaping" of the key peck in pigeons by Brown and 
Jenkins (1968) is an example of such a behaviour). 
Staddon and Simmelhag (1971) looked at the II superstition" 
phenomenon first described by Skinner (1948). Skinner reported that 
regular presentation of food to a food deprived pigeon, with no 
reference to the behaviour of the bird at the time of food present-
:ation, led after a while to peculiar and bizarre repetltive behav-
:iours as being due to accidental correlations between instances of 
a particular behaviour and reinforcement. Staddon and Simmelhag 
(1971) re-examined the superstition experiments and concluded, using 
concepts such as appetitive behaviour, consummatory acts, evolution, 
displacement behaviour and species - characteristic responding, that 
the most probable behaviours in the superstition experiment are those 
which for species - specific reasons are likely in the animal's 
normal feeding situation. 
Staddon (1972) has extended this analysis into theoretical 
discussions of the value of such concepts (in particular ''evolutionary 
variability") to the experimental analysis of behaviour. 
Redirected Behaviour 
"Redirected activity occurs when an animal peTforms the be-
:havior appropriate to the motivational state but directs that be-
shavior · toward an inappropria. te object in the presence of the proper 
stimulus" (Burghardt 1973 P• 359). 
SS 
Examples of this type of behaviour are1 male blackheaded gulls, 
whose tendency to attack their mates is inhibited, may attack other 
birds (Moynihal\, 1955; :Baatook, Morris and Moynihan, 1953)1 herring 
sulls in an aggressive encounter may redirect pecking onto objects 
in the environment (Tinbergen, 1959). 
Lowe and Barzem{1973)have made reference to the possible aversive 
properties of the DRL schedule and it is known that certain schedules 
of positive reinforcement produce ''schedule induced aggression•• 
(Azrin, Hutchison and Hake, 1966). It would seem possible therefore ,. 
~ states 
that the two motivationalLto press the lever and to inhibit lever 
presses might be supposed to result in the stereotyped collateral 
behaviour. 
Displacement Activity 
The argument that adjunctive behaviours misnt be considered as 
displacement activities bas been summarised by Falk (1972, pps 167 -
169) and McFarland (1972). As noted aarlier in this review, Falk 
(1972) has: "set aside those explanations (of adjunctive behaviours) 
framed in terms of simple, physiological bases, mediating functions 
or adventitiously reinforced behaviors" (p.169). He does so mainly 
because no single interpretation of this kind explains the ubiquitous 
nature of adjunctive behaviours in many different schedules of 
reinforcement. 
Does the displacement activity hypothesis turther the under-
standing of DRL stereotyped collateral behaviour? If Falka(1972) 
rephrasing of Tinbergen•a(1952) definition or displacement activity 
is valid, and the present author believes that to be the case, then 
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this definition iss "The 'displaced' behavior can be referred to 
as a response sequence that is ordinarily a function of variables 
other than those that presumably dominate the current atuation". 
i,, 
This irrelevant or incongruous behaviour in ethological terms,the 
result of competing motivational states which are in equilibriUll. 
Additionally, Tinbergen (1947) suggested that displacement activity 
can occur when an external stimulus, after having activated a drive 
state, suddenly stops. 
The relevance of these concepts to DRL stereotyped collateral 
" behaviours is certainly not clear. It is true that two motivational 
" states may be in conflict (to press or not to press) but the durations 
in which they may be said to be in equilibrium, as judged from a 
bi-modal !RT relative frequency distributions, must be very amall 
indeed. It might also be concluded that the termination of the rein-
aforcing stimulus (because it ha.a been eaten) resulta in displacement 
activity. Such an interpretation ia difficult to challenge. 
The incongruity of the displacement activity which is a 
feature of these ethological interpretations is difficult to assess 
in the present experimental setting. Because the appropriate be-
:haviours are not clearly prescribed (merely their operational outcome), 
behaviours which might be considered as inappropriate cannot be de-
:fined with any accuracy. 
Perhaps the most useful statement on the relevance of the dia-
:plaoement activity concept to DRL collateral behaviours was made 
by McFarland (1970): 
"•••••••••••it is possible that low rate of reward is "frustrating" 
for the animal, and this frustration causes a switch in attention, in 
accordance with recent suggestions concerning disinhibition of dis-
splacement activity (McFarland, 1966). The similarity between •••••••• 
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•••••••• adjunctive behaviour ••••••• a.nd displacement feeding pre-
:viously described in doves (McFarland, 1965) is striking in that 
both are affected by manipulation of relevant causal factors. However 
there is also the important difference that displacement occurs in 
thwarting or conflict situations, whereas the adjunctive behaviour in 
normal feeding and drinking situations occurs in the absence of overt 
frustration or conflict. It ha.a been suggested (McFarland, 196,) that 
displacement activities are a special case of the more general phenomenon 
of disinhibited activity, which can occur in a variety of circumstances" 
(P. 72). 
Ethological interpretations of DRL stereotyped collateral behaviour 
While ethological interpretations of DRL stereotyped collateral 
oehaviour have a certain attraction in that they connect this schedule 
induced behaviour with a large body of "field'' data, it is clear that 
there is at present insufficient data on the former for any useful 
comparisons with the latter to be made. Even when such data is 
available care must be exercised when making assumptions about 
motivational variables in the schedule situation. 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter is intended to provide a selective review of the 
literature on the differential reinforcement of low rates (DRL) 
schedule and in particular those experiments whioh have reported, or 
were investigations of, the stereotyped collateral behaviours which 
have been reported as occurring on this schedule of reinforcement. 
The theoretical interpretations of the results reviewed in each section 
were discussed at the end of each section. 
The main points of the review are summarised below1 
1. The differential reinforcement of low rates (DRL) 
a) On., DRL schedules I reinforcement is dependent upon the spacing 
of responses so that a minimum time elapses between successive respbnses. 
b) Performances under DRL schedules are characterised by regular 
spacing of responses in time. The efficiency of such 119rforma.nces 
va.riBwith species and the topo~ of the required response. 
c} The relative frequency distributions of inter-response times 
(IRTs) on DRL schedules are typically bi-modal. One mode occur• in 
the veey short IRT category representing the "bursts" of responses 
characteristic of some DRL performances. The aeoond mode occur• on 
or about the criterion IRT value. 
d) Reports of experimental manipulations such a.a masni tude of 
reinforcement, extinction and drug administration on DRL performance 
are relatively consistent. The exaeptiona are the contradictory 
results of the Estes-Skinner procedure on a DRL per-
:formance baseline. 
e) Explanations of the maintenance of DRL performance are 
usually couched in terms of the dyDamic, differentiating and dis-
:criminative effects of reinforcement aohedules. While several 
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writers have stressed the role of multiple oaUJ:1ation in the DRL 
schedule, the difficulty of distinguishing empirically between 
differentiating and discriminative effects has also been commented on. 
2. Stereotyped Collateral Behaviours on DRL schedules 
a) These stereotyped collateral behaviours have been frequently 
reported in DRL performance reports although there have been three 
reports which specificall1 mention that they did not occur. 
b) These behaviours have typically been reported as oral, gnawing 
or nibbling behaviours. The behaviours are often peculiar in topo-
1graphy to the individual subject. 
c) Several writers have described stereotyped collateral be-
:haviours as "mediating" behaviours in that denying the subject 
opportunity to emit the established DRL collateral behaviour has led 
to a rapid increase in respi!lnse rate and a breakdown of accurate 
timing behaviour. 
d) While no detailed functional analysis of stereotyped collateral 
behaviour occurring on DRL schedules has been undertaken, the effects 
of experimental manipulations such as drug and novel stimuli inter-
1vention tend to confirm that these behaviours, where they occur, 
are necessary for efficient DRL performance. 
a) Explanations of the factors maintaini:ag stereotyped collateral 
behaTiour on DRL schedules haTe been of three main types1-
i) That these behaviours are non-functional collateral behaviours 
maintained by- adventitious reinforcement. 
11) That these behaviours are responsible for the accurate 
spacing of responses in time,either by a behaviour chain process,or 
by some oounting method. 
iii) That these behaviours permit the subject to withold 
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responding thus preventing premature responses,but that the factors 
controlling the emission of accurately apa.ced responding in time 
are independent of the factors maintaining stereotyped collateral 
responding. These are the response competition, response inhibition, 
redirected behaviour and displacement activity hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL AIMS & GEN!!.:RAL Ml!.:'fHOD 
EXPJmDlli:l'.l'AL .A.DIS ilD GEDRJ.L METHOD 
BQeriaeatal J.iu 
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A• a couequenoe of NTiewing the literature on mu. •t .. a,tn,e4 
collateral behaTiour, 'the tollovag fi"Ye ezperiaental &iu were oout-
aructecl. 
1. To find a higb.17 probable mu. collateral behaTiour which required 
no a4clitional reintorceaent contingenoiea to eatabliah it, other 
than the exi1tillg DBL achedule contingenciea. 
2. 'l'o cleTelop an apparatu whiob would giTe reliable quant.itiTe r-
acordinga ot the collateral behaviour. 
3. '?o eatabli1h this behaTiour u a DRL collateral behaviour and 
anal71e auch beh&Tioar in depth. 
4. 'l'o experiaental~ u.nipulate the collateral beh&Yiour, keeping the 
DRL continaencies in toroe, to establiah if the collateral behaTiour 
''•diat••" etf'icieat DRL re1ponding. 
5. To experiaentally manipulate the DRL oontinpnoiee to e1tabli1h 
the factor• which aigbt -.!ntain the collateral behaTiour. 
GDERAL METHOD 
Subjects 
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Moat experillental reports which preaent data on both e!!ioient 
apaoed responding on the DRL achedule, and collateral stereotyped behaviour, 
have uaed rat• u aubjecta. Conaequently rata were used u aubjecta in 
all the experillenta reported in thi• theaia. 
'!'he aubjecta were male P.V.G. Hooded rata. A.t the beginning or 
each experiaent all rats were not le•• than 120 da7a old and not more than 
180 da.7• old. 
To ensure adequate rate• or responding all rate were maintained at 
85% of their free feeding body veighta. Starting when the rate were at 
lea.at 120 day• old, each anillal vu weighed over several aucoeaaive daya 
and all average weight arrived at. 
The rate were then deprived of food, each rat being gradually fed 
leas and le•• food until the &Jlimale weieht had dropped to the 8~ figure. 
Gradual weight reduction aoclimatiaed the aubjecta to the deprivation atate. 
After each experillental aesaion the aubject waa weigh•d &Jld if the 
weight was below the 8,>6 figure, aupplementary amounts of food were given 
to the aubject. The weight ot the auppleaentary food equalled the 
difference between the subject'• weight at the end of the experimental 
••••ion, and the 8"' figure tor that aubject. 
Bach rat vu housed individually in iti hClM cage. Light/dark 
cycle, temperature aad huaidity vere all controlled. A. 12 hour light/12 
hour dark cycle vaa iapleaented. Bach animal waa tested daily, aeven days 
a week, at the 88118 tille in the light cycle. Amounts and degree of 
handling between the haae cap and the teat environment were kept aa 
eonaiatent u poaaible1 all experiment• except one were run by the author. 
The abOTe mentioned variable• were controlled u part or the effort to 
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re4uoe T&riability between daily- performance•, a requirement or the 
steady' state• methodoloe,. (see below). 
In the hoae case there wu tree acoe•• to water but, other than 
in the experiaent where drinking bebaTiour vaa being studied, there wa• 
no water available in the teat enTiromaent. 
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Bxperiaenta were prosrBIINd on Graaon-Stadler relay equipment and 
recording was accoapli8hed with Gerbrand C\111Ulative Recorder•, Sodeoo 
printouts, and a Data !ranafer Unit, designed by the Technical Serf'icea 
ot the Depa.rt•nt or Paychologr, Um.Teraity of Stirling. The Data Trau-
ster um.t, tranaferred data frOJI the Graaoa-Stadler relay equipment on 
to coaputer paper tape for computer anal79i1 on the UniTeraity ot 
Stirling, Elliot 4130 oo•puter. (The computer prosramme used in anal7aing 
the data is included in the Appendices). 
Test Environment 
All rats were tested in a modified Lehigh Valley Rodent teat oace 
{Cat.lo.143-22). The 0888 vaa houaed in a aound-attenuating cubicle 
(Lehigh Valle7 Cat. lo.132-02) which baa a battled air intake and 60cta 
exhauat ran. 
!he diaensiona or the test enviromaent were u tollowas-
Beight - 26.75ca, width - 30.50~ depth - 24,0ca. 
!he floor of the 0889 was aade up ot 0.5om.dia. atainleaa steel bar• 
spaced 2.0ca,apart and aligned parallel with the intelligence panel. 
The manipulanda were two (Cat.Io.121-05) Compound Rodent LeTera 
(tor poai tion on intelligence panel, see J'igure 1). 25gms. derres., force 
stiaulia Visual - three (111-01) "Q" laapa over each leTer, houee 
light. 
Auditory - OM (112-01) Sonalert 2.8 kB Standard and on 4-ohm 
z 
speaker (to prOTide constant maeldng noise, thua reducing the effect of 
extraneoua noise. 
Electrical - shook floor. 
Gu8tatory - one (114-20) pellet feeder deliTering 45ag,x0188 
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Figure 1 
Diagrammatic representation of the test environment 
intelligence panel. 
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Figures 2a1 b 
a) View of test environment with subject gnawing wood block. 
b) View of the plexiglass ~ount for the transducer a.nd the 
sensitivity control box in the foreground. 
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Figure 3 
Di88%'ammatic representation of the wood gnawing sensor. 
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pellets (for pellet tOl'llUla see Bo7e• Co. Ltd. literature) 
A remo"f'&ble refuse tray was •ituated 3.Scm.below the bar floor. 
See figure land Pigure 2(a). 
The •tandard teat enTiromaent vu modified in the following way. 
Two hole• were drilled in the intelligence panel (see Fig.1). One 
1.5ca.d1a. hole was for a water bottle nozzle, used in one or the 
experiaenta. tick• on the nozzle could be recorded. The Hcond hole 
was a 0.7cm.clia. hold situated directl7 beneath the pellet chute to allow 
inaertion into the ezperimental apace of the gnawing sensor rod (see below). 
Gnaviy sensor 
'l'he reTiev ot the literature suggested that one beh&Tiour, drinking, 
would be a highly- probable collateral stereotyped behaTiour, bu.t the 
literature further suggested that it would onl7 be a post-pellet (po•t -
rein!orcemnt) phenomenon (Falk, 1972; Segal and Bollova;r, 196,). 
La.tie•, WeiH ud Weiss (1969) had reported that four Olli of their 
five rat subjects had Dibbled wood of one type or another (unspecified, 
pressed woods- Masonite, pine block) 
Sllall pilot studies in the hoae cage established that rats would 
gnaw wood blocn. 
A gnawing •enaor for recording mOTementa ot a block of wood mounted 
on a steel rod vaa developed by- the Technical Service• of the Department 
or Psychology, UniTersity of Stirling. The deTioe wae in three partas-
(1) a steel rod 33.0ca.long, o.3cm.d1a., inserted at one end into a block 
of untreated beech wood (4x2.5 x 2cm.) was passed to the outside of both 
the enviromaental apace, and the enclosing sound attemiating chamber, 
leaTing the block of wood inside the experimental apace (Fige.2(a) and 3) 
(2) '!'he rod fitted into a plexiglaaa block mounted on the outside or the 
sound attenuating base and was held in place by a retaining aorev. (Pige. 
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2(b) and 3). Kounted within the plenglasa holder waa a atylua tr&na-
aducer. J. Motorola NFC 8040 audio amplifier vaa used to raiae the 
transducer aignal to a auitable level for the operation of the threahold 
control unit. J. pulae toraer vas used to operate the final relay amp-
alifier for 150 meeca from the onaet of a disturbance to the tranaducer. 
Such diaturbancea will be labelled ••pan". In operation,ditterencea 
between acciclatal 110ve•nta o£ the wood and aipala due to gnawing were 
eaaily diatingu.iahable. The rate at which aignala vere received when 
the subject vaa gnawing the wood vu very high indeed, varying between 
2 and 4 a aecond. While every "gnaw'' va• recorded on the cumulative 
recorder and other recording apparatus, because of the high rates involvecl 
only every 10th "gnaw" vu recorded on the Data Tranater Unit punch tape. 
Aleo recordecl on thia tape were leTer pre•• reaponeea (reinforced or non--
reinforced) and. the tiaa at which~ of these three event• occure4. 
'!he voocl oho••• tor these experillenta vu beech (Pagua Szlvatioa). 
Thi• voocl provided the neceaaar, oloae grained, llhort lltaple length h&rd-
avood which prevented large atri.pa of wood being reaoTed trom the block 
thua pe1'tlitting unrecorded wood gnawing. Villareal (1967) reported 
that monkeys emitting achedule induced pica of pine wood, chewed atripa 
off a pi.De block and inpeted thea. J.• the vood chipa in the preaent 
expn-iaent tell throUgb the bar floor onto the retuae tray, it waa 
poaaible, by carrying 011t weight compariaona, to conclude that the 
aubjecta did not eat the beech wood chip• (aee Exp.1). 
J.dyantapa ot the Wood G•wiy Sensor 
a) It would record aoat (aee 11gare 4) moTementa ot the wood even 
with the total weight of a rat resting on the wood block, but it 
vollld not record extraneous eventa (i.e. other animal movementa, 
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pellet delivery or lever operation) 
b) 'fhere was •iDiaal extra apparatua inaide the e:xperillental apaoe. 
0 ) Minillml alteration to a standard Lehigh Valley teat enYironment 
cap vu required. 
d) Gnawing or the type of wood used (beechs Papa Sylvatica) produced 
aall wood chips,thus preventing eating, and avoiding injury to 
the rat which aight occur if larger aplintera were broken off. 
8 ) The wood block and rod were euily removed f'rom the plexiglan 
holder, thua treeing the experimental test cage tor the use of 
other experillentera. 
Diaadvan;taB!• ot Gnawing Se11,1or 
(1) .As it vu neceaeary to remove the rod daily after each e:xperiaental 
seaaion, detailed compariaou ot wood gnawing between ••••ions were 
not poaaible. Slisht differences in placing the rod in the holder 
made •uch co•pariaona doubtful. However,u the rod waa clamped 
tight during each experiaental aeseion (i.e. between each rat•a 
daily experillental run), coapariaon between rata on &n1' clay were 
'Y&lid. 
(2) In the courae ot two early experillents with this senaor (not re-
sported in this thesis)} subject deaths occurred. Th••• were 
experiaenta carried out over a long period (e.g. ou experiment 
luted 12 months). Pathological examination or the oaaualtiea 
noted •!'he lUBg tiaaue shoved evidence or a pneumonia of chronic 
nature. Xoat ot the reaction was to be seen in the interatitial 
tissue • .ll'Yeolar and bronchiolar exudate was limited. The quite 
ext.naive haeaorrhagea to be seen vu :proa"bl7 terminal in nature. 
Unfortunately, no bacteria of any pathological sign.i!ioanoe could 
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be isolated." 
Although no •ood duat vaa isolated from the lung ti11ue it vaa 
supposed that extensive and prolonged inhalation of wood chips had 
led to this non-bacterial pneumonia. Jor thia reaaon daily ••••icma were 
cut from l hour to :,o llinutea,and attempts were made to reduce the over-
sall length or experiment•. .A.part trom an unwillingnesa to cause 
su£f'ering to the anillals, changes in behaviour due to deterioration 
could not be controlled far. Uter the introduction of :,o aim. ••••ions 
and shorter experiaenta, no animal died ot the above lung daaap. 
Callibration ot Gnaviy Sensor 
Initially the aenaitivity control of the threahold control circuit 
vae set at an arbitrarT level. 'l'his leTel was found to give approxiaatel7 
2.0 •gnaws' per second across the session, and this level vaa used in 
aubaequent experiaenta. 
At this aensitiTi"ty level it vaa poaaible to calibrate the device 
uing a procedure baaed on the one reported by Al tm&n and Bull (197:,). 
Using a pendulWI (25cm.long with 0.5ga.mlaa ot put'tJ' auapended) the 
llimua aomentua required to operate the drdce with increasing weight 
resting on the block wu a function repreaented b)' the graph, Pigure 4. 
Thi• tunction vaa the result ot ten teats at each veight-on-blook level. 
In each teat ten pendulum swings were made at any aelected distance (h) 
froa the 'block or wood. Provicli.Dg 1:he aenaor operated aore than 5 but 
lws• than 9 tiaes,thia distance (b) vu uaed to calculate the JIOllentua. 
Noaentull • • x 2gb where•• 0.5 SU• and ga gravitational constant 
(980 ca/aec?). !he rod was removed and replaced after each teat and the 
mean aoaentwa fro• the ten teat moaenta wu taken u repreaenting the 
average IIOllenta required to operate the sensor in the experiaenta which 
follow. 
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Figure 4 
The minimum momentum required to produce a signal 'gnaw• from 
the sensor with different weights (representing the subject) resting 
on the woodblock. 
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GEIERil, PROCEDURE 
.Adaptation 
In order that the rate should adapt to the novel enTiromaent or 
the experiaental •pace each rat vas initiall7 giTen two 30 lllin. ••••ion• 
with only the houaelight and white noise operatiTe. .A.1 noted preYioualy 
the white noise, on throughout the aeesiona, masked extraneous noiae. 
The wood,and attached rod,were not placed in the teat environment during 
adaptation days. 
Magazine Training 
To acouatom the rat to eating from the pellet chute, rood pellet• 
were preaentecl to the rat on the third experillental ••••ion. Pood pelleta 
were deliTered singly on a variable time (VT) 30 aeo. achedule. Thie 
schedule merely delivers food at variable tiaea (mean or 30 aec.) with 
no reaponae requirement • .A.part from accuatolling the rat to eat troa the 
pellet chute, it established the stimuli aaaociated with the reinforcer, 
that ia the noise• aaaociated with pellet delivery, u diacrillinative 
stimuli. Io wood waa present during magazine training. 
"Shap1 y'' the lenr preaa reaponae 
In all experiment• the rats were trained to preaa the lever aa 
tollowss- During the fourth session tor each rat aucceasive approxi11&tiona 
to pressing the designated (left) lever were reinforced. The experimenter 
observed each aucceaaive approximation and preaaed a key which delivered 
reintorcera. 
Having eatabliahed the leTer preaa reaponae, each rat vaa given 
50 reintorcements on a c,r,f. (continuous reinforcement) schedule. 
Thi• schedule reinforced every response. lo wood was preaent. 
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DRL 18 eec. Schedule 
On the fifth, and aucceaai ve, days the rat was exposed to the 
contingencies ot a DRL 18 eec. schedule. Each reeponae which occured 
18 sec.or more after the preTioua response wa.a reinforced. Response• 
occurring before 18 sec.had elapsed ainoe the preTioua reeponae were not 
reinforced but reset the tiaer. On this fifth eeaeion wood wae present 
tor the !iret tille. Prom a total ot OTer 40 rate trained in noh a way 
onl7 two tailed to eait wood gnawing u the DRL collateral, albeit aome 
ani•l•, noraa.11:, those tested last each dq, have produced. a .:typical 
behaviour (RAT 12 in Bxperiaent I ie an exaaple ot thia type of paving 
behaTiour). '!hie phencaenon will be cliscueaed in the appropriate exper-
aiaental diecuaeion, 
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STEADY STATES OP mmJ.VIOUR 
One or the adYantapa ot operant conditioning aeationed in the 
introduction is that uaiJag th1• technique atable patterne ot behaYiour 
aq be atudied aero••~ daily ••••iou. !hi• fact hu alao led to 
an experiaental •thodoloa, peculiar to the experiaental au.lyaia ot 
behaYiour, oalled ate~ atate methodology- (Sidaan, 1960, Ch. 8). 
Thi.a methodology 1• characterised by the uae of a aull number of 
aubjecta, run under a set ot experillental variables tor a llUll'ber ot 
aeasiona until beh&Yiour is stable between eeaaiona. 1'he criteria for 
atat»ility 'f'ar11 "Th• criterion may be determined by conYenienoe, or by 
Yiaual inapection or curTea or by elaborate math-tical procedure•, 
dependiJag upon the preciaion deaanded bJ the probleaa under conaideration" 
(Ibid, Ch. 9). 
The tirat two methoda or uaeaaing atabilit)' are oloael7 linked. 
Experience with a certain set of experillental "Y&riablea leada the 
experimenter to set a limit on the number ot experiaental aeaaiona prior 
to the test 4&7. Experience will haYe ahovn that round about that tiae 
an aaymptotic level or beha'Yioural change is reached. Si.J1ilarl7 the 
experillenter, b7 experience, le&r'IUI to recogniae the leYel ot atability 
by 'Yiaual inapeotion or the oumulatiYe records and other daily ••••ion 
data. 
The third method or aaaeaeing atability mentioned bJ Sidaan ia 
the uthe•tical criterion which 1• eatabliahed prior to atability • 
.lgain thi• rule ia arriTed at by experience, but it ia a uaetul. method 
tor the experimenter dealing with untaailiar bebaYiour. One eD1Dple 
of auoh a aatheaatioal criterion i• that propoaed by Schoenfeld, 
Cuwming and Bearat (1956) and reprinted by Sidaan (1960, p.260). 
Moat experiaenta reported in thia inYeatigation inTolYe behaTiour 
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on a DRL achedule of rein.f orcement and with ontd>artioular T&lue or 
that achedlll.e. The experiaenter•a experience with thi• behaTiour prior 
to the experillenta reported here vas exteuive, ao that, except where 
circU11atancea dictated uae of another criterion, the •thod ot viaual 
inapection of the data to establish stability vaa empl07ed. Evidence 
of this stability will be furnished in the case of each aubject. 
!he considerable enTironmental control exercised bJ the exper-
simenter in achieving steady atatee baa the additional ad.vantap that few 
subjects need be used in each experiment. When the behaviour is atable 
between and within 1easiona and each subject ia emitting aimilar behaYiour, 
then inferential atatiatica are not normally required to eatabliah the 
generality of reaul ta. PrOYiding sufficient evidence 18 pre1ented to 
ahow that the dataarcrepresentative of each animal'• ateady atate 
behaYiour, then the experimenter aa.y reel confident that he can generali1e 
from a 111&1.l number or subjects. 
Normally , the tiae 
required to achie'Ye the necessary steady atate of behaviour precludes 
large numbers of subjects. 
Evidence or stability will be presented for each aubject. Effic-
aieno1 ratios for the 25 clay-a prior to the teat day- appear aa a graph.in 
the data presented for each an:fmal. Kramer and Rilling (1970), cOJ1111ent-
1ing about coapariaons between DRL schedule atudiea in which different 
response and reinforcement rate• are compared, 88¥1- "thia leads to 
extra .. difficulty in compariaon of data aero•• different expeRimenta. 
The aituation would be generally improved if all DRL studiea included 
both the respoue ratea and reinforaeaent ratea in either graphic or 
tabular tora. Preawu.bl1 due to the existing ubiguJ.tJ, an 'efficiency• 
ratio hall become increasingl7 popular. 'l'hia ratio ia calculated by 
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dividing the number of reinforced responses by' the total number or 
responses. 'fhe reaulting percentage ia an index or the an!Jlal's 
adjustment to the schedule contingencies". (p. 2,0). 
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SUMMARY 
Following an outline of the experimental aims of this investi-
:gation,a description wa.s given of the commonalities between the 
experiments which follow ,in terms of the General Methods-
a) Subjects: Rats, maintained at 8,>6 of their previously 
established free feeding weights. (Their laboratory numbers were used 
for identification). 
b) Apparatus& Standard operant conditioning apparatus with the 
addition of a drinkometer and a specially designed wood gnawing sensor. 
c) Preliminary training procedures Prior to each experiment the 
operant lever press response wa.s established by means of some pre-
:liminary training. 
d) Schedule& Apart from experiments where other schedules were 
introduced the predominant schedule was the differential reinforce-
ament of low rates (DRL 18 sac). 
Finally a description was given of the steady atate1 methodology 
which was used throughout the following investigation. This method-
:ology is characterised by the use or small numbers of subjects, each 
exposed to the experimental conditions until it's behaviour is stable 
both between and within sessions. The criteria for stability were 
discussed and the stability procedure used in this investigation was 
outlined. 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
EXPERIMENT 1 
ANALYSIS OF DRL 18 sec. PERFORMANCE 
WITH COLLATERAL WOODGNAWING 
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EXPERIMENT 1 
Introduction 
A survey of the literature on the stereotyped collateral behav-
aiours associated with the DRL schedule found no detailed reports of 
the pattern of such behaviour between instances of the prescribed 
response. It might be supposed that data of this kind would be useful 
in determining the function, if any, of the stereotyped collateral 
behaviours. 
The aim of the first experiment was to obtain, and then analyse, 
some examples of stable DRL performance with collateral woodgnawing 
behaviour. 
Method 
Subjects: Six rats (Laboratory numbers 7, e, 9, 10, 11 and 12) 
served as subjects. For other details see the General Method 
section (Ch. III). 
Apparatusa The subjects were run in the experimental space 
(Skinner box) described in detail in the General Method section. 
Pro4edurea All subjects were initially pretrained as described 
in the General Method except that 4 days instead of 2 days of ada.pt-
1ation were given. On the last 2 days of adaptation wood was present 
in the experimental apace. This was done to allow measurement of 
pre-experimental rates of wood gnawing. Following pretraining, each 
subject's lever press responding was reinforced on a DRL 18 sec. 
schedule of food reinforcement for a total of 46 daily experimental 
seseiona. Each individual daily session lasted }O minutes. 
Resultsa 
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'!'he CUJIUlatiYe record& showing the pre-experimental (or operant) 
wood gnawing behaviour show that while total amounts of wood gnawing varied 
• 
" " considerably betweea subjects, the rates at which it occurred were simi-
slar between subjects. Wood gnawing in this pre-experimental situation 
appeared to be eai tted at be twee• 1. 5 and 2. 5 "gnaws• .I!!!: second 
(Figures 5 - 10 1 a) J..lf gnaw'' was said to have occurred each time 
the recording equipaent registered a signal frcm the transducer (see 
General Method section). 
With the exception of Bat 12 the DRL 18 sec. performance of each 
aniwaJ had become stable by the 30th session and subsequently there 
was little systematic variation. Figures 5-10:b show a measure of 
this stability in the efficiency ratios for the last 25 sessioru,.prior 
to the final dq. 
By the tiu.1 day there were close similarities between the 
distributions of behaviours in time for all subjects with the exception 
of Rat 12. Wood gnawing normally intervened between successive responses 
{upper cumulative records Figures 5 - 10: c) Occasionally two or more 
lever press responses occurred close together in time with no inter-
&Tening wood gnawing. Roughly 60'/6 of all lever press responses 
emitted by all the subjects were reinforced (see efficiency ratiosa 
Figure• 5 - 101 b) 
The oumulatift recorda tor Bat 12 on the final day differed from 
those of the other subjects in showing lower rates of wood gnawing and 
higher rates of leYer press responding. Direct observation of this 
subject'• behaviour shoved that wood gnawing was interspaced with a 
complex pattern of gnawing at other objects. This rat appeared to 
gnaw the metal rod 00J1J1ecting the wood block to the sensor or, 
occasionally, to sniff and gnaw the pellet chute. Either of these 
• Ste P.117 
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Figures 5 - 10 
{a) Shows the operant or pre-experimental rates of wood gnawing for 
each subject. 
{b) Shows the efficiency ratios for each of the last 25 days prior to 
the final day (Test Day). Efficiency ratios a.re calculated by divi-
ading the n~ber of reinforced lever press responses in a session by 
the total number of lever press responses. 
(c) The lower of the two cumulative records shows the lever press 
behaviour of ea.eh subject. Each lever press response steps the pen 
up one step. A downward '1hatchma.rk 1' indicates that the response has 
been reinforced. 
The upper record shows the wood gnawing behaviour. Each '1 gnaw" 
steps the pen up OJl8 step. The pen resets after every response. Two 
consecutive lever press responses without intervening woodgnawing do 
not show on this upper record but can be seen on the lower record. 
(d) The relative frequency distributions of inter-response times (IRTs) 
in, second categories. IRTs longer than 27 seconds were all placed 
in the final 27 +sec.category. 
(e) The relative frequency distribution of inter response intervals 
measured by amount of woodgnawing in each !Rl. Amount is measured 
in multiples of ten"gnaws"(decade). The distribution is divided into 
IRis which terminate in a reinforced response (solid lines) and IRis 
terminated by a non-reinforced response (interrupted lines). Total 
number of •gnaws" in the session are recorded in the top right hand 
corner of this figure. 
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behaviours might produce a •• gnaw" signal but not consistently and re-
1 latively infrequently. 
Visual comparisons of the amount of wood gnawing between respon-
ases on the final day,and the amount of pre-experimental wood gnawing 
suggested that there might be a connection between the absolute amount 
of stereotyped collateral behaviour emitted by a subject and the pro-
abability or wood gnawing by that subject in a pre-experimental 
situation. 
A further obserTation was ma.de between wood gnawing topographies 
on the final day and those on the first appearance of the collateral 
beha'Yiour in the first few days of exposure to the DRL schedule re-
squireaeata. Iaitially- the wood gnawing behaviour appeared to be 
vigoroua with much body and head movement and frequent rapid changes 
in bodf position relative to the woodblock. By' the final day the 
topography of the woodpawing was very a table, 11 ttle ao'VUlent of 
body or head being evident, and change• in position relative to the 
woodblock occurred intraquently between aucoeaaive lever press 
respouea. 
Mora details of the subjects• performances on the final day 
are preaentad in the relative frequency distributions or intarreaponse 
tiaea (IRTs) in second.a (Jigurea 5 - 101d). Thaae relative frequency 
hiatograaa show the bimodal diatribution typical of DRL performance, 
oa aode occurring in the abort (0-3 sec.) category, and the other 
on or about the criterion IRT value (18 aec.). In the IRl' distributions 
or Rats 7 and 11 thia second mode is leas clearly defined because all 
IR'l'• > 27 aeoa were placed in a terminal ea tegor., and these two 
subjacta produced more long IRTa than did the other aubjecta. However 
in both oasea the distributions were bimodal as described above. 
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In addition to categorising the duration between any two responaes 
as an interresponae tiae (IRT) it is also possible to refer to the 
interresponae interval (IRI) measured by the amount of wood gnawing 
which occurred during the interval. This IRI categorisation makes 
no attempt to estimate the duration of the interval in seconds as does 
the IRT analysis. figures 5 - 10:e show the relative frequencies of 
IRis categorised by the amount of woodgnawing in each IRI. It was 
evidant from this data that the amount of woodgnawing prior to a 
reinforced response {solid lines) was nearly always greater than the 
amount of gnawing prior to a non-reinforced response {interrupted 
lines). 
The detailed analysis of the woodgnawing behaviour (Tables I -
VI) suggest• that, irrespective of whether wood-gnawing followed a 
reinforced or a non-reinfarced response, the rates of wood gnawing 
(measured aa the mean time, in seconds, to complete ten ''gnaws'': 
DECADE) did not vary significantly within IRis. Tables I - VI show 
the woodgnawing on the final d~ categorised by the number of decades 
of woodgnawing within each IRI. Each category is divided into succ-
aessive decades of woodgnawing. That is, the first ordinal decade 
for each category contains the mean time in seconds to emit the first 
" .. ten gnaws, the second ordinal decade contains the mean time in 
seconds to emit the second decade of gnawing and so forth. Underneath 
the mean times are the variances of the different times which went up 
to make each mean time value. The "n" value on the extreme right 
shows the total nU111ber of IRis (with that nU111ber of decades of wood-
agnawing) which occurred in the session. The IRis are .further sub-
divided into two matriceas those IRia occurring after a reinforced 
response and those occurring after a non reinforced response. 
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TAliLES I - VI 
The Table is divided into two Ma.t~ices. The upper one is an 
analysis of all inter-response intervals which followed a reinforced 
response and the lower a Einilar analysis of IRis which followed a 
non reinforced response. Final Day Performance. 
Each cell w1 thin a matrix shows * the mean time to complete 
ten ••gnawsfl and 't the variance of the times which make up the mean 
time, for all instances of a decade occurring at that ordinal position 
in an IRI with that amount of gnawing. 
The number of IRis in a:ny category- is given by the 1•n•1 value on 
the extreme right. Example:- For Rat 7, the mean of all the times 
(in seconds) to complete the 3rd decade of gnawing in the two IRis 
which contained 6 decades of gnawing is 5.3 seconds: the variance 
of these times is 2.9. 
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Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients were obtained 
for the mean time data in each IRI category {and in each matrix) which 
contained two or more decades of woodgnawing occurring after the first 
ordinal decade (which was excluded from the analysis). As the behaviour 
of Rat 12 appeared atypical it's data was also excluded from these cal-
aculations. Out of the resulting 49 product moment correlation oo-
aefficients 20 were positive and 29 were negative. Assuming that the 
probability of a negative correlation were 0.5, this result is not 
significant (0.1264 probability of occurrence by chance). 
The first ordinal decade time included the time taken to eat 
the food pellet (in the case of IRis following reinforcement) and the 
time taken to retuJ:n to the woodblock (the duration of thia period 
of unrecorded behaviour will be called the ''post response pause''). 
Consequently these decade times cannot be compared with decades 
occurring later in the IRI as these later deoadea measure the time 
for a decade of gnawing only. 
Excluding the dat,, therefore, from the first ordinal decades, 
•• •• there was no consistent pattern in changes or woodsnawing rates within 
the IRI categories (Figures 11 - 16). However visual inspection of 
the variance values of the times which make up the mean decade time 
suggested that within an IRI category there was a trend to lower 
variance values in later decades. A Pearson Product Moment correl-
sation analysis of this variance data in each IRI was carried out 
for each IRI category (in each matrix) which contained two or more 
decades of woodgnawing occurring after the first ordinal decade, 
which was excluded. As the behaviour of Rat 12 appeared atypical 
it's data was also excluded from these calculations. Out of the 
resulting 40 correlation coefficients 12 were positive and 28 were 
negative. Assuming that the probability of a negative value is 
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TABLE VII 
The Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients for the 
variance values of the mean times to complete 10 ''gnaws'' data. For 
each subject, and within each IRI category, the upper value shows 
the correlation coefficient for the post reinforcement IRis and the 
lower value for the post non-reinforced response IRis. 
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. TABLES Vll a and b 10 "i 
. .. 
't' tests for differenc.-:3s bet,., ~en ·rate nieasur~s 
~) in post-reinforced response IRis And post-non 
reinforced r0.sponse IRis. 
(b) 
In the 't' tests on tne next pa~e 't' 
wa8 calculated given the means and stbndard 
deviations:-
where p 
v1here x1 and X2.. are the rn.·~ans, er, and <f2. 
are the stnndRrd deviations,and n1 
and N .:tare the numb(~r of valu~s in 
each sample. 
't' valu~s ,,,hich are unoerlin::;d a!'•'3 
significa>1t~-
~·~ sir. At Q~05 level 
~ sig. at 0.01 level 
(The r~sults overl~af su~port the contention 
that there vras nq_~ignificRnt diff~renc3 
between rneen decade times in post rein-
forced response I?Is and ,ost non-~ein-
forced response I2Is.) 
Correlation coe:'r'ic~-"=nts bet,.,,~e:!l ~he rr.-;an du:i..,ation 
o-f' the post-respcnse ''p~rnse" and the n.mou!lt of stereo-
typed collateral b~hi:t~.piour in the -=nsuir,_g in t::.r-
response intervals (IPis). 
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(a) ,o~ii It I test V:=tlU'~S f'o"' similarly plA.C.;~1 mert11 decaa0 
times in pas t-r,9in:fo1·ced and post non-reinforced 
matrices. 
:~XTJ..h..1 Ordinal decncl•; n~mber 
Pat 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
2 1.8 
3 -0.3 -1.. 2 
4 
5 -0.4 o. 0 -1.1 o.o 
6 -1. 6 o. 5 0.4 :1.. 3 o.a 
7 0.7 -0.9 -0. '!_ 0.1 -2.5 -3.0 
'Pat 8 
2 0.2 
3 -0.8 -1.7 
4 -1.9 -1. 3 o.o 
5 0.7 o.o 0.3 0.4 
Rat 9 
2 -0,9 
3 -:1..3 -1. 0 
4 -0.5 -0.5 1. 0 
5 0.2 -0.3 1.0 0.8 
?at 10 
2 
3 1.7 o.o 
4 0.8 -0.6 -1.. 9 
5 0.8 o.5 0.7 -0.8 
6 1. 2 -0.1 0.6 1.i::i -g.4 
Rat 11 
2 1. 2 
3 
4 0.7 0.2 0.2 
5 1.0 0.3 -0.R 0.9 
Pat 12 
2 2.6 
3 o.s 0.5 
(b) correlation coefficients b2tween the mean duration 
cf the post-response 11 pRuse" and the amount of stereo-
typed collateral bJh~viour in the ensuing inter-
re8~onse intervals (IPis). 
;;;xphl, 
Post reinforced 
response IRis 
?ost non-rein-
fo:'c·~d res1)ons 1: 
IRis 
Rat 7 
-0.42 
-0. J 9 
. 
Rat 8 Rat 9 
-0.76 -0.17 
-0. 58 -0.33 
Rat 10 Rat Ll Rat 12 
-0.94 -0.86 -0.99 
-0.54 ,-0.43 -0.26 
• I 
( >rhese neva ti ve corrclnti'"'n coefficten ts confL~m 
tr_ie obs~rvation tlrnt the sl"Jrter tlk~ pof:: t rr: 2 ·Jon 9 c 
t 1me. tl,::. rrr•r~nter tll,~ a)-· moui1 t of gnm11ing in the L 
:h~mA.1no,-r of t11e IP.I. 
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PIGURES 11 - 16 
The values for the mean time to complete ten "gnaws'' from 
Tables I - VI are plotted graphically. The data from the poet 
reinforcement IBia matrix are plotted in solid lines. That 
f'ro11 the post-nonreinforcement IRis in interrupted lines. 
Rat 7 
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0.5, this result is highly significant. (0.0083 probability of occurr-
aance by chance). These product moment correlatimcoefficients are 
shown in Table VII. 
There was no consistent significant difference between the 
mean durations of similarly placed decades in similar IRI categories 
in the post-reinforcement and post non-reinforcement IRI matrices (a 
• t' test was used) .(Table VI11.) 
Inspection of Tables I - VI tentatively suggests that, generally 
speaking, the lower the mean time of the first ordinal decade in an 
IRI category the greater the subsequent amount of wood.gnawing in 
the IRI. (Table VU b) 
An illustration of the stability of the woodgnawing behaviour 
is shown in the tooth mark patterns on the gnawed blocks of wood in 
the five sessions prior to the final day (Figure 17). The stereotyJO' 
of the tooth mark pattern is evidant. 
On each of these 5 days the weight of each subject's wood 
block was recorded prior to the experimental session. After each 
session the wood block was re-weighed as was the (dried) wood chip 
detritus in the refuse t~ (the detritus was dried to remove moisture 
due to urination). It can be seen that there was only a small diff-
aerence between the original weight of the wood block and the combined 
weight of the gnawed block and the detritus. The subjects whose 
tooth patterns are illustrated in Figure 17 were arbitrarily chosen 
as examples; however, both the consistency of tooth marks across 
final sessions and the lack of evidence of wood ingestion ara 
representative of all subjects with the exception of Rat 12 whose 
behaviour in general on this schedule was not the same as that of 
the other rats. 
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FIGURE 17 
This illustrates the stereotypy of the tooth mark patterns 
on the gnawed wood :blocks for two Rate (8 and 10) in the last 
5 sessions prior to the final iay. 
Weight values (in grams) for each woodliock are givens-
ungnawed wood block, gnawed wood block and weight of dried wood 
chips taken from refuse tray. 
The position of the sensor rod for each group of wood blocks 
is indicated. 
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Discussion 
Perhaps the most important finding to emerge from this 
experiment is the general one that it did not appear to he 
difficult to obtain relatively consistent patterns of similar 
collateral he~aviour between subjects. With the exception of 
the final subject,all animals produced woodgnawing and lever 
press behaviour and little other unrecorded behaviour. The 
failure of Rat 12 to achieve stable DRL performance of the 
kind observed in the other subjects cannot be explained with 
any degree of accuracy. It was noted throughout this 
investigation that occasionally the last suhjer.t to be run 
each day produced behaviour which was atypical of behaviour 
emitted by the other subjects in the group. This is believed 
to be due to the timing of feeding in the home cage. Following 
a daily group of subject sessions all subiects were weighed 
and fed. It may he that the relatively close temporal order 
of completing an experimental session and being fed several 
grams of food in the home cage affected the performance of 
the subject which was run last of the group. 
For the other subjects in this experiment the results 
indicated that, on the final day, lever press response 
performances compared well with other reported DRL 18 sec. 
schedule performances by rats (Laties et al.,1969). The 
relative frequency distributions of IRTs 1 for example,compare 
favourably with the other reported data. 
of the characteristic response "bursts" 
two modes in t~e IRT distributions, the 
on ror about, the criterion IRT ( 18 S?c . ) 
There 
in the 
second 
value. 
were indications 
first of the 
mode occurring 
The cumulative 
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was more variable early in the IRI. 
Other evidence from these results tentatively suggests 
that the former interpretation is more likely. Inspection 
of the cumulative records shows that very brief pauses did 
occur frequently between sequences of woodgnawing. However 
an unequivocal explanation of the increased stereotypy of 
woodgnawing towards the end of IRis must await unambiguous 
recordings of such behaviour. 
That the highly significant trend to less variable mean 
times in later decades of the IRis is not more obvious from 
visual inspection and comparisons between terminal decade 
variances and the variances of decades earlier in the IRI 
category may be due to the limitations of the type of 
measurement employed in this and subsequent experiments, which 
have been mentioned previously. A terminal decade, could, in 
fact, be separated from the response terminating the IRI by 
up to 9 ''gnaws". Therefore data on the final few ''gnaws'' 
in some IRis were inevitably lost. This method of measuring 
woodgnawing, therefore, also limits the degree of detail with 
which it is appropriate to analyse this data. 
The "rate" variance result can possibly best be summarised 
by saying that in the latter half of woodgnawing sequences within 
IRTs, the times required for 10 ''gnaws" to occur were less 
variable (or more stereotyped) than corresponding measures 
in the earlier half of such sequences. 
One observation which is not easy to explain is the 
apparent inverse relationship between the mean duration of the 
first decade in an IRI category and the subsequent amount of 
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wood gnawing in that IRI category. It is not the case t11at 
the IRI is of fixed duration so that less time spent in a post 
•• .. f. t t ,, " . response pause plus 1rs en gnaws must mean more time spent 
wood gnawing. The difference between the mean times fur the 
.first ordinal decade in IRis with two decades as opposed to 
IRis with six decades, is only 2 - 3 seconds while the 
difference in actual IRI durations may he 10 - 15 seconds or 
more. The .fact that the first ordinal decade compourd!d the 
" .. durations of the post response pause and the first ten ''gnaws'' 
leads one to query whether the amount of gnawin9 following 
the first ordinal decade varied as a consequence of (1) the 
duration of the post response "pause" or (2) the rate at which 
" • 'tt d ( ) the first ten gnaws were em1 e or 3 a combination of both 
(1) and (2). Further investigation of this result is obviously 
required. 
It was observed that there did not appear to be any 
significant difference in~rate~'of woodgnawing between IRis 
.following reinforcement and IRis following non-rein.forced 
lever press responses. Lowe and Harzem (1973) demonstrated 
that in rats on a two component DRL schedule, where a second 
criterion IRT value was contingent on a non-reinforced response, 
the distribution of lever press responses following a 
reinforced or non-reinforced response, were controlled by the fate 
of this prior response. Where the second IRT value was smaller 
than the IRT value following a reinforced response, two distinct 
IRT distributions were obtained for responses which followed 
a reinforced and a non-reinforced response. This heing the 
case it is perfectly possible that the collateral behaviour 
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following a reinforced or a non-reinforced response on a single 
value DRL might be different in some way. It is apparent that as 
far as •rate" differences are concerned this did not seem to he:> 
the case in the present experiment. The finding that wood 
gnawing is more stereotyped in the latter half of IRis could be 
construed as supporting a number of explanations of the function 
of collateral behaviours in DRL performance. 
It could be regarded as the uniform rate behaviour 
equivalent of the ·~calloped responding which might be expected 
if collateral behaviour were maintained by non-contingent 
delayed reinforcement. Alternatively it could be construed as 
a consequence of more pronounced inhibition of a lever press 
response in the later stages of an IRT when lever press response 
probability is greater. 
The only explanation mentioned in the previous chapter 
which does not readily accommodate this result is the 
"counting'' hypothesis. If the organism were using amount of 
collateral behaviour as a cue for lever press responding it is 
not immediately obvious why such counting should be more 
••accurate", or evenly spaced, later in an IRT. It would seem 
that a pure '' counting 11 hypothesis based on amount, rather than 
duration, of collateral behaviour is the least useful explanation 
of the present result, although this result does not entirely 
invalidate trat explanation · 
This experiment has established that it is possible to 
obtain and analyse stable DRL 18 sec. schedule performance 
with stereotyped collateral woodgnawing behaviour. Analysis of 
the wood gnawing suggested that the times to complete 10 ''gnaws" 
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were consistently less variable in the second half of tlw 
IRis. 
The results of this experiment clearly confirm and 
extend the findings of Laties et al. {1969) in analysing 
examples of a DRL stereotyped collateral hehaviour. IIowevc~r 
t:1e function of such a behaviour in efficient DRL performance 
is still unclear: the kncwl.edge that it is possihle to ohtain 
and measure stable behaviour of this type encouraged thP 
following investigation into the nature of these he 11aviours. 
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 1 
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SUMMARY 
The stable performance of five out of the six rats 
exposed to the DRL 18 sec. schedule was analysed in detail and 
the results may he summarised as follows: 
(1) The DRL performances obtained compared well with other 
reported performances on the DRL 18 sec. schedule. 
(2) Woodgnawing as a collateral behaviour was consistently 
produced by five out of six subjects. 
(3) There was considerable stereotypy in woodgnawing 
patterns over at least the last 5 sessions as revealed 
by the teeth marks on the woodblocks. 
(4) The mean times to complete 10 "gnaws" were consistently 
less variable in the second half of the I1Us. 
(5) There was some evidence that the amount of woodgnawing 
following the first decade of "gnaws" in an IIU varied 
inversely with the duration of the first ordinal decade. 
The sixth rat did not produce stable DRL performance 
and the collateral behaviour emitted was a-typical of the 
behaviour produced hy the other subjects. Conse~uently the 
data from this subject was not used in the analyses of the 
data. 
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CHAP'l'ER V 
EXPERIMENTS 21 31 and 4 
MANIPULATIONS OF THE COLLATERAL BEHAVIOUR 
WHILE MAINTAINING THE DRL SCHEDULE 
REQUIREMENTS 
12S 
EXPERIMENT 2 
Introduction 
This experiment was the first of a group of three experiments 
which attempted to manipulate the stereotyped collateral behaviour 
whil~intaining the DRL schedule requirements. 
Having ascertained from Experiment 1 that Rats 7 - 11 
(inclusive) were emitting stable DRL 18 sec. performance with stereo-
:typed collateral woodgnawing, the aim of this experiment was to 
obtain detailed data on the effect of removing the opportunity to 
emit woodgnawing by removing the woodblock. 
Laties, Weiss and Weiss (1969) have clearly demonstrated that 
removing the opportunity to emit the stereotyped collateral behavieur 
markedly reduced reinforcement frequency,and increased lever press 
rates on a DRL 18 sec. schedule. Reintroduction of the opportunity 
to emit the stereotyped collateral behaviour immediately restvnrd the 
DRL 18 sec. performance to itb previous level of efficiently spaced 
leTer-press responding. The present experiment looked, in detail, 
at the breakdown of efficiat DRL 18 seo. performance when the wood-
:block was removed. 
Method 
Subjects: Rats 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 used in the previous experiment. 
Rat 12 was not used,as it did not emit either efficiant DRL 18 sec. lever 
press responding,or stable stereotyped collateral behaviour of a homo-
sgeneous and recordable nature. 
Apparatus: As described in the General Method section and in 
Experiment 1. 
Procedures Following Experiment 1 the subjects had been 
restored to a free food regime in their home cages. This condition 
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-lasted for 21 days following which they wereEga.in gradually food 
ieprived until their bodyweigbts returned to the 85°/o free feeding 
bGdyweight values which had been maintained in the first experiment. 
All subjects were then given 10 daily sessions on the DRL 
18 sec. schedule with wood present. Following this, on the next 5 
days, the door of the experimental chamber was opened 15 minutes after 
the beginning of the session. The experimenter placed his hand on 
the woodblock for 3 seconds and then withdrew his hand leaving the 
woodblock in position. The chamber door was then closed and the 
session proceeded as usual. This procedure was introduced to adapt 
the subjects to the disruptive procedure used on the test day. On 
that day the session proceeded as in the previous 5 days except that 
the experimenter detached the woodblock from the sensor rod a.nd re-
amoved it from the 1est chamber before closing the chamber door again. 
For the remainder of the session the DRL 18 sec. requirElllents remained 
in operation but with the wood removed. 
Results 
On reintroduction to the DRL 18 sec. schedule all 5 subjects, 
previously used in Experiment 1, were emitting stable efficient DRL 
performance with stereotyped collateral woodgnawing by the 5th session, 
with the exception of Rat 9 which took a further 3 sessions to return 
to previous behaviour patterns. Figures 18 - 22:a show the efficiency 
ratios for the 15 daily sessions prior to the final (Test) day. The 
last 5 sessions prior to the final day involved the interruption 
procedure described in the Procedure section. The disruptive effects 
of the interruption procedure were minimal and transitory. The 
typical effect, on introduction of the procedure, was to cause a 
cessation of all recorded behaviour for approximately 30 seconds, 
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Figures 18 - 22 
a) Shows the efficiency ratios for the 15 daily sessions prior 
to the test day. 
b) Shows the cumulative record for the test day. The first 15 
minutes of typical DRL 18 sec.schedule performance is shown followed 
* by the lever press responding record after wood removal. Each upward 
step of the upper cumulative record indicates a "gnaw''• A lever press 
response resets the upper pen and in addition makes a "ha tchmark" indi-
: cating a. response when the reset procedure does not. A "hatchma.rk" on 
the lower cumulative record indicates a reinforced resporme. 
c) The relative frequency histogram of IRTs prior to wood 
removal {solid lines) and after wood removal {interrupted lines). 
c) The relative frequency histogram of IRis categorised by the 
amount of gnawing ("gnaws" ,:, 10) 
*The first 8 min. following wood removal are shown,as it was this 
transition data which was analysed in detail. 
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afte~hich normal DRL performance was resumed. Even this minimal 
disruption was reduced in later sessions. 
The DRL performance on the test day prior to the removal of the 
wood block is shown in the cumulative records of this test session 
(Figures 18 - 22:b). Note the different format employed in this 
experiment to put all the behaviour on one record (see Legend). 
The relative frequency distributions of IRTs/sec. and IRI/ 
amount of gnawing for each subject in the 15 minutes prior to wood 
removal on the final day are shown in Figures 18c - 22c (solid lines) 
and Figures 18d - 22d respectively. These distributions establish 
that the DRL performance and collateral woodgnawing on the final day 
were representative of the stable behaviour reported in Expariment 1. 
Similarly in the analysis of the wood gnawing behaviour using 
the same matrices employed in Experiment 1, similar patterns of wcod 
gnawing emerged, although because the data represented only 15 min-
:utes of woodgnawing, the "n" values are not larg"e in any one category 
(Tables VIII-XII). 
The effect of removing the woodblock is seen in the cumulative 
records for each subject on the test day (Figures 18 - 22:b). There 
was an almost immediate breakdown in DRL response efficiency resulting 
in a marked shift in the IRT distributions towards shorter !RT values 
(Figures 18 - 22:c: interrupted lines). These results are summarised 
in Figure 23 where the two frequency distributions for all subjects 
are reproduced. 
While the DRL performance of all subjects deteriorated in terms 
of the efficiency ratio (as a result of high response rates and 
lowered reinforcement frequency), the degree to which the performance 
broke down differed between subjects. 
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Tables VIII - XII 
The detailed analysis of woodgna.wing as in Experiment 1. The 
table is divided into two matric~s. The upper one for post reinforce-
:ment IRis, the lower one for IRis which follow a non-reinforced 
response. 
Ea.eh cell within a matrix shows, the mean time 1D complete ten 
••gnaws" and the variance of the times which make up the mean time, fer 
all instances of a decade occurring at that ordinal position in an 
IRI with that amount of gnawing. 
The number of IRis in any category is given by the ''n" value 
on the extreme right. 
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The mean IRT (sees.) value for each subject in the firsts 
minutes of DRL performance wi.thout the opportunity to a.mi t the 
collateral behaviour is shown in Table XIII: f. 
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During this test period a gradually increasing rate of lever press 
responding was observed. Following this test period of 8 minutes 
the remaining 7 minutes until the end of the session was character-
:ised by high response rates for all subjects (These high response 
rates tended to obscure the differences evident in responding in 
the first 8 minutes when the 15 minute period following wood removal 
botll 
was initially analysed as a whole). ConsequentlyJthe mean IRT values 
for both the 8 minutes following wood removal and for the 7 minutes 
following this test period are shown in Table XIII : 
Inspection of the IRT and IRI distributions for each subject 
prior to wood removal shows that: 
(1) Rats 7 and 11 produced a large number of ) 27 sees. IRTs: 
these subjects produced the smallest mean IRTs in the 8 
minute test period. 
(;2) Rats 8 and 9 produced fewer )27 sec. IRTs and their !RT 
distributions show a marked modal !RT category on,or about, 
the criterion IRT value. These rats produced the largest 
mean IRTs in the test period. 
(;) The equivalent IRT data for Rat 10 showa that it's per-
:forma.nce fell between those produced by the two groups 
formed by Rats 7 and 11, and Rats 8 and 9. 
(4) Simila:dly the distributions of woodgnawing in the IRis fall 
into 2 groups. Rats 7 and 11 show a greater number of IRis 
containing large amounts of woodgnawing than do Rats 8 and 
1 with the data for Rat lO's behaviour being intermediate. 
1~ 
Table XIII 
Shows several aspects of the performance of each subject in the 
five days prior to the test day: 
a: Mean amount fed in home cage after each experimental session. 
b: Mean of total lever press responses in each experimental 
session. 
c: Mean of total number of reinforcements in each experimental 
session. 
d: Mean of total "gnaws• in each sessions. 
f: The mean IRT value in the first 8 minutes following wood 
removal on the test session. 
g: The mean IRT value in the 7 minutes until the end of the 
test session following the first 8 minutes (see f: above) 
Food in Total lever Total rein- Total 
RAT r-m. home cag~ press resps. forc~men ts "gnaws" 
(grams) 
( a) (b) ( C) ( d) 
R.7 12 77 64 3050 
R.8 12 91 63 3700 
R.9 13 97 50 I 3070 ! 
I 
?.10 11 76 55 I 2440 
R. 1-1 12 82 62 3220 
Data from t~st jay for each subj~ct 
( a) is ave!'age amou..-rit fed over previous 5 days 
-:.:fficiency Hean IRT Mean IRI' 
ra tic in 8 min. in7 min. 
(e) 
0.83 
0.69 
o. 51 
0.72 
0.76 
test Period ~fter f 
( in sees.)( in sees) 
( f) ( g) 
6. 9 5. 2 
10.7 6. 3 
. 
11. 0 5. 9 
8.7 6. 7 
7.8 4. 9 
.... 
~ 
ra ,~ 
"""3 
::n 
o' 
~ 
,1) 
~ 
H 
H 
H 
H3 
The mean amount fed in the home cage (in gTaJn.s), the mean 
lever press, reinforcement and 'gnaws' data for each subject 
averaged over the five days prior to the test day are shown in 
Table XIII. 
Discussion: 
The results of this experiment confirm the results of inter-
:vention studies such as Laties et al. (1965, 1969), and Hodos et al. 
(1962). When the opportunity to emit the stereotyped collateral 
behaviour on the DRL schedule was removed there was a rapid and 
marked increase 1n lever press response rates,and a decrease in 
reinforcement frequency. 
However these present results extend the above findings by 
suggesting that (1) the degree to which the DRL performance deter-
ziorates may be a function of the prior DRL lever press performance, 
and (2) that the breakdown is not immediate, but that during a 
transition period (roughly the five minutes following wood block 
removal) there was some evidence that lever press responses were 
still being spaced differentially with respect to time. 
The number of subjects involved in this experiment was small, 
and therefore generalizations from the results must be tentative. 
However the considerable differences between IRT distributiais (and 
efficiency ratios) prior to wood removal,and the subsequent diff-
:erences between mean IRT values following wood removal,suggest 
that there was a relationship between the efficiency of DRL per-
:formance prior to wood removal and the lever press response rates 
following wood removal. 
This in turn suggests that wood gnawing may have been in-
:hibi ting lever press responses. In the· sense that more of the 
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Figu:r.;e 23: 
Shows the combined data for all five subjects. Data 
taken from Figures 18 - 22 : c and d. 
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lever press responses emitted by those animals which had higher 
efficiency ratios were reinforced, it could be said that their 
lever press responding had greater response II strength" (Skinner, 
1938; Nevin, 1974). Consequently, on removal of the inhibiting 
variable greater amounts of lever press responding would be expected. 
The concept of response ''st"l'.'lmgth" has been given greater empirical 
support by a series of studies reported by Nevin (1974). In showing 
that a DRL schedule would maintain greater response rates in a pre-
:ceding VI component than did a differential reinforcement of high 
rates (DRH) schedule Nevin has devised a technique which ma.lees 
possible discussion of the response strength of the constrained and 
limited respondirgon DRL schedules. 
The finding that lever press responding apparently continued 
to be differentially spaced with respect to time for several min-
:utes following wood block removal , suggests that stereotyped 
collateral responding is not necessary for timing behaviour to occur. 
The fact that lever press respondiigwas produced at greater rates 
as the time since wood block removal increased, suggests,however, 
that the collateral behaviour does inieed have a function in 
accurately spaced DRL responding. 
One valid criticism of this experiment, which might also 
explain the results, is that the intervention procedure necessarily 
involves a novel stimulus (no wood present). This might be expected 
to lead to a temporary breakdown in DRL responding as has been 
shown by Contru.cci et at{19n) This breakdown ,consisting as it does 
of higher response rates,must lead to reduced reinforcement fre-
:quency on·the DRL schedule,whioh 1by a process of extinction,may 
disrupt the temporal discriminaticn. Under this schema wood 
1~7 
gnawing would be a functionlese adjunct to ongoing timing behaviour. 
This criticism, put forward by Shapiro and Miller (1965) and 
Willouahby (1973),is a strong argument for treating with reserve the 
results of intervention studies of this type, at least until the 
disruptive effects of the intervention procedure can be quantified. 
EXPERIMER'.l' 3 
Introduction 
1-48 
Latie• et &1.(1969) have described the manipulation• or the 
topographies of the atereotyped collateral behaTiour of tvo rate 
(Rats 3-2, 3-0). In the tirat caae(Rat 3-2)gained moat reinforcements 
on a DRL 18 sec.schedule when woodgnaviZJg was tbe collateral behaviour. 
When tail nibbliZJg was the stereotyped collateral behaviour the DRL 
perfol"llance becaae lea• efficient, fever reintorcelDIIJlta were obtained. 
Rat 3-0 was the exact opposite of Rat 3-2, favouring tail nibbling 
over voodgnaving. 
The tact that there was a difference in IRT diatributiona tor 
each rat with each collateral behaviour is interesting but equivocal 
eTidence. !he collaterals may have had a direct and neoeaaa.ry funct-
:ional relationship with tiainwbehaviour, in which case different 
topographies of collateral behaviour might be expected.to cauae ditt-
aerent IRT distributions, o~,the altered collateral behaviour topo-
1grap}Q',even if not neoeaa&.17 for timing behaviour may have caused 
some physiological or deprivational change which in turn did effect 
the accurate spacing of responses ip tiM. 
Hc,vever the findings of Laties et al.(1969) in thia matter 
were aufficiently interesting to suggest that they might be replicated 
under more controlled conditions. Th• aim or thepreaent e:xperillent 
was to encourage the development or three different collateral 
behavioura in turn, allowing the DRL pertol"ll8Dce to stabilize under 
each condition. It was hoped that a structured experiment would 
support and poasibly extend the observation• ot Latiea et al.(1969). 
Method 
SUbjeotaa J'our rats {Laboratory Numbers 15, 16, 17 and 19) 
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were maintained as described in the General Method section (eh.III). 
Apparatuas As described in the Ganeral Method aeotion except 
that for certain conditions a drinking tube,rather than the woodblock, 
was available in the experillental apace. The drink:ing tube entered 
the e:xperiaental apace through the drinkometer hole (see J'igure 1). 
The drinkometer was apparatua which permitted measurement ot indiTi• 
adual licks at the drink1Dg tube. The water container,attaohed to 
the drinking tube,but secured outside the experillental apace,waa 
marked in graduations aDd record.a of aaount drunk per HHion were 
kept. A aillilar record of aaount d.ruDk in the ho• cage waa alao 
obtained using aiailar apparatua. 
Procedures '!'he subjects wen run on a DRL 12 aeo,aohedule throu-
aghout the experiment. Pollowing pre-training aa described in the 
General Method aeotions, two aubjecta (Rate 15 and 16) were run on 
the DRL 12 aec.acheclule with the woodblock present in the experiaental 
apace. The other two aubjecta (Rate 17 and 19) were run on the aaae 
schedule but with the drinking tube rather the woodblock being avail-
sable in the experimental apace. These conditions lasted for 40 
aeaaiona, each lutiDg 30 llinutea. J'olloving the fiD&l dq on thia 
condition, the conditiona were reverae4 for the two group• ot 1ubjecta. 
This new condition lasted for 45 aeaaiona. During both conditions 
the water intake tor thoae AD1•ala with aocea1 to the drinking tube 
in the experimental apace vu recorded both in the experillental apace 
and in the ho• cage. 
For the final 30 dqa of the experillent all aubjecta were run 
on the DRL 12 aeo. achedule without woodblock or water bottle present 
in the experiaental apace. The development of unrecorded collateral 
waa observed. 
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Results 
It vaa generally observed throughout this study that there was 
a consistent relationship between the amount of stereotyped collateral 
behaviour in a Msaion and the efficiency ratio for that session 
(Figures 25-28). 
For the two subjects (Rats 17 and 19), who first developed 
licking collateral behaviour, and then woodgnawin?: collateral behaviour, 
it was evident that the removal or one collatf,•ral uianipulandwn (drink-
aing tube) 1and the subatution o~t by another (woodblock),resulted in 
a sharp drop in efficiency ratios until the new collateral behaviour 
developed. Withdrawal of this aeoond collateral manipulandum coincided 
with another drop in efficiency ratios until the third collateral 
behaviour became established. This third collateral behaviour, in 
both cases, involved gnawing of the bars forr.iing the floor of the 
experimental space. 
For the two subjects (Rats 15 and 16) who were exposed to the 
woodblock first and then transferred to the drinking tube the results 
were a.a follovaJ-
Rat 151• in the first condition, amounts of voodgnawing and 
session efficiency ratios appeared tojnorease together. Lator on in 
this condition,it n.a a frequent obaervation that large amounts of 
wood.gnawing in one session were followed by high efficiency ratio• in 
the next session but not necessarily large amounts of wood.gnawing. 
On the reaoval ot the woodblock effioienoy ratios fell until both 
amounts of licking at the introduced drinking tube, and efficiency 
ratio•, again were obaerved to increase together. It was a feature of 
the DRL performance in this condition that drinking was almost 
exclusively a post food event. Following a non reinforced response 
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FIGUBES 25 - 28 
Showa the efficiency ratioa for each aeaaion throughout 
the experiment alld the total amount or recorded collateral 
behaviour during each session. 'Where no data is available tor 
a session that d~ has been left blank. 
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the subject typicall7 produced a bar gnawing collateral. This is 
evidenced in the affect ot removing the drinking tube at the end 
ot the aecond condition leaving no apecitic collateral manipulandum 
present. Instead ot the expected drop in etticieno7 ratios, thi• sub 
aject immediatel7 tranaterrad it'. poat non reinforced collateral be-
:haviour to all IRis. '!'he reault waa that there vu veJ!7 little 
change in efficienc7 ratios. 
Rat 161 again wood.gnawing and efficiency ratios increased. to-
1gether in the first condition and then atabilized.On wood removal, 
and drinking tube inaertion,the efficiency ratio• dropped for two 
aeaaiona then increased. to relatiTely high levels onl7 to tall allloat 
to zero in several q.baequent aesaiona. '!'he licking behaviour of thia 
subject was characterieed by relatiTely large amount• or licking and 
consumption or a great voluae of water. The final ten aessiona in 
thia condition were cOJRparativel7 stable and were characteriaed by 
high efficiency ratioa, a great amount or licking, and oonaiderable 
water intake (over 40 ml. in each 30 ainute 1ea1ion) • .l renlt or 
thi• increased and stable pertol.'ll&Doe etticiency was that fewer non 
reinforced lever preaa were emitted. TeJ!7 little conaiatent collateral 
behaviour or S1J7 type waa eaitted in a poat non-reinforced reaponae 
interval. On the reaoval ot the drinking tube et.f'icieno1 ratios 
dropped. Concurrent with the aubaequent rise in eftioienoy ratios 
in the condition where no apecitic collateral. Jl&lli.pulandwa vaa preaent, 
an increase 1D bar 1na:vi12g collateral beba:viour vaa obaened. 
Prior to tlle fin&l dq in each condition, all aubject• were 
eaitting relatively atable DRL 12 aeo. 'behaviour aa reflected in the 
etticienc7 ratio• tor each aubjeot in each condition (:,igorea 25-28). 
:,igllre 291 a, b, c ahova the owmlat1Te record.a tor Rat 19 on the 
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final dq of each condition. 'l'b.eae reoorda are representatiTe ot the 
beha'Yiour emitted b7 all subjects under the three oonditiona, with 
the exception of Rat 16,-.ho dramt more than the other aubjects·vhen 
licking vaa the 1tereotyped collateral behaTiour. Th• cUIIUl.atiTe 
record of the final d81' pertol.'ll&Dce tor thi1 rat under this condition 
1• shown in P1gure 291d. !he higher leTel or the licking behaviour 
can be clearly 1een. On the final dq or thia condition Rat 16 drank 
41 ml.of water in the 30 minute aeaaion ooapared to 11 al.in the 
pre'Yioua 2315 houra in its home cage. This licking behaviour by Bat 
16 on the DRL 12 aec,4iftered only in the amount ot inter response 
interval licking, the topograp~ of the licking behaTiour being 
apparently aiailar to that emitted by the other three aubject1. 
The c1211Ulat1Te record.a and other data taken from the two 
cond1tioll9 inTOlving wood gnawing and unrecorded collateral behaviour 
show wood gnawing patterna similar to those in Experiaent1 1 and 2 
Lever press behaviour in the 'Wlrecorded collateral behaviour con-
sdition are similar to other such DRL performances in the literature 
{Wilson and Keller, 1953). 
Table• XIV i XXI ahov the &Dalysia of the two measurable 
collateral behaviours in the manner of the two preTiou1 experiment,. 
Th• extreme stereotypy of the licking behaviour 11 shown in the 
" ~ ( analysis of rate, ot licking 'l'&blea XIV, XVI, XVIII, ns J'igu.res 
34, 35B, 36 and 37) • There was virtually no change in "rate,/ ot 
licking within an IRI category and little between them. There wa1 
hoveTer an appreciable lack of atereotn7 in the licking which 
occasionally followed a non-rein.forced re1ponae. ,, ,, The rates aml 
ya.rianoes in this matrix are markedly different from those in the 
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FIGURE 29 
a) CumulatiTe record of the final d81' on DRL 12 sec.with 
wood gnawing aa collateral behaviour for Rat 19. Ea.eh '' gnaw'' 
steps top pen up once. Responses reset this pen.!:!!!, deliver a 
downward "hatchmark''• Reinforcements are recorded by downward 
"ha tchaark" of lover pen. 
b) CUmulative record of the final d&iY on DRL 12 sec.with 
water licking as collateral. behaviour for Rat 19. :Each lick 
steps the pen up once, otherwise aa in (a) abOTe. 
c) CUaulative record ot the final~ on DRL 12 sec.with 
unrecorded collateral. behaviour for Rat 19. Bach lever pre•• 
response steps the pen upwards once. J. reinforced response in 
indicated by a downward 11 hatclmlark 11• 
d) CUmulative record tor final dBiY on DRL 12 sec.with water 
licking aa collateral behaviour for Rat 16. Interpret as (b) 
above. 
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post reinforcement matrix. 
Table XVIIa illustrates the relationship between first 
ordinal decade duration and the ensuing amount of licking in 
the IRI. 
The ?:elative frequ@ncy distributio:is of IlHs and IRTs for 
eac!-\ subject under the three conditions show that for two subjects 
Rats 15 and l'l thP. different stereotyped collateral behaviours 
did not affect the Ir?T distributions to any no~iceable extent. 
However the corresponding data for Rats lo and 19 show considerabl(~ 
differences between the IRT distributions for each subject in each 
condition {Figures 30 - 33). 
Discussion 
1~he results of this experiment indir.ated thc?.t the amounts of 
stereotyped collateral behaviour in a session anc the efficiency 
ratio for that session were positively related. Which factor, 
if either, played the causal role in the relation~hip cannot be 
stated with certainty from these results. 
The experimenters choice of a DRL 12 sec. schedule rather than 
the DRL 18 sec. schedule WI.S based on the supposition, borne out in 
the results, that subjects might produce polydip~ia in the conditio11 
where the drinking tube was available. It was considered that 
large amounts of water imbibed as a consequence of schedule 
induced licking on a DRL 18 sec. schedule mig~t have deleteriou!== 
and uncontrolled physiological ef.fects. 
The condition where no specific collateral manipulandu~ was 
present was run last for all subjects because it w~s f~lt th~t 
should thP. subjects develcp a collateral behaviour involvir.~ ~ picc. 0 
of appar.a tus which cou id 11ot be removed in suhseque!l 1: conditions, 
~ner~ ~0uld be no re~son fur any chan9e in collater~l h 0 •a·· 
-·· v_our. 
'£h(? fr1ct that all fou~ ~u!:.jects developed a h.:..r gr.awi~g coll;-.-+:.e1.a.l 
bc?1.:l • ..;·iour 
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FIGURES 30 - 33 
a) The IRT/aec. relative frequency distributions (left) of 
lever presa responses on DRL 12 aec. with unrecorded collateral. 
behaviour. J'inal dq per.f'o:ru.nce. 
b) The relative frequency distributions of IRT/aec. (lett) 
am IRI/decades of licking (:right) on DRL 12 aec.with water licking 
aa the collateral behaviour, on the final dq of thia condition. 
'l'otal of licks and the amount drunk in the }O minute aeaaion ia 
given in the top right of each figure. 
c) The relative frequency distributiona of IRT/aec (left) and 
IRI/amount of wood gnawing on D1lL 12 sec.with wood gnawing u the 
collateral. behaviour, on the final day of this condition. Total ot 
-gnaw•~ in the 30 ainute session ia given in the top right of each 
figure. 
0.4 
Figure ~o 
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Expt. 3 Rat 1 fi 
( a ) Un r ecord ed collateral behav iour. 
( b)Coll a t eral drinking. 
( c )Colla t e ral gnawing . 
( a) 
(b ) 
( ) 
Licks (0' :l. 3 ) 
Vol. ~.t. 11!1 . 
Amount of licking/TRI 
Q,4 
( C) 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws'' 
( 37 38) 
0 LJ!:=c=L-L-l..--:-A;:-J...._-1-;:~ 
O 12 18 27 + 
0 l-.l._.1._..t_.J_..J___i::=::i::=::i__-'--' 
0 1 5 10 
IRTe(secs.) Amount of gnawing/IH I 
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Expt. 3 Rat 1 6 
Figure . 1 
(a ) Unre corded col l a t e ral b e hav iour. 
(b) Colla t e r a l drinking. 
(c ) Collate ral gnRwing. 
0.4 
0 OL.t:=1-.L-.-1+,;%--'-""'.1~8__.___._-;:;2~7 +7"' 
IRTs(sece.) 
( a) 
(b) 
( C) 
0.4 
Q t I 
Li cks 
Vol. 
( ) 
(67 36 ) 
41ml. 
8 10 12 14 
of licking/ IRI 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws" 
( 381 0) 
0 1 5 10 
Amoun t of gnawing/IRI 
0,4 
• c4 
d) 
J.c 
J%4 
• 
,-1 
Q) 
~ 
0 
0 
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Expt. 3 Rat :i 7 
Figure 32 
(a) Unrecorded col lAteral behRv i our. 
(b ) Colla t e ra l drinkinrr. 
( c ) Col l a t e ral gnawing. 
( a) 
( b) 
(c) 
12 18 27 + 
IRTs(secs.) 
0,4 
( ) 
Licks ( f>142) 
Vol . 30ml 
fL 
Amount of l :i. cking/IR I 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws" 
( ;3g34 ) 
0 L_.l__.t_.1__.J_.J.._...L_..L_...l:=::l..--' 
0 1 5 10 
Amoun t of gnawing/ IRI 
Q.4 
• C, 
Cl) 
~ 
~ 
• M 
Cl) 
~ 
0 
0 
( a) 
(b ) 
( c) 
Expt. 3 Rat 1_ 9 16s 
Unre corded collate r al 
Collate ral drink ing. 
Collateral gnawin g. 
( 8.) 
(b) 
behaviour. 
Licks 
Vol . 
Figure .7> '.) 
( ) 
( 591311: ) 
~4rnl. 
Amount of licking/ IRI 
0.4 
( C) 
• 
.-i 
~ 0 J 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws" ( ,ao~ 
1 0 18 27 + 
IRT~ ( sees. ) 0 1 5 10 Amount of gnawing/IHI 
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TA"BLF.S XIV - XXI 
Analysis of stereotyped collateral behaviours occurring with 
DRL 12 sec lever press behaviour on the final day of two conditions. 
Tables ~how the analysis of woodgnawin.g and the analysis of wator 
licking. The lnter response intervals IRis are categorized by the 
amount of collateral behaviour within each IRI. Each category of 
IRI is divided into ordinal deed.des (i.e. first ordjnal decade 
second ordinal decade, etc). The number of IRis in each categorcJ 
is given under the "n'' column {extreme right). 
Each ordinal decade contains the mean time to complete 10 
' 
instances of ths collateral behavio~ ("gnaws" or licks) And the 
variance of the times which WGre menned to find the upper, mean, 
figure. 
The t~bles are divided into 2 matrices, the upper for IRis 
following reinforced lever press, the lower for IRI following lever 
preos responses which were not reinforce~. 
__ Jable XVIla shows:-
Correlation coefficients betwr~fm the m'1an duration 
of the post-response 'PRUse' and the nrnou?1t of stel'eo-
typed collateral behaviour in the ensuing inter-
response intervals (IRis). 
........ 
m 
H 
p:: 
H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
g 
10 
POST REINFORCElfi~NT IRI s 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
* 
- - - t 
- - - - -
7.3 1.4 _1!...4_ 
-0:-3- 0.01 o. 01 
_B!...1_ l.· Q. _1!-5_ 1.6 
3. 0 0.01 0.05 o.01 . 
7.2 1. 5 _1!_5_ 1.5 _1'!,_5_ 
-o:-9- 0.02 0.01 0.01 0. 01 
6. 4 1. 5 _1'!...5_ 1.5 _1!..5 _ k Q.. 
- - - 0.02 0. 01 1.9 o. 01 0.01 0.01 
5. 9 1 .6 J!-4_ 1.5 .._1!_6 _ l.· Q.. 
-o:-9- 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
_5!-0_ 1. 5 ..... 1!..5 _ 1.5 ...... 1'!....5_ 1. 5 
o. 2 0.03 0.02 0.01 o. 01 0.01 
- - - - -
..... - -
- - - - - - -
_6'--5 - l., 4.. LJJ_ L12.. LJ. '--5 - :L Q.. 
-
- - - - -
Expt. 3 Rat 1 5 
7 8 9 
1. 6 
-0.-03 
1 . 5 1.5 
-0:-01 0: 01 
- - - - -
.._ - -
J._5 _ LQ... J..._5 _ 
- - -
Ta'blCXIV 
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10 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I--
I 
+ I I 
I 
:i... fi.. 
-
n 
3 
11 
19 
16 
7 
5 
1 
~ Fe an time ( sees. ) to comple te ten "gnav•s" ( D~CADEJ t Variance ( era. ) of the above times. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST NON-R S INFORC~D RESPONS,~ I RI s 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 o. t3 
r6s-. <I 
- - - - -
- - - - -
I-,... 
- - ; 
- - - - -
._ - - - -
- - - -
-
.._ - -
- -
I-
- -
_ 4 ._J - 1.5 .. J._§ - 1.3 J-._5 _ 1 .7 
1. 2 0: 02 0.07 a: c5i 0.01 0:09 
4. 2 1.-~ J._5_ 121.. J.•3 _ 1. 5 1 . !) 
- - - ..- - -
- - - - - - -
_3._5_ L?_ ,,_1!..4 _ 1...! ~ J_._4 - 1. 5 1 . 4 
- - -
- - - - - - -
_4._6_ L~ ,,_1._5 _ 1...! 1.. J..J3 _ 1.4 1. 5 
- - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - f- - - - -
-
- -
LICKING on a DRL 1 2 s e c. 
8 T; 
1.5 
-
-
-
:l..!7_ 1. 5 ' 
-= - -
- -
- - - - -
10 
~-
...__ 
--
·-
,__ 
-
- l 
n 
2 
2 
1 
1 
't-4 
1 
II 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
---· 
11 
12 
13 
14 
l.i:xpt. 3 Rat 16 
POST REINFORCEMENT IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE ~11.JMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
17. t 
* - --- t 
..9•S - j..£3 1. 5 1.7 1.6 1·Z 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
_9: • .§ ~ j.._§ 
--~6- 1.6 1.6 1.s 1. '7 0:-01 0.01- 0:-05 - - -0. 8 0.1 0.01 o. 01 
3 • .13 - j.._2 _ 1,..,. 6_ .1 • ..7 1.6 1.7 1.7 
1 .6 0 .1 o.m o. 01 0.01- ·O.o~ -0:-02 
.2•1 - 2.0 1.6 1.6 1.6 1. 6 I 1 .7 0.4 a.en~- 0:01 - - - - - 1- - - -3.6 0.01 o. 01 o. 03 
j: .~ - 2.0 _1~6- 1.6 1.6 1.7 01. 8_ 
0.6 0.1 0.01 0:01 0.01- 0:01 • 09 
3.3 _ 1.7 .... 1..! 7_ 1.7 .... 1..!.6_ 1.6 1. 7 
0.4 0:02 0.05 0:04 0.01 0:01 0.01-
_1._1 - 1.s .... 1..! 7_ 1. 7 1.6 1. '7 1. 6 
0:06 0:01 .... - -0:01 0.01-0.9 0.02 0.01 
_1 • ..9 - 1.7 _ 1.!. 6 _ 1 . 6 i--,.1.!. 6_ 1.7 ._1.!. 7 _ 
0. 2 0:02 0.01 0:01 0.01 0:01 o. 01 
4.7 2 . 0 1. 5 1. 8 1. 6 1.6 l . 6 
- - -
..... - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
a 9 
1.7 
o.o 
1.7 _1,!..8_ 
o:-or 0.07 
1 .7 1.7 
0:-01 TI. 03-
1. 7 1. 7 
0:-01 o. 01-
1.7 1.? 
0:01 o. 0 2-
1.7 1 .7 
0:-01 a.eh-
1. 7 1. 6 
- - - - -
- -
Tab l e XV 
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10 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1:zt-
o. 01 i 
l . 7 1r v 
0:-01 r: 
1.7 r e 
- - r o. Ql_._ 
1.7 r e 
0:-01 -
1.7 r "' 
__.::::. 
-
n 
1 
1 
4 
6 
8 
13 
c.10 
c, 9 
c. 3 
c.1 
' 
r.1\e an time (sees.) to compl e te t en "gna¥1S" ( D~CADE J t Variance ( rra.) of the above times. 
~c. Recurring until the end of IRT. 
0 POST NON-REINFORCED RESPON'.33 IRI s 
Cl) 
Q) 
'O 
a1 
() 
Q) 
'O 
...__, 
en 
H 
p:; 
H 
1 
f 
7 
8 
9 
-
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
-
1 
- - -
- - -
3.5 
- - -
-
4 .7 
- - -
-
_ 4.!..5_ 
-
_2,!_3_ 
-
- -
-
- - -
_3,!.7_ 
-
- - -
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
! jg 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
- -
3. 2 1.6 1.7 1.6 1. 7 1.6 
.... - -
- -
>-
- - -
- t- - -
- - - - -
i 
-
_g • .1 _1.!. 5 _ 2. 1 1. 6 2.2 1 .6 1·1 
- -
>-
- - - -
>-
- -
-
- - - - - -
1• .£ .... 1.!..8_ 1· 6 1.8 1· ~ 1. 6 1. 6 1.7 >- - - .... - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
_2.!..l _ 1.6 _g • .Q 1. 8 1. . 7 1. 6 1·1 1 . 6 
- -
-
- - - -
>-
- - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - - - -
1. 6 1. 5 1. 6 1.6 1· §_ l . 9 1· §_ 1.6 
- - - - - - - - -
--- - -
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LICKING on a DRL 12 sec. 
10 
1 
_.J_ 
I r -
I 
·-
.__ 
1·1 
-
·-
'--
·---1·2 r e 
----
-
- -
n 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Expt. 3 Rat 17 Tab le XVI 
H 
p:: 
H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST REINFORCEMENT IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE N1JMRER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
* - - - t 
-
- - - -
7.5 1.7 1.6 
- - - o. 01 -0:-3-8.7 
5. 5 1.6 1. 5 1.5 
- - - o. 01 ~ - - o. 01 0. 8 o. 01 . 
5. 5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1. 6 
- - - o. OE -o:-o~ 0.04 -0:-03 0 .3 
5. 4 1.6 1.6 1. 5 1. 5 1 . 5 
- - - 0.05 -0:-05 0.03 ...... - - o. 01 0. 4 0.01 
_ 5.!,.3_ 1. 5 1. 5 1.5 ._1!..6_ 1 . 5 
0. 2 o.56 -0:-02 o. 01 0.02 0.01 
_4.!,.9_ 1.4 _1!..5_ 1· 5 _1!..6_ l. 6 
0. 1 o. 01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 
_5.a..3_ 1·1 ..... 1!...5_ l• 1 _1!.....5_ 1 . 6 
0.06 o. 01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
_ 4.a..6_ 1.1 _ 1.!,.5_ 1.1 ~1!..8 _ l.· §. 
- - - - -
-
7 a 
_1!..6_ 
0.01 
_1 !..6 _ 1. 5 
0.01 o. 01 
... 1 !.....6_ 2.7 
0.01 2. 8 
_1 !.....6_ l.· £. 
- -
tiJ * l/ e an time ( sees. ) to complete t en II gnavrs II J ~ t Variance (cr~) of the above times . 
~ ;.,: 
t) 
-r-4 
,-i 
~ POST NON-R~INFORCED RESPONS~ IRi s 
0 
en 
Q) 
'O 
CD 
0 
d) 
'O 
....., 
co 
H 
~ 
H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
9.6 
- 14. t: 
6. 2 
- - -7.3 
6.5 
- 5 :-2-
- - -
- - -
_ 5!,_8_ 
-
- - -
- - -
- - -
-
- -
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.4 
16:-3 
2 . 5 3.1 
5. 2" -5;-4- i 
- -
...... 
- - - -
- -
-
- - - -
- -
-
1.4 1. 5 1. 4 1 . 6 1. 5 
- - - - -
~ - -
- - -
- -
- - - - - - -
...... 
- - - - - - -
- -
...... 
- - - -
...... 
- - - -
...... 
- -
- -
-
- - - -
...... 
- - - -
~ 
- -
- -
-
- - - -
- - -
- -
.__ 
- -
8 
-
-
-
LICK I KG on a DRL 12 sec. 
-
-
-
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9 10 
I 
+ 3.1 5. 8 -
_1!..7 _ 1. 8 
- -
D~CADE) 
9 10 
... - .-
--
...... _ 
·---
...... 
- -
...... 
- - - -
n 
2 
5 
14 
19 
6 
9 
2 
1 
n 
14 
9 
5 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST REI1'FORCEMENT IRI s 
ORDINAL DECADE 1-nJMRER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
- 'L ~ * + 
3 •.J _ 1. 8 
6.8 0-:06 
7.9 1. 7 1 .6 
1.0- o-: 1- o.oo 
7.7 1.6 J._§ - 1.7 1..-3 - o-: 2- 0. 1 0:1- . 
7.1 1.5 1. 5 1.7 1.9 
l_ .""'5 - C: Cffi 0.1>1- o-:o"o 'o.7J7-
6. 2 1. 5 1·1' - 1. 5 1.6 1. 8 
"'Lo - 0°703 0.01 0:04 0.07- o":-07 
4 . 5 1.!4_ J•.§ - 1..!,6_ 1.8 1.:. 7_ 
- - - - - -
- - - - -
-
5. 3 1..!, 4_ 
.1- ._1 - 1..!,6_ J•3 - 1.:. 9_ 
- - -
-
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
I- - - - -
- - - - - - - -
- - I- - - - -
Ii:xpt. 3 Rat 1 9 
7 a 9 
l1,.] -
-
l•.7 - 1..!.,6_ 
- -
- - - - - I- - -
- - - - - I- - -
T&b l e XVI I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
=t= 
- -
n 
1 
4 
9 
13 
1 6 
4 
1 
1 
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* I/ ean time (sees.) to comp l e te t en "gnav,s" ( D~CADE) t Variance (cr~) of the above times. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
P08T NON-R~I NFORCm 1 RESPONSl I RIS 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
10. ~ 
- - -18.8 
7.1 5. 9 
- - -- 13.3 12. 1 
3 . 6 3.8 -6 .7 
- - - - - - -
- - -
i 
1.6 5.7 2.0 19. 4 
- - - - - - - - - -
- -
- -
- - - - - -
- - - -
I-
- -
6. 2 1.8 1 . 9 1. 5 1. 5 1. 4 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
I-
- - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - - - -
I-
- -
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8 
-
-
-
LICKING on~ DRL 12 sec. 
19 
-
- - - -
- - - -
10 
--
.___ 
. i-.-
·-
..__ 
1--
- -
n 
1 7 
6 
1 
1 
1 
' · 
Correlation coeffici ents b e t w~en t he m~an duration 
of the post-re s ponse 'pRuse ' and t he amou:.'1 t of s t ereo-
typed collate ral b~haviour in the ensuing inter-
response inte rva ls (IRis). 
Expt, 3 (Lick ing d9,ta ) 
Pos t r e inforc ed 
r ~spons e IRIS 
Post non-reinforced 
r esponsn I:?Is 
Pat 15 
-0.75 
-
Pat 1 6 
-0.59 
-
Ra t 17 Pa t 19 
-0.78 -0.83 
- -
(':f' h~se n;c; r.-ati v e co r r 0latior1 c o~ffic ie ;-i ts con firm 
tne obs ~rvation t ha t t ll e si10rter t he post r e s ponse 
ti!lle . t he _q r ·~ ater t h~ ?-ffiOun t of gna~ing in the 
r ema i nde r of t he IRI . ) 
/ 
~.; 
·'·-· 
itJ 
U> 
"J 
a:1 
() 
(l) 
'tJ 
...._, 
Ol 
H 
P:: 
H 
-H p: 
H 
' to 
s::: 
• -i 
;!: 
al 
ij 
C+-i 
0 
11 
l) 
j 
tl 
I) 
0) 
'tl 
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ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
9.1 
* 1 - 2-;9- t 
9. 4 3.0 
2 -1-:9- o.s 
8 .3 3.1 2.8 
- --- 2.3 - - -3 1.5 o. 3 
9.7 2.3 3. 1 2. 5 
- - - 0.3 - - -4 0 . 4 1.5 0.3 . 
7.0 1. 8 3. 3 3. 2 1. 9 
- - - - - - - - I- - -5 
- - - - - -
- - - - -- - - -6 
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -7 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8 
- - - - - -
- - - -
-
- - - -9 
- - - - -
-
- - - - - - - - -10 
Expt. 3 Rat 1 5 
7 8 9 
I- - -
- - - - -
-
- - - - I- - -
-
- - - - - - -
TablE: XVI I I 
10 
I 
i 
I 
+ I 
I 
- -
n 
12 
19 
12 
4 
1 
~ F ean time ( sees. ) to compl e te ten t Variance (er.a.) of the above times. 
"gnav1rs" (Di CADEJ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST NON-REINFORCED RESPONSE IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
s. 9 
1:-9-
7.1 3. ~ 
-1:-s- 2. () 
7.4 2 . 9 3. G 
-1.-6- 1.4 r-12 ."""5 -
' 
-6.0 GeY 3. 5 3 '·' . -
-2.-6- er. '7 'l .. o - a:~ 
6.5 2.7 2 . b G.8 3. 6 
- - - o.1 -o;-4 - f: g- 11).""'9 -1.1 
5. 6 G.8 4.0 G.b G. 1 1 .? 
- - - - -
-
- - - -
I-
- - - -
- - - - - -
2 . g 3. 2 5.1 6.4 1.? 1 . Y 8 .7 
- - - - -
-
- - - -
-
- - - -
..... 
- -
- - - - - - -
- - - - -
-
- - - - -
- - - -
-
- -
- - - - -
-
- - - -
I-
- - - -
..... 
- -
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
.... 
- -
8 
-
-
-
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9 10 
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1 0 
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ORDINAL DECADE !\TUMBER n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
J3._p _ 
* 1 9 . !"i t 
_9.J) _ 3. a_ 
2 9 q 9 . 9 
...s...2_ 2.. 'l.. ...2~-
3 ~ Lt 1. q ('\ Q 
_s._2_ 0 'Z.. _2"-7 _ ~Q.. 
4 4 .0 0.7 o.s 0. 4 . 
_st-o_ 2.7 _3 ..... 3 _ 01:. _2~-
5 3. 9 1. 4 4 -3 1 • 1 o. 5 
_7 "-4 - 0Q_ .... 2L6- ~~ _2_0 _ ~ ~ 
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FIGURES 34 - 37 
The "rate" data trom Tables XIV - XXI displayed in graph form 
,, ,I' tor eaoh an1msJ. The rate tor wood gnawing are shown in solid 
lines, the'rates·ror water licking in interrupted lines. 
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in the final condition support• this beliet. 
'!'he obaervation,tbat two out of the four subject• did emit 
altered IRT distributions aa a result ot emitting different atereo-
1typed collateral bebaviour,is interesting but equivocal data. It 
such collateral behaviour were completely non-functional and the 
spacing ot responses totally under the control of some other !actor 
than the changes in IRT diatributiona in theae aniaals are. difficult 
to explain. The change• in dietributiona do tentatively auggest a 
functional relationship of some kind, in which case the similar IRT 
distributions of the other two subjects under the three conditions 
have to be reckoned with. 
The re8Ults or the DRL performance with water licking aa tba 
collateral are especially interesting tor two reasonas-
(1) Under this condition, 3 subjects developed two distinct 
stereotyped collateral behaviours; one which vaa typically eaitted 
after a reinforced response (licking), and the other which YaB 
emitted after a non-reinforced reaponae (unrecorded but observed to 
be gnawing at the bar floor) • 
In an experi•nt with pigeona :Boakea (1969) used a two coaponent 
multiple schedule where each component had a DRL requirement but a 
different criterion IRT value. Boalces reported that two different 
atereotn,ed collateral behaviours did not appear. Lowe And Barzem 
(1973) have reported a 1iailar experillental. situation cere the second 
(smaller criterion IRT value} ooaponent was introduced following~ 
unreinforced response. The result vaa that each component of the 
schedule maintained an appropriate but different IRT diatribution. 
Love and Bar•• have argued that this demonstrates ••the discriminative 
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effects of reinforcement". In the light of their data, a similar 
amount of control over the collateral behaviour, &fter reinforced 
and unreinforced reapona-. is a possibility which might be exp..eo.ted. 
This experillent would appear to confirm this poaaibilit7 were 
it not for the oriticiaa that several experimenter• have auggeated 
that schedule induced clrinkiDg ia an exclusivel7 post-food event. 
With the exception of Roaenblitb. (1970),who has preaented evidence 
that rate will lick after a conditioned reinforcer on a secora4,order 
schedule, most authoratitive writers (Palk, 1972s Segal and Hollo~, 
1963) agree on a poet foo4 definition of schedule induced drinking. 
In this preaent experillent the expected control over collateral be-
ahaviour occurring after reinforced and non reintorce4 reapondiDg 
might not be ao 1111ch a function of the control exercised b7 the fate 
of the pre•eding response as by the liaitationa on the occurrence ot 
achedul~uced drinkiDg. HoweTer the obaenation that a aecond 
stereotyped collateral behaviour was emitted following non-reinforced 
responses tend.a to support the Love and Barze• findi11gthat the fate 
of a reaponae (reinforced or not reinforced) on a DRL schedule~ 
control immediately subsequent behaviour. 
The occasional drinking &fter a non-reinforced reaponse may 
either be put down to a loss of oontrol b7 the fate ofthe precedil'lg 
leTer press response or,more likel7 possibly, the occurrence of 
inter meal drinltimg as opposed to post-pellet drinking. That the1e 
types of drinki.J:ag do occur is attested to by Bond (1973). 
(2) '!'he secollCl point of interest arising from the detailed 
analysis of the licking behaTiour is the support that it giTea to 
so•• obsenationa about first decade times in BEperiaent 1. 
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The first ordinal decade in both licking and voodgnawing 
analyses incorporates what is usually termed the post-response or 
post-reinf'orceaent "pause" (Staddon, 1970s Lowe, Davey am Barzem 
1974) and the first ten'gnaws•or licks in the IRI. Dile to the 
.. ' relatively Tariable gnawing rates it is poasible, though unlikely, 
that the systematic inverse relationship between the firat ordinal 
decade duration and the subaequent amount of collateral behaviour 
,, ,, 
in the IRI, might be due to changes in gnawing rate tor the first 
ten ''gnaws''. 'l'hia rn i, "t' leave the poet reaponae "paua: conatant tor 
II II 
all ms. However the licking data shows that liokiJ:Jg ratea 'Ve very 
consistent. Therefore~ changes, and there were ayatematio oh&Dgea, 
in the duration of the first ordinal decade were probably due to 
,, ,, 
change• in the duration of post reaponae pauaea. 
These reaulta increase contidenoe in the obaenationa •de in 
,, ,, ( Experiment 1. '1'he duration of the post reaponae pause whether 
following a reinforced or an unreinforced reaponae) appear• to be a 
predictor ot the amount of subsequent collateral behaviour in an 
IRI. Therefore, where the collateral behaviour is known to occur 
N II 
at a untorm rate the poet response pause on DRL 1chedulea will be a 
predictor or the duration of the IRI within which it occura. 
EXPERIMENT 4 
Introduction 
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Experiment 2 suggested that the stereotyped collateral behaviour, 
while not being directly responsible for the accurate spacing of lever 
press responses in time, might fulfil alever press respense inhibition 
function by keeping the subject awa:y from th~ever and the attendant 
situational stimuli for responding. It was suggestea that this 
competing behaviour might be maintained by adventitious reinforcement 
from reinforced lever press responses. Experiment 2 left unanswered 
the questions of (1) how accurately spaced lever press responding in 
time is controlled, and (2), why the subject should cease to emit the 
competing or inhibiting behaviour at one comparitively consistent 
point in time rather than at any other? 
The present experiment attempted to manipulate the distance from 
the lever at which the subject gnawed the wood to ascertain11hether 
this variable could control lever press response rate or the 
accurate spacing of these responses in time. 
Two strategies were open to the experimenter, either the rod 
attached to the normal wood block could be lengthened or the size of 
the woodblock itself could varied. In order to leave the subject as 
free as possible to behave where it would, three different lengths 
of wood were employed. 
The order in which the alternative wood blGcks could be presented 
also posed a problem. Either each length of wood could be presented 
to the subject over consecutive sessions until the subject was pro-
sducing stable behaviour on that length of woodblock, whereupon the 
next woodblock length would have been presented, or, a different length 
of woodblock could be presented wach session, the order being randomised 
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within the limits of equal exposure to all woodblock lengths. 
The first alternative would have meant a very long experiment, 
during which time gnawing patterns might change for uncontrolledIBasons. 
Fer this reason the second alternative was employed. 
Method 
Subjectss Three rats (Laboratory Numbers 21, 22 and 23) were 
maintained as has been described in the General Method section. 
Apparatus: As described in the General Method section except 
that two additional lengths of wood were used (but still one piece per 
session) The three different lengths of wood block were:- Small 
(normal size) 4 cm. Medium - 8 cm.and Large - 12 cm. 
Procedure: All subjects were pre-trained as described in the 
General Method. Then all subjects were run for 60 daily (30 minute) 
sessions on a DRL 18 sec. schedule. The 60 sessions were divided into 
20 groups of 3 sessicm.s each. Within each group of 3 sessions there 
was one session with each size of wood block. The order of presentation 
of woodblock size within any group of 3 sessions was randomised. The 
final group of 3 sessions was arranged so that each subject received 
the small, medium and large woodblocks in that order over the 3 final 
sessions. These three final days were test days in the sense that 
performances on these days were analysed in detail • 
.Results 
The stability of the DRL performances, eapecially over the last 
15 days \.YBS very satisfactory for all subjects (Figure 38). The 
cumulative records for each animal in each test session were typical 
of what the experimenter had come to expect of the performances with 
stereotyped collateral woodgnawing. The cumulative records for Rat 
22 are shown (Figu.re 39) and are also representative of the othr two 
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FIGURE 38 
Shows the stability of DRL 18 sec.performance of each subject 
for the 15 days prior to the three test days (final days for each of 
the 3 sizes of wood block). 
The stability is represented as efficiency ratios calculated by 
dividing the total number of reinforced lever press responses in a 
session by the total number of lever press responses for that session. 
The sessions which contained the same aize of wood block are 
joined together. In the final 3 days the order of presentation was 
the same for each subject, first day (day 24 on graph) s = small 
woodblock: second day (day 25 on graph) M = medium wood block: 
third and final d83", L = large woodblock. 
R. 21 
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FIGURE 39 
Shows the cumulative records for Rat 22 on each of the three 
final days with each wood block size. 
Each lfgna.w" steps the upper pen upwards once. A lever press 
,, . 
response resets the upper pen and delivers a downward hatch-mark of 
" that pen. A reinforced response is indiaated by a downward hatch-
" mark of the lower pen. 
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subjects. It is noticeable even from these records that 
the behaviour looks more stereotyped or regular as the wood block 
size increases. There are fewer IRTs with no recorded behaviour and 
also fewer response ''bursts•'. 
The analysis of woodgnawing for each length of woodblock is 
shown in Tables X{II - XXX. 
The result of giving the subjects an opportunity to gnaw at wood 
blocks of different lengths and thereby at different distances from the 
lever is seen in the IRT and IRI (amount of gnawing per IRI) relative 
frequency distributions. There was a uniform shift to longer IRTs 
with access to longer woodblocks. The relative frequency distributions 
of IRis shows no consistent change in the distribution of woodgnawing 
within IRis, except that with increasing size of woodblock there is a 
reduction in the number of IRis containing fewer than 10 ''gnaws" (Fig-
:ures 40 - 42). 
There was a marked difference between the total number of lever 
press responses for the three test sessions for each subject. The 
response rate droppii by at least a third between sessions with shrrt 
woodblocks and the sessions with the longer lengths of wood (Table 
XXXI). That this was also the case in the previous five groups of 
3 sessions is seen from the efficiency ratios of these sessions 
( Figure 38) • 
The tooth mark patterns on each woodblock size for the final 
9 days are shown in Figure 43. The exaggerated shape to which the 
woodblocks had been gnawed is shown under 'A' where each woodblock had 
been present for two sessions of that woodblock size. Rats 21 and 22 
1~ 
FIGURES 40 - 42 
Shows the relative frequency distributions of !RT/sec.and IRI/ 
amount of gnawing for each subject and each condition of wood block 
size. 
The IRI analysis is in decades (or 10s) of "gnaws" per IRI 
category. 
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0 18 27+ 
IRTe(eece.) 
Si ze of 
woodblock 
Small 
Medium 
Large 
192 
Expt. 4 
0.4 
Rat 81 
Figure 40 
(6657· ) 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws'' 
(476f3' ) 
0 .._..__.._..__._~~~...__~----
0 1 5 10 
Amount of gnawing/IHI 
0.4 
• c,4 
a> ,.. 
~ 
• 
..-i 
(1) 
p:: 
0 
0 18 27+ 
IRTa(aece.) 
193 
Expt. 4 Rat ?.?. 
Size of 
woodb loc k 
Small 
,Iedium 
0.4 
• c,4 
(1) 
M 
~ 
La rge • 
..-i 
d) 
p:: 
0 
0 1 5 
Figure 41 
( 6 28 2) 
( 5105 ) 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws'' 
(4 856 ) 
10 
Amount of gnawing/IRI 
Q.4 
• a4 
Q) 
J-4 
~ 
• ,..... 
Q) 
~ 
0 
0 18 27+ 
IRTe(aece.) 
194 
Expt. 4 Rat 23 
Size of 
woodblock 
Small 
Medium 
• c,t 
Q.) 
H 
rr.. 
• 
La rge 
,..... 
Q.) 
~ 
0.4 
0 
0 1 5 
Figure 48 
C37oa ) 
Tot. No. 
of "gnaws" 
( 41 8 5 ) 
10 
Amotmt of gnawing/IH I 
195 
Show the woodenm·dng annlysis for each ::n1bject on tho D:itL 1 O 
flee. schedule with a different size ,.-.f woodrJock available in ecJch 
session. 
"l':!-t.e table is divided into two 'Ilatriccs, ~'he upper on!;! i.s an 
ane.lysis of all inter-response inter\/a1s which f()llowed a reini'o,:,ced 
response ,and the lower ,a similar ano.lysici of JHls which fcllo~·rf:d a 
non-reinforced :r·esponse. 
E>tch ccJ.l within a matrix sho·.m ;¥. the ruerm time to complete 
ten "gnawR ",and 1'-' thi~ variance of the tirr..cs which make up that 
mec:..11 time ,for all instances of a deeadc occu:;:ring at that ordinal 
position in an IRI A'i th that amount of emn:inc. 
The numbax- of IRis in any catceorJ is given by the '' n" value 
on the extreme right. 
i!:xpt. 4 Rat 21 TableXXII 
POST RZI NFORC E1J~NT IRI s 196 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
1 
9 . 8 * 
~~-t I 
3 
; _1 l_. §. ~ 'L I 10 
...... 2 l 2 8 . 1 0 . 2~~-.....-·-~---1---,l.---'--~---I.--_.... __ 
~.,...,..~ 1---1----7..;;...~ ..... 5- --~--· 1 ____ 3 ............. - 3 ____ - ---j _________ ...,.._ _ _... __ ......_+ 79 
.... 3 4 . 7 o. 5 o. 3 
_Bt._B _ Q.e :J.... _3~0- ~ Q_ 
co 4 7 . 3 1. . 0 o. 2 o. 5 • 
~ 8 . 0 3 . 0 3 . 2 3 , 2 3. 2 
5 -7 .-5 - o. 6 --0 .-4 - o. 3 --o.-s -
~ 
0 
C1l 
Q} 
'O 
co 
(.) 
Q) 
'O 
'--' 
<Xl 
H 
p:: 
H 
6 
7 
7. 1 2 . 7 3. 1 2 . 9 2 . 9 3 . 3 
- 2 .:-0 - o. 2 -0.1 - o. 2 .... o.l. - o. 1. 
8 . 6 2 . 9 3 . 0 3 . 1 3.7 3. 0 3. 1 
-----~----~--- - ~--5. 8 1 . 0 0 . 2 0. 2 2. 6 0 . 2 0 . 3 
---<e---------...;. 7. 3 2 . 4 2 . 8 6 .7 2 . 7 2 . 7 3. 4 3. 1 
s - 3 _:-7- o. 1 -0.-2 - 72.4 -0 :-1 - o. 2 -o.-s - o. 2 
6 . 1. 2 . 8 2 . 6 2 . 9 3 . 6 3 . 0 3 . 0 3 . 0 ~). 5 
g -o.-5 - o. 1 -0.-1 - o. 1 ..... o.-or o. 2 -0.2 - o. 3° -o.77 -
6 . 9 3 . 1 2 . 9 3 . 5 3 . 1 ~. 6 o. 4 ~ . D 3 . 6 3 . 1 
10 - 2 .s - cr: 5" - 0 .-4 - 2. r rn.~ - o: r rti .""'r' - o: 4 '""D.""? - <Y. 1 
* Me an time (sees.) to comp l e t e ten "gnav1s" D~CADE) 
t Variance (a~ ) of the above times. 
POST NON- R~ INFORCED RESPONSE I Ris 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0 . 8 
- - -
8 9 1 0 
-;::;- 1 1 0. 4 
P:: 8 . 3 3 . 2 
H 2 - 5.-2 - 0 . 3 
' 
19 
9 
14 
5 
3 
3 
n 
3 
6 
~i--;.-+~,,.-+-~~~-+----+--~-+------_.._-~ ----~ 
5 _6 ._o _ ~- 1- _3._2 _ I 4 3 1. 7 o. 6 o. 8 1 
; 1---~7~.;...~se--t-:::2:-".-:::9:-+-:::2-. ---.=-s +2::::-.-5:=--1-- ~--.... ---------......_- •• ,- g 
w 4 - 2 :r: f o: 0 3 ..... 0.2 - o: 5 I 
7.7 3. 2 2. 5 2. 5 2. 6 
t ~-+-o~·-8~--+-,o~·-0~7~-~0~~~0~3-t-;,,0~·~2:-i--~0~·~2~-+,.,-....-+-~+-~-+---~~ ---- ..... -4 . 4 3 . 4 2 . 8 2. 7 2. 9 2 . 9 m 
(l) 
'O 
a:! 
(.) 
Q) 
re, 
.._, 
<Xl 
H 
~ 
H 
6 
7 
10 
--- - r'.' 1---,'l;"-.- r-, ---
~-; .1 4 • .::; 0 . 1 u . 3 O. ;-::; 0. 2 
5 . o 3 . ?, 2 .7 3 . 0 2 . 6 2 . 9 2 . 6 
- 2 ;;i - o. r- ro.s - o. (J"2 ro.02 o. 01 rn.2 -
::-:; . 0 ~ . ? 2 . 5 2 . 5 
--- ~----
~. 9 2 . 3 
~ - - - - :-s . :2 2 . 8 ..... - - 3 . l 3 . 0 
..... - -
D~L 18 sec. with 1MALL wood bl ock 
3 
6 
3 
3 
1 
1 
.......... 
en 
H 
~ 
H 
Expt . 4 Rat21 Table :XXII I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST REINFORCEMENT IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE ~11.JMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
* 
- - - t 
- - - - -
6. 9 3.3 3.4 
- - - 5.7 -o:-5-2 . 2 
_7~1- Q•4 3. 2 
- - -
£• Q. 
1. 3 0. 4 o. 3 o. 2 . 
_ 7!.,0_ ~. g 3. 2 
I- - - ~-~ t-3!..3_ 3 . 3 o. 2 o. 3 o. 4 0. 5 
_ fiL.9_ Q. 2 ..... 3J_ Q• Q_ .._3 !..,.4 _ Q• Q. 
1. 3 0. 3 o. 3 0. 3 o. 5 0. 1. 
_ 6,L.8_ Q• 3 3.0 Q• Q. _3~1 - £• £ 
- - -6 . 4 0 .3 o. 3 0. 2 b .04 0; 2 
_ 5 .... 8_ ~-~ _3LO _ ~-1 3 . 2 
- - -
!2.• !2. 
L fi 0_ 4 0-1 ?,_ 1 0. 2 o. 5 
_ 6 .... 0_ 
~-Ji _ 2L7_ ii_. g _ 3L6- !2.•1 
- - - - - -
_ 5 .... 9_ Q.Q ._3a,.2_ ii• ~ ._3L9_ Q• Q. 2. 8 0 . 3 0. 4 Q_ 3 3 . 1. o. 5 
197 
7 a 9 10 
I 
I 
l 
I 
' 
I + i 
3. 6 I 
- - -
-t 0. 1 _3!_2_ £-1 .. 0. 4 :).08 
.._2!.,.6 _ Q• g_ _3!,.1 _ 
I 
- - -
... 2 !...5 _ 2 . 8 ,_2 • 8 I 4. 1 
b.01 D:-02 0 :-4 1 0 . 6 
* l/ e an time ( s ees. ) to compl e te t en "gna.,.,s " ( D~CADE) t Variance ( era. ) of the above times. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST NON-R~INFORCED RESPONSE I Ri s 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- - -
b . i:; 2 .9 
- - - - -
- -
ti . 2 3.1 ~. '1 
- - - - -
-
- -
- - -
5. 5 2. 4 3. 1 3.1 
- - - 0.07 -o:-8- o. 04 1. 1 
1 2. 3 3. G 4 . 2 3. 8 3. 4 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- -
- - - - -
4 . 4 3.7 2 . 9 2.7 3. 3 3 . 8 
-5:-s- b:-06 -0:-2- o. 3 I- - - f . 6 o. 3 
6.7 2 . 6 3. 4 3. 5 3. 3 4. 7 2. 9 
- - - -- - ..... - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
6. 7 Q•l 2 . 6 2 .6 2. 3 3 . 0 3.1 
- - - ,__ - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
4 . 6 2 . 5 2 . 5 3. 5 s. 1 2 . 7 3. 1 
- - - - -
,__ - -
- - I- - - ..... - -
- - - - - - -
l5L4_ g. 1 _ 2!..6 _ Q• Q. 
- 8 ~_1 - 2.7 ..... 3~_1 -
- - - - - - -
8 9 
2 . 9 
- -
-
~- 1. 2.7 .... 
- -
- -
~- l 2.7 
'- - -
- -
DRL 18 sec. with MEDI UM wood block 
1 0 
--
I 
=+-i 
l 
t 
I Q.: Q_ j 
n 
8 
17 
24 
9 
6 
6 
1 
2 
n 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
'-' 
en 
H p:: 
H 
~ 
0 
a:, 
Q) 
'O 
al 
t) 
Q) 
rd 
..._,,. 
ea 
H p:: 
H 
Expt. 4 Rat 21 T&ble XXI V 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST REINFORCEMENT IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE !{UMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
_ 6.._ 0_ * t 
0 () 
- · ~ '-:.... 
- -
- 9.._ ;?.._ .,J • .,Q ~ a.a. 3_ 
4 . 1 0 . f, o. ~ 
_ 7..!, 4_ 
-2 •.2 _ 3..l. 2_ ..Q•..Q 
1. 3 0. 8 0 . 4 0. 6 . 
s. 3 3 . 0 3. 4 _g • .§ 3 . 2 
- - - 0.3 - - - - - -7. ,-:: o. 4 o. 5 0.1 
7 . 3 
~ -..Q 3 . 7 _Q. Ji .._ 3~ 1~ _;j ._Q 
- - - - - -5 . :~ 0. 2 0. 9 3 . 9 0. 2 0 . 0 
6 . 6 3 . 0 
_ 3.:. o_ .Q• .Q 3 . Ei ] . ] 
- - - a.of - -G o 8 0 . 3 0 . 6 0.7 o. 1 
_ R.a. 8_ .3 • .1 ... ;5.L 2_ .3 • ..5 _Zia. 3_ .3 . ~ 
S3 .1 0 . 09 () . '2 0 . 4 0 4 (L f, 
_ 9 .... o_ g • .§ 
_ 2 .... 6_ .J. ~ _ 3.._ 6_ ..8 • ..G 
!') . 6 0 . 4 o. 01 0.09 ()_ 4 ) . rn=; 
_ 7.:. 4_ _g • .2 _ 2.._ 7_ ~ • .Q _ 3.._ 1 __ ~ • .Q 
L O o. 0 1 0.1 0. 0 4 0.04 1 • ;-; 
198 
-
7 8 9 10 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
! 
""'" 3.1. 0_ I 
+ 0 . 07 - ·~ 0- .3 • .3 () 0 4. n. 1 
_ 3.L.4_ ~ -J. .... 2....0_ 
o. rn:; ?. . 1 () IL 
_ 34. 0 _ .2 • .9 " ~ ~ t.) ..L ; ·,_ ,3 • .2 
n. On n i:: • l 0 s () :) 
* Vean time ( sees. ) to comple te t en " gn avrs" ( D~CADE) t Variance ( cr'") of the above times. 
1 
2 
POST NON-REINFORCED RESPONSE IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 . 8 
- - -
8 9 10 
-----~----~---------~ 10 ~- - - - - i· 
DRL 18 s ec. wi t h LAR IJ.i~ ,,,ood block 
n 
1 
7 
16 
13 
R 
8 
8 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
n 
Ci-4 
0 
Cl) 
Q) 
'O 
al 
0 
Q) 
ro 
..___, 
Cl) 
H 
~ 
H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST REINli'ORCEMENT IR!s 
ORDINAL DECADE ~TUMBE~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
- 6 .... 'l. * 0.9 t 
_ 6..a.9 _ _Q._g 
o. 4 .Q.,_ 2 
_ 6..1.. 7_ 4 . 0 _ 3...1. 4 _ 
o. 9 0.7 1. 7 
_ Qa. 8_ 
~-..B _a._3_ .J • .1 
1. 4 1. 8 1. 0 0 . 2 . 
_ 6 .... 7_ ~ • .§ _3 .... 0_ ~ • .1 _ 3..!..7 _ 
1. 2 1. 5 0. 0 O. B ? . 5 
_ 6 .... 5_ .J • .1 .._ 3 .... 7_ ~ • .Q .... ~ 4- .J . ,2 
~ - 0 o.~ o.q 1 9 0 . 9 n . 6 
_ 6.a, 8_ .J • .Q .... !?a. s _ ~.~ _ 3..... 1_ .J • .J 
1. 8 0. 5 o. 3 2 . 9 0. 05 ~ 
_ 6 .... 1_ ..3 • ..!1- .... 3... 4... ..3 • ..8 _ 3...Q_ ..3 • ..3 
() R n 4 1. 4 1 . 0 0. !'7i 0 . 0 
- 5 ... 5_ .2 • .3 _2..,a.. ..3 • .Q _ 5......1_ _;j . S) 
n 07 n. 1 ()_ h ()_ ?. 4 . 1 2 .7 
- ~9- ..3 . ..... -~ZL ..3 • .17 -~1- ..3 • ..3 o. I 5 o. 05 0. 4 1 . Fi 0 .1 O. Ofi 
l!: xpt. 4 Rat 22 
7 a 9 
,_ 2..a. 8_ 
0 . 2 
_ Za_ 6_ .J.~ 
0. 4 1. 9 
_ 3.a. 3_ .J • .1 ,_ 'la. o_ 
0 . 5 () _ 6 0 . 9 
_ 3..a. 4_ ..3 • .7 _ :::1.a. 3_ 
() _ ?. 0 . 1 n. 4 
Table XXV 
10 
i 
I 
I 
I 
..3.12 
0 . 2 
199 
n 
2 
8 
7 
1 0 
20 
19 
4 
9 
3 
2 
* He an time ( sees. ) to compl e te ten t Variance ( cr~) of the above times. 
II gna\''S" { n;,:;cADE) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST NON-RZI NFORCED R:rnPONS~ I RI s 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMEER 
i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
_ 7..a.1_ 
28 . 4 
7. 4 
~- 1 
- - -3. 8 0 . 1 
-7 . 9 2 . 9 3. 4 
-f-;g- 0.1 - 0-; 5- i 
3 . 5 3. 0 
~-1 4 . 4 
- - - 0:-03 - - -3. 1 0.01 1.7 
5.7 C 9 3. 5 ~.12 3 . 2 
- - - ~-- .... - - - - -2 . 'l 0 . 1 o. 6 1. 5 0 . 4 
3 . 2 3 . 3 2 . 8 2 . 9 _ 3.,L4_ 3 . 3 
- - - o. 753- I 0.2 6 . 3 0.1 o. 9 0.5 
_ 4.r.. B_ ] , .2 3 . 2 ~.j; _ 3.!..1_ 2· .Q 3 . 7 
- - - .... - -2. 7 o. 01 0.02 0. 5 0.1 2. 2 1 . 5 
_ 7 .... 5_ ~ • .§ 3 0 
-~-
_§ • .Q 3 . 0 
,- - -
3 r, 
_. _Q ~ 2.!... 6 _ 
- - - -
- - -
_ 4 .... 7_ 2 . 7 _ 3..,_ 4 _ _Q • .Q 2 .7 
...... - -
2 • .2 ,_ 3.,!.. 5_ 
1 . 1 0 .1 o. ;) 0. 01 o. 01 0.1 0 . 06 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I-
- -
8 I 9 
.Q• ~ 
-
g. J2 ,_2..!..8_ 
o. 3 0 . 3 
- -
-
- -
DPL 18 s e c. vli th SMALL wood block 
10 
I 
·--
--
--
·--
- -
n 
2 
2 
4 
3 
12 
2 
2 
1 
2 
G-4 
0 
CD 
(l) 
'O 
al 
(.) 
Q) 
'O 
H 
~ 
H 
~ 
0 
(/l 
(1) 
'O 
a1 
(J 
(!) 
'O 
Expt. 4 Rat 22 Tabl e XXVI 
1 OST -q EI:NFORC i~MENT IRI s 
ORDI NAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I 
I 
I 
1 
+ 
i Vi e an time (sees.) to comple te ten "gnav"S" {D::i:CADE) 
t Variance ( cr" ) of the above times. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
POST NON- RJINFORCED R~SPONS~ I Ri s 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 
6 . 8 
- - -
4 . 3 2 . 8 2 . 9 
- 0. 8- O. 3 - o-: 6-
4 
4 . 2 3 . 1 2 . 9 2 . 9 
- i : 4- 0 .1, to .0 2- 0.2 
5 
4 . H 3 . 3 3 . 3 3 . 8 3 . 3 
--- ----- --1---
6 7 8 I 9 10 
I 
I 
I 
5 0. 6 0 . 2 0. 1 0 . 4 1 . 0 
~:.._·-+--:.~-::--1----;~:-t--=-~~~-+-+-~-,,,-:--+-~-+~~+--~--+-~ --~-3. 3 2 . 4 2. 9 2 . 5 4 . 6 3. 1 
-----~----i.- --6 3. 4 0 . 07 0 . 0 4 0. 06 1 . 2 0 . 3 
,i . :_-z, 
- - -
2 . 7 2.7 
- - ~ - -
5. 9 2 . 4 
--i.--- 3 . 3 2 . 8 
- - ..._ - -
2 . 4 2 . 8 
- - ~ - -
- - -10 - - .... - - - - 1,,- - -- - ~ - -
__ .._ __ 
DRL 18 s e c. vri t J1 l'I ,: . I U?, T wood b l o c k 
n 
4 
3 
9 
12 
7 
9 
2 
3 
n 
1 
2 
2 
6 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 
200 
~ 
0 
C1.) 
(l) 
'O 
cl1 
0 
Q) 
'O 
......., 
IX) 
H 
p:: 
H 
Cl.) 
H 
~ 
H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST REINFORCEMENT IRI s 201 
ORDINAL DECADE !\11.JMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
* - - - t 
6 . 8 3 . 8 
- - - 0-:7-1. 8 
:J . 1_ 3 . 3 3 . 5 
- - - o-: 2- lo- - -4 . 8 0 . 5 
7 . 0 4 . 0 3.7 3 . 5 
1..-4 - o-: C - - - o-: 4-1. 2 . 
Fi . 9 3 . 7 3 . d 3 . 9 3 . 6 
- - - (J. /) - - - (J.b !D.15 -1 . 3 1 .1 
7 . 2 4 . 0 ~s . 9 3 .7 3 . 8 :.3 . 5 
..,.. - -0 . 1 CJ. g- iD.""9 - i :1- 1.4 - CJ. Cfi 
7.7 4 . l 3 . 8 3 . 4 3 . 5 3 . 7 
- 1:,-1 . 2-::1- ~-4 - o-: 4- ro.2 - o-: c5d 
7 . 6 r:, , •• o . <J 3.6 3. b o. 8 4.u 
- - - o-: 1- I0.2 - o-: f. 'o.l. - 0. 4-6 . 4 
6 . 4 3 .6 4 . 2 3. 5 5 . 3 ~;. 9 
- - - 0-: 1- 'o."6 - o-: 4- 6.8 - 0-:1-0 . 5 
4 . 9 3 .0 4. 0 3 . 5 ~.9 o. 4 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
-
~xpt. 4 Rat ?,2 
7 " 9 0 
I 
3 . 4 
rt) -. -' ) 
. , , 
3 . 6 3 .3 
n.or 0:1-
4. 4 ,) . 4 3 . 3 
3 .~ - 0-:3- Ill "7' -• 2 
3 . 8 3 . 1 3 . ;' 
- - - - -
.._ - -
- - -
Table XXVII 
10 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-+-i 
4 .0 
- -
-
n 
3 
8 
:1 0 
16 
9 
8 
3 
5 
1 
:J 1/(ean time ( s ees. ) to comple te ten "gnav•s" D~CADE) t Variance ( 0-2.) of the above times. 
1 
8 
9 
10 
POST NON-REINFORCED RESPONSE IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- - -
--- __ ..... ____ ..,_ ____ ...._ __ 
- - - --------1>--- - - ~ - -
8 9 
.._ - -
- - ~ - -
DRL 18 s ec. with LARG...': wood block 
10 
n 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
G-i 
0 
0) 
Q) 
'O 
c,j 
() 
Q) 
'O 
0) 
H 
p:. 
H 
.___, 
0) 
H 
~ 
H 
~xpt. 4 Rat ?~ Tab2.e XXVII I 
POST REINFORCEMENT IRI s 202 
ORDINAL DECADE :nJMBER n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
_6 L4 -
* 
I 
I 1 t 
_6t..4- - ~Q. I I 2 2 . 4 ~3 
6.6 ~. 4.. 3.7 
- - - - - -3 0.3 0.4 o. 5 
_6L8 _ ~. 4.. 3. 5 
- - -
~ q__ 
4 2 .1 o. 5 0.2 o. 5 . . I 
6. 3 3. 4 3 . 3 3. 6 4. 2 I - 1 :-4 - --~---- - - -5 o. 3 o. 2 .1. 2 2 . 2 
_ 6 ,_9 _ ~ ~ _4 ._9 -1-b Q_ _3._J _ ~l2... 
6 3 . 3 o. a .l.s_L 2. o o. 3 0 . 3 
_5 .._9 _ ~~ _3.._9 _ ~4.. _3.._2 _ ~q__ 3 • ...9 _ 
+ 7 0. 4 0.03 1. 0 0.02 o. 6 3 . o __ .._30 . 9 _ R'-3- ~ 1. _ 4 '-3 _ ~q_ _5J _ 4., q_ 3 . 6 ~ Q_ - - - I 8 Fi. 8 0- 9 1- 4 0.02 11. 3 0 .05 o. 2 2 .0 ! 
_7 '-0- ~~ _7 '-0- Q.,~ -3.._0 _ ~ ~ -3 ._2 _ 'L Q__ ~ ._o_ 
9 
- - - - - - - - -
_6'-3- 1, q_ 
- 2 '-4 - Q,~ - 2 .._6 _ 4., Q_ ,-9.J - ~ :J.._ _? ._5 - ~~ 
10 
- - - - -
- - - - -
' 
Fie an time ( sees. ) to compl e te ten t Variance ( a-a.) of the above times. 
"gnav1s" ( D~CADE) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
POST NON-REINFORCED RESPONSE IRis 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
j 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6.2 
o.o-
5.9 3 . 3 
-10. S 0.3 
3.6 3. 2 3.3 
-1.7- o.6" 1).~ - : 
4 .0 3 .9 3.4 3. ~ 
-1.7- 0.7 1)."13 - 0.4 
5.6 3. 9 4.b ;;. b ;;. 1 
2 ."'5- o:r ;:;.'7 - o:z- re, -,, -. ..., 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3.9 
~1- 4. 5 2 .7 3. O 2 .9 3 . 7 
- 2 .-5 - -- - o--: c51r ro.1. - o-: 3- 1.4 -1.1 12.1 
_4 ._9 _ 4 .0 2 .7 3 . 2 3 . 1 3 . 9 4 .6 
0.06 - - - o--: 9- - - - o-:s 0 .4 -0.03 o. 6 o. 5 
2 . 8 2..! ~ 3. 4 3.6 3.0 3 . 2 3 .7 
- - - - - - -- - -- -
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appeared to have gnawed more at the end of the woodblocks which was 
nearest the lever and intelligence panel but a considerable amount of 
gnawing has taken place further along the woodblock (The shadows cast 
by the photographic lights may give some idea of overall shapes). Rat 
23 appears to have gnawed more often at the end of the woodblock 
furthest.· from the lever. 
The woodblocks from the final three sessions under 'B' show the 
same shapes but they are less marked due to the lesser amount of 
gnawing (one session as against two). The standard block sizes are 
sho"1Il en the extreme right for comparison. 
Discussions 
The result of giving the subjects the opportunity to emit the 
gnawing behaviour further away from the lever was a consistent drop 
in lever press response rates and anfncrease in efficiency ratios. 
However observations of the gnawed woodblock suggest that, if 
the amount of wood removed by gnawing was reasonably constant, then 
only in one case (Rat 23) did the subject actually gnaw more at the 
end of the larger woodblocks that were furthest from the lever. 
The other two subjects, Rats 21 and 22 appear to have distributed 
gnawing along the length of the woodblocks but gnawed most often at 
the end nearest the lever. If the hypothesis that distance from the 
lever is a variable controlling the response rate were correct,there 
ought to be a clear difference in IRT distributions between Rat 23 
data and the data. for Rats 21 and 22. There does not appear to be 
such a differem:e. One suggestion which might resolve the apparent 
contradictions in these results,is that woodgnawing nearer to the lever 
involved removal of more wood from the woodblock than did woodgnawing 
further away. Were this the case it would be an interesting result 
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TABLE XXXI 
Shows the total amount of lever press responses in each of 
the three final sessions on a DRL 18 sec. schedule with one of three 
sizes of wood block, 
Expt.4 Table XXXI 
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SIZE OF WOOD BLOCK 
Small Medium Large 
R21 161 100 94 
R22 191 108 102 
R23 147 112 107 
Total number of lever-press 
responses in each session. 
Performance of three rats on a DRL 18 sec. 
with one of three sizes of wood block. 
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FIGURE 43 
Shows pattern of teeth marks on gnawed wood blocks for the final 
3 sessions for each rat on each size of wood block. 
A: shows, for each subject, the gnawing on each size of wood 
block. Ea.eh woodblock was in place for two, 30 minute, sessions. 
B: shows, for each subject, the gnawing on each size of wood 
block for the final three sessions. 
On the extreme right are examples of the original ungnawed size 
of each block. 
The small woodblock is 4 cm.long. 
The medium woodblock is 8 cm.long. 
The large woodblock is 12 cm.long. 
A 
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Figure 43 
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viewed from an ethological perspective. The nearer to the source of 
the conflict inducing stimuli,the greater the intensity of displaced 
or redirected behaviour. 
However,in the absence of corroborating evidence on the amount 
of wood removed per "gnaw",it is clear that this explanation of the 
results of this experiment must remain hypothetical. 
Another aspect of these results which is puzzling is the large 
range and low amplitude of the bimodal distributions of IRTs. While 
the larger range in the longer sizes of woodblock obviously must be 
associated with the drop in response rate,it is not clear why similar 
low amplitude bimodal distributions should be obtained from the sessions 
where the small woodblock was used. In these sessions this atypical 
distribution is shifted to the left towards shorter IRTs but there is 
no clear modal IRT category. It is possible that the technique of 
presenting all three woodblock sizes in daily sessions close together 
may have caused somegsiera.lization of responding which resulted is a 
wider range of IRTs in the small woodblock condition than might other-
wise be expected. 
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SUMMARY 
The three experiments reported in this chapter attempted to 
manipulate the collateral woodgnawing behaviour while maintaining 
the DRL schedule requirements. 
Experiment 2 looked at the effect of withdrawing the woodblock 
from the situation described and analysed in Experiment 1. When the 
opportunity to emit the collateral woodgna.wing behaviour was with-
:drawn, the results from five subjects who had been previously erni tting 
stable DRL performance with collateral woodgnawing was as follows1-
(1) Removing the wood resulted in higher lever press response 
rates and a decrease in DRL performance efficiency. 
(2) Despite the wood removal there was evidence that all subjects 
continued to space their lever press responding differentially with 
respect to time. 
(3) Those subjects who,prior to wood removal,had produced the 
larger number of long IRTs and most eollateral woodgnawing,emitted the 
higher lever press response rates in the first 8 minutes following wood 
removal. 
(4) This experiment suggested that while collateral behaviour 
of this type is not necessary for "timing" behaviour, it probably 
serves some response inhibitory function in removing the subject from 
the vicinity of the lever,and it~ attendant situational stimuli for 
responding. 
Experiment 3 studied the effect of three different topographies 
of collateral behaviour on the distribution of lever press responses 
in time on a DRL 12 sec.schedule. 
It was observed that amount of collateral behaviour in a session 
and the efficiency ratio for that session were positively related in 
the performance of all four subjects. 
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The detailed analysis of the licking collateral behaviour gave 
additional and substantial support to the observation from Experiment 
1 that the post response Mpause'' may be a predictor of the subsequent 
amount of gnawing in,or where the collateral behaviour occurs at a 
uniform rate, the duration of, the inter response interval in which 
it occurs. 
Experiment 4 demonstrated that giving three subjects on a DRL 
18 sec.schedule th~pportunity to emit the gnawing collateral behaviour 
at different distances from the lever, pellet chute and intelligence 
panel, resulted in a decrease in response rates and an increase in 
efficiency ratios. 
H0 wever,direct observations of the positions on woodblocks (of 
different size) where the gnawing took place, suggested that either 
this result was a artifact prDduced by some other unidentified variable 
in the situation ,or that the a.mount of wood removed per "gnaw" increased 
towards the end of the woodblock nearest the lever. 
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!'hi• W&8 the fir•t ot three experiaeat• vhioh atteapte4 to 
aanipula:te the DRL contingencie• in order to •tudf 41fferenti&l effect• 
on the woodgnaving oollateral behaviour. !he &1a of thi• firat exper-
dment vaa to replicate the extinction experillents ot Latie• et al., 
(1969). They obaerYed that, "graving oease4 before lever pre••ing •••• 
4emonatrating ••••• the atatua of collateral behaviour•• a aember of a 
hetapneoua chain". .A.1 painted out preTiouly in the present theaia, 
this analy•i• of voodgrawi:ng ia inconaiatent with the find.inga of 
ZJ.mmeru.n (1959) and Miller (1951). !h97 'both ahoved that a ohain 
e~tinguiahea from the terminal link to the initial link (rather than 
vioe Teraa, u Latie• et &l.auggeat). !bis finding hu been supported 
by ~ng, Becker ant Tucker (1965), :Beoker an4 Bruning (1966) ancl. to 
a certain extent by Man1field ant Baoblin (1970). In thia latter 
experillent the result• indicatet that "aa complete re•ponae ohaina 
deoreaae in rate, whether by punillhment, exti.Dction or aatiation, the 
initial and terainal eleaeta of the chain 4eoreue together". BeveTer 
there is aoae c!oubt as to whether the reapon•e ohaiD whioh M&D.atiel4 
a:n4 Bachlin uaed •• in tact a chain in the 881l8e that Zillmerman' I, 
Miller'• and !runing' 1 were. lanafielt ant RaohU.n point out that 
their chain, conai•ting u it 4oe• of ri,tt key peoka follove4 by left 
Jc91 peck•, ooult be regard.eel. aa a behaTi0'1l'&l unit, 
Wllere tbe initial and teminal liDk• an topographically 4i9-
1tinot u in the Zimaerman, Miller an4 Brml1Dg experillent• the ouuenaua 
appears to be that noh ohaina deteriorate from the terminal link 
baolcvaru. 
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Metllo4 
SubJeot•• Pive Rat• {Laboratory lfumller• 7, 8, 9, 10 ancl 11) pre-
1Tioual:, uae4 in Bxperillent• 1 aacl 2. !hey were ll&int&tne4 a• in 
Bxperiaenta l an4 2 • 
.l:ppratuaa .l• prnioul.7 cle•oribecl 1n the General Method ••otion. 
P=oetuns J'ollowiag :lxper.laent 2 the IIU.bject• were uiat&inecl 
at 8"' of tree tee41ng bodT veipt tor a further 21 cla7a, atter vhioh 
the:, were reintroduced to the DRL 18 •eo. achetul• et reintoroeaent. 
S.••iona were 60 mimte• rather than ,0 llinute• long. .lll •u'bjeote 
were run tor 15 4&117 •eaaiou prior to the te•t uy. On that clq all 
•ubject• were nm tor 15 minute• on the DltL 18 aeo. aohe4ule, following 
whioh reintorce .. nt of leTer preaa re•pon•e• vl:lioh tultillecl the 
•oheclu.le require•ata vu 41•oontinuet. !'he teat 1ea1i01111 en4e4 when 
1ubjeot. oeued to elli.t either voo4gnaving or lenrpre•• reoon4i:ag tor 
a perioi equal to,or loDger than,3 minute, in duration. 
llenlt1 
Dile to the inoreuecl l•nstb of ••aeiom the DJlL perto:aaanoea 
prior to the teat d.a;y wre le•• ettioia than ooapa.rable 'behaTioar 1n 
Bxperiaent• l and 2. !h1a inettioiao, vu not evident throughou:t 
tlle. ••••ion but onlJ in thl aeoond ,0 ainute•. Pigurea 44-,a ahov 
the cuaulatiTe reooria tor the uy pre••4illB 1ibe teat u.y. Uatortunatel7, 
u an illutration ot the 'breakdown 1n the aeocm4 halt ot the expe:r-
aiaeat the:, are not TCJ' pernuin. !lae ettioien.,- ratio• tor thia 
ctq were uniformly relatinly high •o that the 'breakdown later in 
the ••••ion, oha.racteri•tl• of :pertoraanoea in earlier •••dona are 
not aeon olearl:, except in the ouaulatin reoaru tor Rat 9 an.4 11. 
Hove'Y8r aa these were the reooru nearest in time to the teat tay they 
are perbap1 more appropriate illutrationa ot the beha.Tiour than 
reoorta t~aa earlier ••••ioaa- Pctl11' ~ betore the teat ••••ion all 
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PIGURES ~ - 48 
Sllov the cwaulatiTe reeorcla of the 60 minute session on th• 
4ay prior te the teat 48¥, tor eaoh subject. 
The fo:mat is as tor aiailar reoorh in Experillenta l an4 2. 'l'be 
upper record. shows the gnawi.D.,behaTiour, each "paw• stepping the pen 
upwa.ru once, a lner preaa reaponse reset• the pen. 'l'he lwer reoor4 
shows tile leTer preaa respon4ing;eaoh leTer pre•• ateppe4 the pen 
upward.a once while a iovnwart 11 lu.tcbllark" iniioates that the responae 
waa reinf'ercei. Thi.a lever recori. for llat 11 ia inc•plete clue to the 
pen running out of ink in mii-aesaion. 
Expt. 5 Rat 7. i ure 44 
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aubjeota produced poor pertomancea during that ••••ion. Thi• vaa 
attribute, to a aarke4 drop in ambient temperature in the home cage, 
the reault or an equil)IIG failure. Th• etfioienoy ratio• tor the 15 
dap prior to tbe ertillction trial• are ahovn in Pig11Na 49-53 aa. 
The reault of the extinction proce4ure wa• oon•iltent for all 5 
subjects • .ltter extinction waa 1ntro4uoe4 reapon41ng beoaae graduall7 
more "Y&riable and tinall7 atopp8' altogether tor the, minute• whioh 
constituted the extinction criterion. !he order in 
which the two beh&Tiour1 oeue4 to be emitte4 va• olear~ ant oonsiat-
sently - wooqm.wing tollwet b7 leTer pr••• re1pon'1ng. Th1111 
illustrated 'b7 the CNIIUl.at1Te reeor41 tor eaob aubject on tke 
test cl81' (Figure• 49-5,sba not all or the ••••ion 1• 1hovn 4ue to 
excessive length) 
'l'h• 
data reporie4 in thia figure i• tra Rat• e, 9, 10 ant 11 only. Dile 
to an experillenter error, the ooaputer punoh tape of this test ••••ion 
tor Bat 7 containet maey character error• and the•• ooult not be 
oorreotet with auffieict certainty. Thi• 4ata 1• therefore omittet. 
The relatiTt trequenor 411tributiona et IRT• llhow the 1hitt 
tovarcll aborter IBTa in eatinotion (interruptet line•) aa oppoaet to 
the diatributiona tor tht DRL 18 aeo,pertormance ot the 15 Iii.nut•• 
prior to tlle intze4uotion ot extinction (10114 line1).(Jigure1 49-5310) 
The nodpawing anal.yaia (:rigurea 49-5314, Tabl•• XXXII-JCX)'H') 
oonti:m that the DRL 18 aec. perteraan.oea of the tour aubjecta whose 
perto1'1118Me oould. be ana~e4 were aimilar in tbt tirat 15 minute• of 
the ••••ion prior te extilloticm to tlae previoua DRL 18 1ec. ecbedule 
performanoe of the•• aubjecta (Experiaenta 1 ant 2). Apart from the 
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FIGUBES 49 - 5:, 
a) Showa the eftioiency ratio of eaoh d&i.17 aeaaion in tile 15 
clay's prier to the final (teat) clay on the DRL 18 aeo.aehetule. The 
efticien07 ratio is caloulatei aa deaoribet in Rxperiaent 1. 
b) Showa the cumulatin reoori et the aubjecta final 4q 
performance both prior to &DI. turing extinction er the DRL 18 aee. 
1ohetule performance. See lepnt te Pip. 44 - 48. 
o) Showa the nlative trequeno, 41.atribution or interre1pon1e 
tillea in aeoonia (IRT/1ec1} both 4uring DRL 18 1ec.1che4ule (••lit 
line•) ant during extinction (interru.ptet linea). 
cl) Showa {with the exception of Rat 7) the relati·H rrequmoy 
distribution ot interreapona• intenala (Illl•) meaauret by amount et 
gnawing in the Ill. IRI occurring during DllL 18 aeo aohe4'11le are 
shevn aa solit lines, thoae eoourring iuring extinction aa interruptet 
linea. 
Bxpt. 5 Rat '7 Pigure 49 
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TABLES llXII - XXXIX 
" 
)(~)(11-XtXV The•• _ahow the tetailet anal1•i• ot wood.gnawing occurring d.uring 
the DRL 18 ••c. acheclule prior to intreduotion ot extinction. Table• >tXX'l1-x.tx1X 
show a similar analyais of the behaviour in extinction. 
Each table is ii videi into two matrices. The upper ene is an 
analyaia of all interrssponae intervals which followet a reinforcet 
reaponae or in the case et the extinction tata one which would 
nermally have been r einf oroe4 under :tile DIU, 18 ••o. oondi tiona. 'l'lle 
lner matrix is a siailar analyaia ot thoae DI• which tollew (or in 
the extinction matrix would under normal DRL 18 aec~conditio:na tolltnt) 
a non-reinforced response. 
Each cell within a matrix shows, the mean time~• ooaplete 10 
11 gnaws" ( decale) , and the variance or the times whi eh ll&le up the mean 
time, for all instances ot a teoade occurring at that ortinal number 
in a Ill with that amount or gnawing. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
* - - - t 
_9.!..3_ .Q• l. 
5 . 5 ~ 8 
_9.LS- _g . 7 _ 2.L6_ 
3 . 0 o. 01 o . 01 
_ 9 .... 4_ g .6 _ 2.L7 _ 2.1 
- - - -
. 
12. E ~.g _ 2.!..9_ 2.7 2 . 5 
- - - 0. 1 ~ - -2.7 0.01 o . 5 o. 01 
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- --··--·-- ·- ·- -·-···--~- - --· -.~ .. -· .. ----· -·· -·· --·· - -. . ·- ... . ·- - --· 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
_9J_ 
1 8 .1 
7.6 i2_. ~ 
- - -2 5. 5 0. 1 
_6~8- 2.• i 4.1 
- - -3 4.4 0.7 3. 1 
_6L7- L0~5 4 .9 
- - -
~~ 
4 13. 5 367 1_6. 3 2.0 
_6 1,J . _ !2.• l. _3L7- 4.. 4. _3 "-3 -
5 3. 2 o. 7 0. 2 3.0 0 . 3 
- - - - - - - -
- -
-
- - - -6 
- - - - - - - - -7 - -- - - -
e-
- -
- - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - -
-
- - - -8 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- -
- -
-
- -9 
- - - -
-
-
- - - -
-
- - - -
-
- -
- -
-
- -10 
' DRL 18 sec. wi th woo d'behaviour in extinction. 
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n 
7 
5 
8 
7 
3 
,-.. 
H 
p.-; 
H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
POS'l' REJNF ORCEN"f;:~T IRI s 
ORDINAL DECADE !-.11JMRER 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
J..2...1. 3_ * 42.5 t 
.11.!. 4_ 4.3 
3. 9 2.7 
7.3 
~-.2 2 . 9 
- - - - - -0.3 1.7 o. 3 
_ 9.!. 9_ 2•1 ..,_3.!.1_ ~ • .§ 
7.9 o.os 0.6 0. 2 . 
9 . 0 
~-.2 3.2 .1-.Q _3.!..1_ 
- - - - - -2 . 3 0.6 0.1 3. 4 o. 5 
8 . 0 12 • .§ _ 3.!.2_ ~- ~ i-3.L 4_ ..Q• .1 
- - -3.1 0.7 0.2 o. 2 0.7 0 . 8 
_ 8..1. 4_ 
.6l· 7 _ 3.!,.0_ .Q•Q 1-2.L 4 _ ~ • .Q 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~xpt. 5 Rat 11 
7 a 9 
i 
1-3 .... 2_ 
-
I- - - - -
- - - - - I- - -
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10 
I 
I 
-+-
I 
-+ 
I 
I 
+ I 
I 
I 
n 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 
5 
1 
~ 
~ 
..-i 
~ 
-10 - - - - I- - -
~o-c:m;l:t: ~e: :~a:s:{:~~A~Er-=--1--
* Vie an time ( s e es. ) 8:> t Variance ( er 2.) of the above times. 
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0 
Ul 
(I) 
'O 
m 
C) 
(I) 
'O 
'-' (1J 
H 
P:. 
H 
POST J ~1N· ·P.EJ lFORC ED RESPO::SE IRT s 
·- ~-----··---- - - ·-... __ .. _. .. . .-------- ~ -- ····- ··- . ,• ; , -· ....... _ .... .. 
ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER 
; 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
25.6 
- - -1 -
1 5. 9 4.4 
2 -186- ?J. 4 
11.3 3.1 2.s 
3 21:-2- 0.1 o. 01 -
5. O 
~- 3 2.8 2. 2 
- - - - - - - - -4 - - - -
12.6 2. 9 3.2 3. 0 3.2 
- 1 07- 0.7 I- - - o. 5 -o:-s-5 0.3 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -6 
- - - - - - - - - - I- - - - - - - -7 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - - - -8 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
-
- - -
-
-
- -9 
- - - -
- -
- - - -
I-
- - - -
-
- - - -
-
- -10 
'DRL l B sec. with wood'behaviour in ex tinction. 
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increuecl range or the IRI/amount of snaving diatributiona there 414 
not appear to be aD1' oonaistent titreranoe 1n 'rates or voe4sn&ving 
between IRia prier to extinction an4 thoae oocurring in eztinotion. 
Diaeuaaion 
Tbeae re11Ulta supp£t the Latiea et al.(1969) re1ult1 on the 
effect or eztinotion on DRL 18 aea. pertezmance with collateral woocl-
gnaving bebaTiour. The voed. paving waa the first beh&Tiour to eztin-
aguiah tollwe4 by the lner preaa responding. Conaitered. with the 
Zimmerman., (1959)1 Miller (1951); :Becker and :Bruning (1966)s Bruning 
Becker and 'fucker (1965) resulta on ~rection of ezUnction or heter-
aogeneaus chains, tbe preaent reaulta inticate that the chain hypotheaia 
cannot ezplain the ll&intenanoe ot DBL performance which inolulea atereo-
1 "t7Pe4 oolla teral vooqnaving behaTiour. 
1'he •pirical eTi4enoe doea auggeat that the order in which 
initial and teninal linka of a ohain eztinguiah ID&)" clepen4 on the 
topography of links in the chain. HoveTer there cloea not appear to be 
any reported. eTidenoe th& t the initial link eztinsuiahea betore the 
terminal link. The Manatielcl and Baehlin (1970) reaulta augseat that 
if ind.eei their leTar preaa reaponae aequenoe ia a chain, ani not a 
single operan.t, then in auch hoaogeneoua chains the initial ancl ter-
1m1Dal link ext~ah together. 
However it 1• clear tba t to detini tel7 reaeTe the chain hypetheaia 
from the list of peesible interpretations of DRL performance with 
atere•tT.P•' collateral belu.TiO\U" it 11&1 be neceaaar, to oonatruct an 
expariment vkere voocgnawing ia part of a teraally '8finei ollain with 
brief atimuli aignalling tlae eni et each link ani pairei botla vitk 
reinteroe•n~ an• a topographicall7 tiatinct terminal link. Extinction 
of thia cllain ehoul4, U prenR& eTi4enee ia oeuiur••, uew that 
the terminal linlc ertincu.iahea tirat tell•wet by the initial lillk. 
In caapariaon with the ettioienoy ratioa ter the•• aubJeote 
in preTieua •%J>9rillenta, the etfioienoy ratiea ter theae extenlel 
••••ion• were lev. !hi.a lligllt suggest tba t the real ta are not 
repreaentatiTe. BoveTer it •aa the case that early- en in ... t 
••••101111 tae DIL iehaTieur ettioienoy ratio vaa c .. paraltle witll the 
etricieney rat1•• 1n tu ho preTieu experiaenta (Jxperiaenta 1 ant 
2). ID4eei the ouaulatiTe noeru tor tke tirat 15 minutea in the 
test aeaaion aaow beh&Tiour 'typioal. et tile tirat two experinlltnta. 
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'l'Jle :rotv.oet ettioiemsy ratio• in the aeaaio1111 prier to tae teat tay 
were•• to inoreue4 lner preaa reapem.inc in tu aecom ,0 ainutea 
ot 1ille aeaaione. In retroapect it aipt ban been better to ran the 
pre-teat aeaaio:m ffr enly :,0 lliJmtea u uual, er poaaibl7 45 llinutea. 
The :muon lenger ••••iona were uei in tlu.a experi•nt vaa to control 
ter the poaailtle ertenut periet et extinotion. PreTiouly the•• 
aubJecta )la.cl been run tor ,0 llinutea euh aeaaion. In this experiaent 
extinotion waa begun 15 minutes after the begimiing et the final 
aeaaion • .laalDling tiaat the ••bjecta took .. re than 15 llinutea to 
reuh the ertinotien eriterion tlley woul.t then ban 'been exp•••• to 
the experillental oom.itiona tor l•J189r than uual. Conaequently it 
was uoiut to run the ••bjecta t•r 60 llinutea in the aeaaiena prior 
to tile teat tay. 
It 1• intereating to nete tlla:t exeept tor a tev Illa the atereo-
1 tn,el collateral beb&Tinr vu either eTitent threqbou.t W• in 
extinction er it vaa net. !hie auggeata that whateTer 
maintaina auah ltellaTiour on DIL aohetulea probably etteota the entire 
inter reapGIUI• internl oollateral NbaYieur ratur than tiacrete 
unit• et auell bellaTiour. 'l'hi• point will 'be taken up in the general 
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41aouaaion of hew stereotJ'pet collateral behaTieura on DRL aohetule• 
are ll&intaimt ant the pretiotiona ane Iii.pt make baaet en a 
••auperatitien~ er aiTentitioua reintoroement,interJretation et aueh 
'N)aa:rlour. 
2-42 
Int~otion 
Frem the aetaJ.lea anal7aia ot wNipawing in bperiaent 1 (and. 
later experiaenta) it vaa apparent tat there vu no oeneiatent 
significant iitterense 'between the woedgnawing'rateauani T&ri&ncea 
folleving a re1ntorce4 leTer preaa reaponae ~ co:rreaponii:ng woei-
agnaving data following a non-reintoroei lenr preaa reaponae. 
One ot the poaaibilitiea that ariae troa a tunotional interpret-
aation ot the atereo'ty'pe4 oollateral beha.Tieur en DRL aclle4ulea, part-
,, ,, 
aicularl7 a counting lqpotheaia,1a that tollewing a aequence ot collateral 
beha'ri.our which enis in a non-reinf'oroed. lner preaa reaponae, t:be 
collateral behaTiour in the m:i:t IRI JIA'T in aae aanner be 4:ltferent. 
In the abaenoe of a lillitei :bolt contingenc7 the 4urat1on of an IRI 
follwing a non-reintorce4 leTer pr-eaa :feapoue on DRL acheiulea auat 
'be greater than the d.uratien ot the preTioua IRI, tor reintorcement to 
oocur. !hi.a requireaent aoea not :belt tolleving a reinforce, aaponae. 
It ioea net appear to 'be llD1'eaao•ble te nppeae that oellateral 
belu.Tinr tollewing a nonreinf'orcei reaponae might, in t:be intereata 
ot ettioieno7 ot perforaanee, be iitterent from oellateral baha.Tiour 
following a reinforced. reapoaae. 
'l'hia ia partiou.larl7 ao ainoe Leve ant Banea (1973) uaing a 
two component DRL aohetlu.le ha.Te illutratei the iiacriainatiTe etf'eota 
ot reinterc•ent an4 non-reintoro•ent. !lleir aohe4ule requiret t:bat 
the introiuotien of t:be aeoen4 component vu contill.pnt on a non-
reinforce4 leTer pre•• reepenae. When t:bia aeoon4 criterion IR'f n.lu. 
vu half the duration ot the tirat, Love am. Bann found tbat inateat 
ot alternating between t:be tn oompenenta by ea1 tting a reaponae 1• buret rt 
i.JmDe41atel7 after reinforo .. ent, vhioh would haTe reaultet in the 
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higheat t:requenq et reiaf'eroemeat, the n.bJeota apeat meat tiae in 
the longer ori terion IR!1' capenet ant nearly all "bur•t•'' ecourre• 
after non-reinforce• leTer pre•• reaponaea. Apparentl.7 the effect& 
ot reinf'ero•ent uul non reinforcement were •uttioient te control 
clifterent IRT relatiTe trequeno7 iiatri'butiona (low• an4 Barsem 
reported. tw separate IRT ti•tributiona, one 1br each o•penent). 
The present auther conai,ere4 it posaible that aimilar omtrel ot the 
collateral bellan.our in the two criterion D1lL ••he4ule llight eoour. 
It was the ref on prepoaei to uae thi• two ori terion DIL aobeiule te 
atuq the effects et two reinterc•ent requir•enta en the collateral 
wooclgnawing behaviour. 
KetlaNI 
SUbjectaa 3 :Bat• (Laberato:ry Bumiera 26, 29 ant 30) uJ.nt&ine4 u 
d.eacribei in tlle General MethK. 
Aparatwu A• teaoriltei in tlae General Methot aeotion. 
Prooetuna 'fhe nbjeo'b were pre-trainei u cleacribet in the 
General Metho, section. Prier to the final u.y (teat u.7) each au'bjeot 
vu run fer 50 Wl7 aeaaiou. laeh tail7 ••••ion laatet 45 Jlinutea. 
The reinforoeaent requirements were auob that tollewing a reinf'oroe, 
reaponae, DRL 18 sec. 1cheiule requireaent1 were operatiTea tollewing 
a non-reinforced. reaponN, DRL 9 aeo.1oheiule requir ... nta were in 
eperaticm. 'l'eohnical.17 this aoheiule ooull be c4l.e4 a two criterion 
DRL 18 aee/9 see. 
Pellewing the final tq aeTeral attempt• were •de to film the 
beha'Yiour et each subject. 'l'hi• proTei illpoaaible uaing conventional 
floodlighting &Di cloaed oirouit teleTiaion (reoor4ed a vi4eo tape). 
Th• light intenai t7 oaueei the aubjeota to turn their 'baok1 to the lights 
2+4 
thus ebscuring the wN gnawing NhaTi.eur en tu wooibleclc. Pinally 
the experiaenter o\tainei the uae ot an intra-nd teleTi.sien camera 
tor one iq. Pil.111Dg was concentrated on !at 29 who protuoet most 
behaTiour facing the ... era. Jtat 29 wu au.pt•• to an intra-red lamp 
•hilling into the openei expariaental apace tor teur ••••ions prier 
to the fil.aing ~. !he ••••ion waa reoo~i en oonTentienal Tiieo-
tape. 
Keaulta1 
Deapite what might be regari.e4 as 4eundiag reintoroeaent require-
aaenta a hip clegree et stabili V vu uh1eve4 1ty' all aubjeota in the 
25 d.&7• prior to the tin&l {teat) 481'. (~igure• 55 - 57aa). 
Th• woed.pa.wing collateral belaa.Tiour oocurre4 both between 
lner press reapensea in the DRL 18 aeo. ani the DRL 9 seo.coapenenta 
(Pigurea 55 - 57ab) P•r tvo et the three aubjecta (a.ta 29 ani 30) 
there vu a clear iitferenoe between the :relatiTe frequency diatribu:t-
dona, et beth IRT• ancl Illa, in the DRL 18 1eo,and. DRL 9 .•ec.coapon-
aanta. In the oaae ot Rat 26 there appearet to be .-ere hougeneeua 
41.atribution of botll IRTa &Di IRia ud.er the two oonii tiona, w i tla 
long IRT~ in the DRL 9 aeo.coapenent ani no clear distinction between 
IRia in the two coaponenta (Pigurea 55 - 5710 &l'J& i). 
The cletailei analyaia ef wNp&ving &hen that there vu ne 
,, ,, 
signifioant tittereme between •an voodgnawing rates in either DRL 
caaponent. lhe •• ti.118 to ooaplete 10 "pan" in aillilarl1 looatei 
* or41nal uca4ea in eaoh aatrix wre ooaparei using a ''t" teat. '!'he 
•an tillB• use4 tor th1a coapariaon were those eocurring in IRI 
catagoriea which ha4 a double figure ''n" Talue in either component 
(or •trix). Thi• meant that ter Ba.ta 29 ant ~O coapariaona wer.-ade 
* 
Figure 54 
FIGURE 5l 
't' t es t s for ciff'c r· cnc e s be t w,~en ''r ate" mcc.sur ~s 
in pos t-re inforc ed response IRi s and post-non 
reinfo r c ed r esponse I Ris. 
In the 't' t es ts on the n ext page 't' 
was c alculate d g iven the me :1.n s ancl s tand a rn 
deviations:-
t = x 1 - x~ 
P/1 + l 
./ N1 N.1, 
vrhere p ( N1 1)6,1 + (N,-1)~: 
N1 + H1,. - 2 
where ·x1 ana x2. are t11e m8ans, d', ana <f2. 
are the s tRndard dev iations,and N1 
and N1 are thG number of valu~s in 
eacb sampl e . 
't' values which are und e rline d a r e 
significA.nt~-
x.x si rr. n.t O 05 leve l V ~ 
/ 
x.x sig. at 0.01 leve l 
(The r ~sults ove rl0af su~port the contention 
that there WRS nQ _~ignificant diffe r enc e 
betw~en mean deca de times in post rein-
forced response I Ris and post non-r8in-
forced response IRis.) 
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PIGUBES 55 - 57 
a) Showa the ettioiency ratio tor eaoh 41aily ••••ion tor that 
subject in the 25 sessions prior to the final ( teat)day'. The aoheclule 
in operation i• the DRL 18/9 seo.sche4ule. The eftioienoy ratie is 
calculated as in Experiment l. 
b) Sheva the CWl\llati"fe reoorl ot that aubjeot•s performance 
on the final (teat) 481' on the DllL 18/9 seo.aohedule. 
c) Showa the relatiYe trequenoy 4iatribution ot interreaponae 
times in aeoonia (IRT•/•eca) IRT• in the DRL 18 eec.oomponent are 
shown in ••111 lines, llT• in the DRL 9 aeo.ooapenent are ahovn in 
interruptea lines. The relati"fe frequency ot &D1' IRT oategor, ie 
expreasei as a fraction et the t•tal numier et IRT• in the ••••ion. 
t) Shove the relati"fe frequency of interreaponae interYala 
categorieei by the aaount of gnawing ill each IJlI • .Amounts ot paving 
are expreaaei in iecaiea (10s) of 11 gnaws''• Th• relatiye frequency of 
any IRI oatepey 1• expressed. aa a fraction of tile nwn'Nr of IRia in 
tlaat component et the echeiule •. Ill• in tu DRL 18 aeo.component 
are shown in solid lines those in the DllL 9 nc.coaponent in interr-
suptei lines. Tetal number of pave in the aeaaion are reoortei in 
top right of this tigare. 
Kxpt. 6 Rat 26 Pigure 55 
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( a) 
OL.L-.L-.1..-L-L-l-.L-.L--l--::-~l.-...L-J~"--:"~L.....:1.--1..--1~~~L--,.___,~~ 
O 5 10 15 20 25 TD 
Stability or DRL behavtour,laet 25 days before Teet Day (TD) 
!JRL 1 ~/9&eef 2 c r t t e r1 on ) 
~L 
O a lne. 2 
- - --- -- -
-- -
-
( C) 0.4 ( a.) 
ot 0.A Tot. No. 
• 
"gnaws" 
• c,4 DPL 18" 2250 et Cl) G) 
~ DRL 9" 23·10 ~ ~ Ski 
... -- -- -- - _.["- -
• I • r-i ,-t I Q.) 
- -·-' G) 
~ Ll_ ~ --: 
L •• L - •• i 
0 L - - -0 
,a 27+ 0 1 5 10 0 IRTs(aees.) Amount of gnawing/IRI 
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Bxpt. 6 Rat 29 P'igure 56 
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( a) 
OL.1.-...1......-.L..-J~~...._..JL-.Jc.-...l.~~........1.~-.1....~-.1....-"-..J.....J...~.......__...___.__~~ 
O 5 10 15 20 25 TD 
, stability o~ DRL behavtour,laat 25 days before Test Day (TD) 
0.4 
( b , 
( C) 
- . 
' 
' 
DRL 18/ 9 l'lee{ ~ c:rl t e rt on ) 
wrr tt coi.un.:~A.L 
O l-.L-.a.,._~9--L--J.-1~8~-~~ 
0 IRTs(sece.) 
~L 
0.4 
0 mtna. 2 
( d) 
I - -- · 
' : 
:- --l 
' I 
' 
' I 
' , __ • j 
I 
' I 
Tot.No. of 
"gnaws" 
DRL 1 8 " 2760 
DRL 9" 1760 
l •• •. 
o!:--'.__..__L-....__~....._...__;&._....i;;;~ 
0 1 5 10 
Amount of gnawing/IRI 
Bxpt. 6 Rat 30 Pigure57 
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( a) 
oL.1--....__L-JL--lLl---1'---'---l.~~-!---1..-L~-1....-l--'---'--~....1..--'--....L..-...L.-;:~ 
O 5 10 15 20 25 TD 
Stability or DRL behaviour,laat 25 days before Teet Day (TD) 
(o 
( C) 
0.4 
,- ·-·, 
I I 
I 1-..-- --i 
I ' I 
9 18 27+ 
IRTa(sece.) 
DRL tA/9 eee (2 c r1t -, rl on ) 
'I IT!l COL LA, 1'~RA,L 
'ICOf' - r. NA 'II INn 
0.4 
( a) 
so 
' . . 
5 
0 
0 m\ne , \' 
-· ·L- ... 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
'·--
rrr- r , -
Tot.No. of 
"gnaws" 
DRL 1 8 " 2150 
DRL 9 " 1 81 0 
o...._.__.__..__...__.....___.__-L-__.__._.....1 
0 1 5 10 
Amount of gnawing/TRI 
2-49 
TABLES XL - XLII 
The table is divided into two matrices. Tl2 upper one is an 
analysis of all interresponse intervals which occured in the DRL 
18 sec. component of the 2 criterion DRL 18/9 schedule. The lower 
matrix shows the IRis in the DRL 9 sec component. 
F.ach cell within a matrix shows * the mean time to complete 
10 "gnaws" ( decade, and t the variance of those limes which make up 
the mean time, for all instances of a decade occurring at that 
ordinal number in an IRI with that amount of gnawing. 
Expt. 6 Rat 26 Tabl (; XL 
POST REINFORCENENT I Ris (DRL 18 sec.) 
··-- ------··----·~--·-- · ........ ·--·-- ···---·· -··----· .. ._... 
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ORDINAL DECADE ~11JMBER n 
1----+-
8
~~=-
1
---1_*_;2 __ +-=3-+-4,;;..._-+-....;;5_-+-...:.6_-"---7.:__-+--=a:.:.._--1--=9:.__-4-~ 
2 
~~-+ \ 1 
2 
Be 3 4. 2 I 
-6:-3- f. 1=--~:--=-+-·--+---+---+-~-~---l---....j...1 __ 
7.8 4 .7 3.9 
- 5:-4- 2. s '"'"o:-6-
_____ ..._ __ H 
rt'. 
f-i 10 ---------------~--
';;,~ i Fean time (sees. ) to complete ten "gna¥1S" {Dr;CADE) 
.~ t Variance ( era.) of the above times. 
P03T J'iC',N ,-l ff INFcm c c:D ~ f,S"J?ON SF: J'. Rlr, - ( DRL 9 sec.) 
... --.. ·~-- --- -·.-- .. -~ - --·--- -·- ···- ··-- · ... --··-... -· ····· ·· - ... .. ·----· __ ,. .... 
17 
14 
r; } 
Q) ORDINAL DECADE NUMBER n 
(.) 
OJ 
'D 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
_7LO_ 
9.7 
_6'!,..9_ 
10. 3 
5. 3 
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between mean time• in Ill categories oentaining 3 ant 4 teoatea or 
wood.gnawing and tor Rat 26 in Ill oategariea contai:nizag 2, 3 ancl 4 
4ecau• et woedgnawing. 
The aean tiae• tor all IllI oategoriea aze oompare4 in Pigu.rea 
58-60 where the ••rates" tor wootgnawing in tll.e D1lL 18 aec, coaponent 
are in aolid lines and those tor DRL 9 sec. in interruptet linea. 
Obaervation of the inf'ra-ret Ticloo tila tor Rat 29 ehovet that 
the subject ha4 a 41.atinotive pattern et woodgnaving in the aeotlona ot 
the rld.eo reoort when tm aubject vu facing the camera. Thi• ia 
illuatratei in Pigllre 61. Un!ortunatel7 inallf'tioient eviienoe of thi• 
kin4 was gathered. to enable statistical eT&luation of the behaviO\iLr 
using ethological obaerrer/reoorcler method.a or analyaia. 
Rat 29 waa obaervet to gnaw at the eni of the voe4bloclt fu:rthe'&t 
troa the leTer follwing a reinf'orce4 leTer pn•• reaponaa. Runa of 
reinforce4 leTer press reaponding were o'baerve4 to be mediated b7 
gnawing at this encl of the vood.bleok. When a non-reinforcecl reaponae 
ocourrei it was usually d.ue,either to drifting or paving along the 
block toward• the lever, or interruption of gnavingmaa .• pparently. te 
irritatien-of tiae noae, :,rnu11&Bl7 'b7 vooi iuat. ll'ellwing a aon-
reinfercei reaponee (vhioh ohanget tile reillterc•ent reqw.r••t• to 
a DltL 9 aec~ tlae rat protuoet "agitatet'' paviq or tile voot 'bleolc 
at the ea neareat tlae leTer. It tae aubaequeat rea,enae vu net 
reintercet tlle .. bject returnei to~ ent of tile voot\lock Jl8&reat 
the leTer, if it vaa reintoroei tlle aubjeot returnot te tae tar en, 
ot tile voN\loclc aaaeoiatet vita tlae DIL 18 aec. oompenent wllicll 
vc,ul.t tlaen lte in operation. 
Pig11Z9 62 aheva the tevele:,aent of tilia pattern of vooignawing 
ner a eeallien. !y r•orlng WN.blecka f'rem the aubjeot a iiffereat 
25~ 
FIGURES 58 - 60 
~ ~ Shows the rate data from Tables XL - XLII expressedas a 
graph. Mean times of decades in IRis during the DRL 18 sec, 
component of the 2 criterion DRL 18/9 sec.schedule are shown as 
solid lines. Data from the DRL 9 sec,component is shown in 
interrupted lines. 
Figur•e 58 
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FIGURE 61 
Shows still photographs of the infra-red video tape taken of 
Rat 29's performance on DRL 18/9 sec.schedule. 
It illustratesthe pattern of responding alluded to in the tent. 
<;[ this light bulb flashed when the response waa reinforced. 
ff this light bulb flashed when the response 
reinforced. 
was not 
259 
FIGURE 62 
Shows the pattern of tooth marks, which illustrates the 
pattern of woodgnawing, of Rat 29 on the DRL 18/9 aec,schedule. 
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wood blocks were taken from the experimental box at different times 
in successive sessions. They illustrate the pattern of wood gnawing 
discussed in the text. 
161 
v loprnen t of gnawing pa tt ern 
through session 
~ i gure 62 
M inu s in o s 101 
10 
20 
30 
40 
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points in the session over several sessions it was possible 
to show that this pattern of gnawing at either end of t,e 
woodblock appeared to remain consistent throughout the session. 
This pattern of gnawing at either end of the woodblock 
was similar to the pattern of woodgnawing developed by 
Rat 30 but different from that produced by Rat 26 which 
gnawed at one end (nearest the lever) only. 
Discussion: 
In the introduction to this experiment it was mentioned 
that the results of Experiment 1 suggested that the woodgnawing 
"rate~ analysis revealed no consistent significant difference 
between woodgnawing following a reinforced response and that 
following a non-reinforced response. 
The present experiment suggests that in the two criterion 
situation there was a similar lack of evidence for a differential 
"rate• effect in the two conditions. However the infra-red 
observations suggested that the two criterion DRL schedule 
requirements did control two different woodgnawing topographies 
which,though appearing similar at a woodgnawing ••rate", or 
quartitiv• level of analysis, were different at the 
observational, or qualitative, level of analysis. 
In the present experiment two out of the three subjects 
produced two distinct IRT distributions, one for each component 
of this mixed schedule. Both of these subjects also emitted 
woodgnawing which occurred in a different location for each 
of the two components. The third subject did not produce two 
distinct IRT distributions and woodgnawing appeared to be 
confined to one location on the woodblock. This latter subject's 
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performance suggests that it d:i not come under the control 
of the two criterion DRL schedule requirements. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to state unequivocally 
which of the two factors may have controlled these different 
woodgnawing topographies. This experiment confounds the 
two variahles, reinforced or non-reinforced prior response, 
and duration of the criterion IRT. The fact that the one 
subject who did not produce two distinct woodgnawing 
topographies also produced a single undifferentiated IRT 
distribution (similar to that produced on a single value Dl~L 
schedule) gives slight support to the view that the controlling 
variable in this situation was the duration of the criterion 
IRT which followed a discriminable event. On this evidence it 
would be difficult to say that a similar topography shift 
might be responsible for a "success:ful"IRT in single value DRL 
. " f'' h . performance following unsuccess ul IRT ehav1our, but the 
possibility cannot be ruled out. 
This present experiment could in the experimenter's view, 
have profited from considerably more observational data than 
was in fact gathered. In particular a detailed analysis of 
the performance from video tape records would have been most 
interesting. Unfortunately this was not possible due to lack 
of access to the infra-red camera at the time. The type of 
study which is envisaged would be similar to that conducted 
by Stein, Hoffman and Stitt (1971), who observed stereotyped 
collateral behaviour on a VI 2 minute schedule. They arranged 
that several observer/recorders should report movemmt:s of the 
subject's head into different sections of the experimental 
space. This ethological procedure, used here to study a 
264 
pigeons movements could be used to examine video tape records 
of the rat woodgnawing on DRL schedules. 
The author has described the woodgnawing at the lever 
end of the woodblock in this present experiment as "agitatedv. 
It is possible t,at this ohservation supports the suggestion 
in the discussion of Experiment 4, that woodgnawing nearer 
the lever is different from woodgnawing further away from 
the lever. In Experiment 4 it was suggested that each'~nawu 
at a point on the woodblock nearer the lever may remove more 
wood than a similar "gnaw 11 at a point further from the lever. 
The observations of Rat 29 behaviour in this experiment 
cannot support this directly,but does indicate that gnawing 
can look qualitatively different to an observer while not 
\\ II • 
appearing quarti:t. ively different in a rate analysis. 
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EXPERIMENT 7 
Introduction 
Having reached this stage in the investigation of atereotyped 
collateral wood.gnawing behaviour it was disappointing that no definite 
statement could be ma.de about the necessity of such behaviour for effic-
sient DRL schedule performance. Experiments 2 and 4 had tentatively 
suggested that such behaviour might fulfil a response inhibition role 
in DRL performance but the evidence of continued timing behaviour in 
the absence of wood in .Experiment 2 suggested that stereotyped collateral 
behaviour was not necessary for such timing behaviour. Experiment 2 is 
open to the criticism that withdrawal of the wood block leaves a novel 
stimulus situation,in which case the disruptive factor in the wood 
removal situation m~ not be the removal of a necessary collateral mani-
spulandum so much as the introduction of a novel stimulus (which are 
at&t. 
known to disrupt DRL performance, ContrucciJ1971). 
Experiment 4 certainly suggested that variations in woodgnawing 
could effect DRL response rate but one cannot conclude from this that 
woodgnawing is therefore necessary for DRL performance. 
Consequently, as a further experiment to determine whether ster-
aeotyped collateral behaviour of this type is necessary for efficient 
DRL schedule performance it was decided to use the technique of adding 
a stimulus to signal reinforcer availability on the DRL schedule and 
to observe the effect on the collateral behaviour of manipulating this 
stimulus. This technique m'1 be regarded as removing the "temporal 
discrimination•• aspect of DRL schedule performance while retaining the 
response inhibitionmquirement during the criterion IRT. 
Since this present experiment was carried out a detailed study 
carried out by Marcucella (1974) has revealed that in fact the 
above statemen"\(is an oversiD4>lification of the situation. Marcucella 
showed that if the criterion IRT on a signalled DRL schedule is greater 
than 30 seconds,very little, if a.ny,lever press responses occur in the 
S2 condition when no stimulus is present and a response would not be 
reinforced. This finding is similar to that reported by Stevenson and 
Cl83'ton (1970). They required that rats hold down a lever for 40 
ueconds after which a stimulus signalled reinforcement availability. 
Stevenson and Cl83'ton reported no evidence that animals discriminated 
the 40 sec. duration on the basis of a temporal dimension. Instead 
they provided evidence that the holding down ofthe lever was under 
almost complete control of the signal. 
Marcucella (1974) showed that iqthe criterion IRT was less than 
30 seconds in duration 1then premature responding occurred in the S2 
(unsignalled) conditi<n. The amount of premature responding was found 
to vary inversely with the duration of the criterion !RT. This is in 
accord with the findings of Shimp (1968) and Catania (1970) using 
signalled DRL schedules with < 30 sec. criterion IRT value. 
Marcucella concludesr "It appears that time is a highly salient 
stimulus for rats. At short DRL values, time governed:msponding, i.e. 
the performance of rats on signalled DRL resembled that of rats on 
unsignalled DRL schedules, even though the use of the discriminative 
stimuli would have increased the rate of reinforcement. At long DRL 
values, where temporal discriminatiol)is difficult and the potential 
drop in reinforcement rate is great, the rats shifted to the auditory 
localization dimension". 
The present study investigated the effect on the collateral 
behaviour of removing the signal from the stable signalled DRL 
schedule performance and then reintroducing the signal once the un-
267 
unsignalled behaviour had been studied. 
This experiment differed from the other experiments in this 
investigation in that a steady state methodology was not used. A 
previous unreported experiment suggested that an irreversible change 
might occur as a result of removing the signal from the signalled DRL 
performance. This would mean that the baseline (signalled DRLi) 
performance might not be recoverable on reintroduction of the signalled 
DRL schedule. 
Revusky (1967) has said: "The conventional method of assessing 
the effects of such treatments by statistical means involves separate 
experimental and control groups. An alternative •••••••• is to administer 
the experimental treatment to each subject one subject at a time and 
in a random order; whenever any subject receives the experimental 
treatment, those subjec~s which have not yet received it receive a 
control treatment. Thie procedure permits results significant at the 
one-tailed 0.05 level to be obtained with four subjects".In the light 
of the results from the previous unreported experiment it was decided 
that Revusky's suggested methodology should be employed. 
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Method 
SUbjecta1 4 Rats (Laboratory Numbers 72, 73, 74 and 75) maintained 
as described in the General Method section. 
Apparatus: as described in the General Method section except 
that for this experiment the Sonalert tone generator was connected to 
the equipment programming the DRL schedule parameters. 
Procedure: all subjects were pre-trained as described in the 
General Method section. They were then introduced to the signalled 
DRL 18 sec, schedule requirements (Condition A). The requirements were 
identical to normal unsignalled DRL 18 sec.schedule requirements except 
that 18 seconds after a response (and providing, of course, that no 
other response had occurred) an 85 db tone signal came on and stayed 
on until a response, which was always reinforced, occurred. After 21 
daily ;o minute sessions Rat 73 was transferred to an unsignalled DRL 
18 sec. schedule, as was Rat 74 four days later (Condition B). The 
other two subjects were transferred to the unsignalled condition eight 
days (Rat 72), and twelve days (Rat 75) after Rat 73 was transferred 
to this condition. 
It was hoped that any effect of transfer from the signalled to 
the unsignalled DRL 18 sec. would occur within four days as a previous, 
unreported experiment suggested it might. 
Ea.eh subject was returned to the signalled DRL 18 sec condition 
(Condition C) in the same order, and separated by four days from one 
another, after 27 daily, 30 minute sessions on the unsignalled DRL 
18 sec. condition. Finally each subjects was run for 15 duly sessions 
on this original signalled DRL 18 sec.schedule. Data for each subject 
were gathered from the final day of each condition. Cumulative session 
to session data were also collected. 
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Results: 
Comparing the types and degree of collateral behaviour during 
this experiment it can be seen that during the unsignalled condition 
there was a noticeable change in collateral behaviour in all four 
subjects (Figures 63-66) H0 wever the fact that these changes took more 
time to occur,by far,than the four days which had been allowed for 
in the design,meant that a statistical analysis on the lines suggested 
by Revusky (1967) was not possible. 
Comparing the final day performances in each condition of the 
experiment resulted in the followizgobservations:-
In the first signalled DRL 18 sec.condition (A) three rats out 
of four did noi.Produce wood gnawing behaviour at all (Figures 67-7011) 
but their relative frequency distributions of IRTs show a typical 
signalled DRL schedule distribution which compare well with the 
distributions reported by Marcucella (1974). A few short unreinforced 
IRTs occurred but the majority of IRTs occurred shortly after the signal 
onset. The amount of unreinforced responding was smallbut again 
corresponded well with the data reported by Marcucella (Figures 71-74) 
One of these three subjects (Rat 73) produced some recordable behaviour 
on the second unreinforced lever... In the final session in condition 
A Rat 73 produced 341 responses on this lever or just over 3 collateral 
lever press responses for eve-ry one left (reinforced) lever press 
response. The unrecorded collateral behaviour of Rats 74 and 75 
consisted of typically "superstititious" responding. Rat 74 stretehed 
up to grasp and hang from the house light cover while Rat 7,5 walked 
round the experimental space in a repet~tive manner. 
The fourth subject (Rat 72) did produce woodgnawing during 
condition A, but it waa very different in IRI distribution from the 
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FIGURES 63-66 
The daily efficiency ratios are plotted, for each animal, with 
the daily total amount of collateral behaviour. Note that while in 
Figure 64 the amounts of lever press responding on th~eft (reinforced) 
and right {collateral) levers are directly comparible, in the other 
graphs the amounts of woodgnawing are indicated by the right vertical 
axis. 
Condition A= first signalled DRL 18 sec.condition 
Condition B = unsignalled DRL 18 sec. condition 
Condition C = second signalled DRL 18 sec.condition. 
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FIGURES 67 - 70 
A) Shows the cumulative record of the final d~ performance on 
the signalled DRL 18 sec.schedule. The upper pe.n is stepped upwards 
II II 
once by each 1' gr1aw '', resets and ha tchmarks each response. A re in-
,, ,, 
:forced response produces a hatchma.rk on the lower record. 
B) Shows the cumulative record of the final day performance on 
the unsignalled DRL 18 sec.schedule. Format the same as (A) above. 
c) Shows the cumulative record of the final d~ performance on 
the reintroduction of the signalled DRL 18 sec.schedule. Format as 
(A) above. 
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type of behaviour reported in Experiment land subsequent experiments. 
This can be seen from the cumulative record (Figure 67A) of this 
subjectt final day performance in this condition. However this 
subject~IRT and IRI relative frequency distributions were cifforent 
from those of the other three subjects in being more typical of un-
asignalled DRL performance (Figure 71A). Ad!tailed analysis of Rat 72 
woodgnawing behaviour in this signalled condition is shown in Table 
XLIII. 
The effect of withdrawing the tone which signalled reinforcer 
availability (condition B) was marked for all subjects. The two sub-
sjects (Rats 74 and 75) which had emitted no recorded collateral be-
:haviour in condition B both produced woodgnawing collateral behaviour 
the appearance of which coincided with increased efficiency of DRL 
lever press responding:in this unsignalled condition (Figures 65 and 66). 
The relative frequency distributions of IRTs and IRis (Figures 73 and 
74) show that Rat 74 produced typical behaviour for this schedule by 
the final day of the condition B. Rat 75 showed a pattern of behaviour 
which is typical of behaviour in transition from very inefficient DRL 
performance (as measured by the efficiency ratios for each session: 
Figure 66). It is clear from the cumulative record that most reinforced 
responses were preceded by sequences of inter response woodgnawing. 
In condition B Rat 73, which had produced the lever pressing 
collateral behaviour in condition A, continued to produce this 
collateral behaviour,but at a much increased rate (7.5 collateral 
responses for every left, reinforced, lever press response). The 
topography of this behaviour changed, too. In condition A the lever 
press response was ma.de with the forefeet,while in condition B these 
responses were the result of biting and gnawing of the lever both of 
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which produced considerable marking of the metal lever. The re-
:lative frequency distribution of IRTs (Figure 72B) of this subject's 
behaviour show an almost uni-modal distribution round the criterion 
IRT value. 
The behavio11]70f Rat 72 in condition B showed an increase in 
total number of "gnaws~ per session and much less ''Pausing" in relation 
to the a.mount of gnawing. Comparisons of Table XLIII and Table XLIV 
showing Rat 72 woodgnawing in condition A and B respectively shows 
the change to longer and more uniform runs of woodgnawing within IRis 
in condition B. 
On reintroduction of the signalled DRL 18 sec.procedure (condition 
C) three Rats 72, 73 and 75 appeared to regain their baseline perfor-
:mance of condition A but with increased amounts of collateral 
behaviour. 
Rat 74 appeared to disregard the reintroduction of the discrim-
:inative stimulus for reinforcer availability. The relative frequency 
distributions (Figure 73c) shows behaviour typical of unsignalled DRL 
schedule performance. 
These rather complex results are summarised in Figures 63-66 
which show the session to session changes in DRL efficiency ratios 
throughout the experiment and the corresponding changes in total 
amounts of collateral behaviour per session. 
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FIGURES 71 - 74 
A) Shows the relative frequency of IRTs/sec and IRis/amount of 
,, ,, 
woodgnawing (in decades, lOs, of gnaws ) for the final day of 
signalled DRL 18 sec.schedule. 
B) Shows the same relative frequency measures as (A) above for 
the final dccy- of unsignalled DRL 18 sec.schedule. 
C) Shows the same relative frequency measures as (A) above for 
the final day of the reintroduced signalled DRL 18 sec. schedule. 
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TABLES XLIII - XLVIII 
Each table is divided into two matrices. The upper one is an 
analyses of a interresponse intervals (IRis) which occurred following 
a reinforced response, the lower one of IRis followi:rga non-reinforced 
response. 
Each cell within a matrix shows ()IC) the mean time to 
complete 10 "gnaws" (decade) and ( t ) the variance of those times 
which ma.lee up the mean time, for all instances of a decade occurring 
at that ordinal number in an IRI with that amount of gnawing. 
The woodgnawing analysis applies, of course, only to those 
sessions in which wood gnawing did occur. 
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Discussion 
It was found that stereotyped collateral behaviour of an oral, 
gna.wing,kind,was necessary for efficient DRL schedule performance in 
all 4 subjects in the unsignalled DRL conditia. In 3 out of the 4 
subjects the collateral behaviour emitted in the unsignalled condition 
was different in topography from that observed in the first signalled 
condition. For the fourth subject there was a change in the amount 
and distribution of the collateral (woodgnawing) behaviour between the 
two conditions A and B. 
The effect of rei:rtroduction of the signalled condition was to 
return 3 out of the subjects to baseline lever press response distri-
:butions with slightly increased amounts of stereotyped collateral 
behaviour over the earlier values. The fourth subject appeared un-
:affected by the reintroduction of the discriminative stimulus. 
These results appear to be the strongest evidence yet obtained 
in support of the contention that stereotyped collateral behaviour of 
a particular kind and distribution is necessary for efficient DRL 
performance. 
Although Marcucella (1974) did not report the incidence of 
collateral behaviour he has said "At short DRL values (5 and 10 sec) 
collateral behaviour occurred regardless of the presence or absence 
of the signal. Increasing the DRL value for signalled animals 
decreased the frequency of collateral behaviour such that in my 
experiment, at least, somebut not much collateral behaviour occurred 
at the 30 sec DRL value. At longer DRL values no systematic collat-
:eral behaviour occurred if the availability of the reinforcer was 
signalled •••••••• Th~s was in marked contrast to the behaviour obser-
:ved in the unsignalled conditions. At all DRL values considerable 
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collateral behaviour occurred" Marcucella (1975,personal 
communication). 
Allowing for the fact that these are results of direct 
visual observations and that the topographies of the collateral 
behaviours are not specified, these results are consistent 
with the results of the present experiment. 
A possible explanation for Marcucella's (1974) observation 
that in the signalled condition the amount of premature 
responding was inversely related to the duration of the 
criterion IRT,may be that,on a DRL 5 sec. schedule it is 
difficult,if not impossible,for the subject to remove itself 
from the lever spatially and still be able to respond in an 
efficient manner. The situational cues for responding are 
therefore present for most of the session. On longer DRL values the 
subject may remove itself from the area near the lever and still 
be able to respond efficiently (in terms of efficiency ratios). 
The technique employed in the present experiment may 
be regarded as removing the ''temporal discrimination" aspect 
d DRL schedule requirements while retaining the response 
inhibition requirement during the criterion IRT. The results 
clearly indicate that the oral, gnawing, kind of collateral 
behaviour was peculiar to the uns-ignalled condition where 
"temporal discrimination" of some kind was presumably necessary. 
This argues strongly for the contention that stereotyped 
collateral behaviours have a timing function in addition to 
their response competition or inhibition function. 
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SUlfflARY OF EXPERIMENTS 5, 6, 7 
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SUMMARY 
The three experiments reported in this chapterattempted to 
manipulate the DRL schedule requirements to observe the effects on 
the collateral woodgnawing. 
Experiment 5 looked a~ the effect of extinction on behaviour previously 
maintained by a DRL 18 sec. schedule of reinforcement. It was noted 
thatz-
(1) Wood gnawing extinguished before leTer pressing, suggesting 
that the sequences cannot be conceptualised as a chain. 
(2) Wood gnawing sequences tended to extinguish in such a way that 
they were either present in their entirety or were absent. 
Experiment 6 demonstrated that in each component of a two criterion 
DRL schedule the schedule requirements of each ccmponent gained control 
over the topography of the collateral behaviour. 'where no such control 
was evidenced a similar lack of control over the lever press distri-
:bution was also noted. 
~erillent 7 showed that collateral behaviour emitted on an unsignalled 
DRL 18 sec.schedule differed markedly from that observed on a signalled 
DRL 18 sec.schedule. It was suggested that this result supports the 
contention that stereotyped collateral behaviour is necessary for 
efficient DRL perfo:rmanoe. 
CH!PrER Vll 
THE EFFECT OF REMOVING THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO EMIT COLLATERAL BEHAVIOUR ON THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF LEVER PRESS RESPONSES ON 
A FIXED INTERVAL 90 SEC. SCHEDULE 
298 
EXPERIMENT 8 
Introduction 
299 
The final experiment is, in a sense, separate from the 
preceding seven experiments in that it deals with collateral 
behaviour on a different schedule of reinforcement, the fixed 
interval {FI) schedule. As a consequence of reviewing the 
results of the first seven experiments,it became increasingly 
clear that the probable function of stereotyped collateral 
behaviour on DRL schedules is to inhibit,or suppress,certain 
premature responses, where such responses are likely, and 
therey facilitate the temporal spacing of leve~ press responses. 
However it was apparent from many cumulative records that the 
transition from woodgnawing to lever pressif11 Will abrupt. Observa t iot 
of many suhjects has shown that an animal may he gnawing the 
wood facing away from the lever; at the end of the IRI the animal 
would quickly look up, turn round, and press the lever, all in 
not much over a second. 
One is left with t~e question, then, why does the suhject 
abruptly stop gnawing and press the lever at one point in time 
rather than any other? The behaviour cha in hypothesis has heen .~ 
shown not to fit the experimental dlta, and the utility of the 
I' · ~ 1 t· h b t" d counting exp ana ion as een ques ione • This experiment was 
an attempt to address the question from another angle. 
Thomas (1971) has reported the effect of denying a rat the 
opportunity to emit collateral behaviour which had developed 
on a FI 217 sec. schedule. The FI schedul~ requirements are 
that the first response occurring after the fixed interval 
of time has elapsed is reinforced. There is no constraint 
on premature responses, which are merely ineffective. 
Typically responding during the interval shows a 
positively accelerating rate following a post reinforcement 
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pause; this pattern of behaviour is sometimes referred to as 
"scalloped" responding. The explanations put forward for the 
maintenance of this pattern of behaviour have been in terms of 
mediating chains of behaviour (Ferster and Skinner, 1957) or 
delayed reinforcement (Dews, 1962) or more recently, the 
relative proximity principle (Jenkins, 1970). 
The interesting finding reported by Thomas was that, 
despite the fact that grid-gnawing had superceded lever-press 
responding for much the greater part of the interval, the 
immediate effect of introducing the false floor was that, in 
.. .. 
the following interval, the subject reverted to a scalloped 
pattern of lever press responding. 
One of the recent explanations of DRL performance (Staddon, 
1972; Frank and Staddon, 1974) has stated that:- "If it is 
assumed that •... two types of activity (interim and terminal: 
for instance woodgnawing and lever pressing) are reciprocally 
inhibitory (c.f Staddon - 1972), then prevention of the interim 
activities would leave the terminal response as the behavior 
of next priority in the situation". 
One might argue that if Thomas• results are not due to some 
other explanation, such as regression to an earlier behaviour 
pattern, then this is evidence that, in the FI situation, the 
terminal response not only appears in place of the interim 
behaviour but does so in a structured manner. In the FI situation 
this may say something about supposed mediational variablesliftki~~ 
the woodgnawing and, after woodgnaw removal, the lever press 
distributions. That is, are the two behaviours controlled by 
variables which are independent of one another? If they are, how 
might this knowledge aid a functional analysis of collateral 
behaviour in DRL performance? 
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This present experiment was run to confirm and if possible 
extend the experimental findings of Thomas (1971). 
Method 
Subjects, Three Rats (Laboratory Numbers 52, 53 and 54) main-
stained as described in the General Method section, at 85)6 of their 
free feeding bodyweight. 
Apparatus: As described in the General Method section. 
Procedures Following adaptation, magazine training and brief 
exposure to the CRJ' schedule all subjects were run on a variable inter-
sval (VI) 30 second schedule for 5 daily sessions lasting ~O minutes. 
No wood was present in the experimental space. Following this all 
subjects were run for 60 daily sessions on a fixed interval(FI) 90 
second.a schedule during which 25 reinforcements were obtained. Wood 
was present in the experimental space throughout the exposure to FI 
90 sec. 
For five days prior to the final (test) d~, an adaptation 
procedure (prior to wood removal) similar in every respect to that 
carried out in Experiment 2 was introduced immediately after the 12th 
reinforcement. The experimenters hand was placed on the woodblock 
for 3 seconds, then withdrawn leaving the woodblock in place. On 
the test day this procedure was carried out as usual except that the 
woodblock was removed. 
Resultss 
All three subjects developed collateral woodgnawing behaviour. 
This development was gradual, woodgnawing replacing lever press be-
:haviour over many sessions. This is illustrated by the cumulative 
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records of session 30 on the FI io sec. schedule, ;o days prior to 
the test day (Figure 75) One subject (Rat 52) was producing very few 
left (reinforced) lever responses. Typically, interval behaviour for 
this subject on this day consisted of wood.gnawing following reinforce-
:ment, followed by several right (not reinforced) lever press responses 
and finally one left (reinforced) lever which was invariably reinforced. 
On this 30th session Rat 53 produced a great amount of post-
reinforcement gnawing followed by lever press responses on both levers, 
more or less equally distributed. Rat 54 produced less gnawing be-
:haviour (the wood was nibbled but barely marked) very little right 
lever responding and considerably left (reinforced) lever responding. 
By the final (test) day the behaviour had stabilised and re-
:flected a pattern of behaviour which was consistent for each animal 
Mean 
over at least the preceding 10 sessions. Figure 76 shows theJnumber 
of both left and right lever responses in each session for the 25 
sessions prior to the test day expressed as the number of each type of 
lever press response per 90 sec. interval. This behaviour is also 
shown in the cumulative records of each subject prior and followlng 
wood removal on the test day (Figures 77 - 79). It was not possible 
to analyse this woodgnawing behaviour using a computer, but the 
woodgnawing data from this session for Rat 52 is produced below. 
90 sec. interval (divided into 10 sec, categories) 
Total No. of 
"gnaws "(from 
12 interval~ 
0-9 
108 
10-19 20-29 
283 263 
30-39\40-49 50-59 60-69\70-79:80-89;90+ 
}12 I 234 259 252 I 265 . 2s9 \15 
___..___... _____ L_ __ - .. 
The Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient for the 
above data is -0.0935. 
Removal of the woodblock resulted in the immediate emission 
of patterned lever press responding, of a type which had never been 
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Figure 75 
This shows the cumulative record of each subjects performance 
on the fixed interval (FI) 90 sec. schedule of reinforcement on the 
30th day of exposure to this schedule. 
Each ''gnaw" stepped the upper pen upwards once. A left 
. " (prescribed) lever response is indicated by a downward hatchmark of 
the upier pen. A right (not prescribed) lever response is indicated 
" . by a downward hatchma.rk of the lower pen. A reinforced response in 
" " in addition to producing an upper pen hatchmark also resets the upper 
pen. 
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Figure 76 
~&•~ 
Shows theJnumber of both left and right lever responses in 
each session for the 25 sessions prior to the test day expressed as 
the number of eaoh type of lever press response per 90 sec. interval. 
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Figures 77 - 79 
These show the cumula.tive record of that subjects performance 
on the final {test) da¥ both prior to wood removal and after wood 
removal. 
The fo:z:ma.t for the period prior to wood removal is the same 
as for Figure 75. Following wood removal each left {prescribed) 
lever response stepped the upper pen upwards once. A right lever 
response produced a hatchmark on lower pen record. A reinforced 
response {left lever) reset the upper pen. 
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emitted previously by these subjects. This pattern was either "scalloped" 
indicating a positively accelerating response rate through the interval 
(Rats 53 and 54),or a "break and run•• shape indicating a poet reinforce-
:ment pause followed by a sequence of relatively uniform rate lever press 
responding (although in this case, Rat 52 responding occurred on both 
levers). 
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Discussion 
The results of this experiment confirm and extend the findings 
of Thomas (1971)11that denying a subject the opportunity to emit the 
collateral behaviour on stable FI schedules resulted in an immediate 
81Jllission of a 'scalloped' pattern of lever press respondingtypical of 
stable FI schedule :performance. 
One argument 1which might be put forward to explain the results 
d:>tained by Thoma.s,is that regression to an earlier pattern of behaviour 
took place when in a sense earlier stimulus conditions were reintroduced. 
This is in fact a weak argument since introducing a false floor was a 
novel procedure and, if a.nything, should have disrupted patterned lever 
press behaviour resulting in the production of variable rates of resp-
:onding of consistent pattern. 
In the present experiment the two patterns of responding were 
both typical of types of response patterns seen in stable FI performance. 
The •scalloped' pattern is associated with stable FI performa.noe, 
(Ferirter and Skinner, 1957) and the 'break and run' pattern with pro-
:longed nposure to an FI schedule (Cumming and Schoenfeld, 19S8). It 
is interesting to note that the animal which produced the latter 
pattern of lever press responding following wood removal 1was also 
the animal to produce very accurate and efficient performance on the 
FI schedule prior to wood removal (Rat 52). This efficiency is re-
:flected in the very few unreinforced left lever responses and in 
the lack of gnawing in the 90+ sec. category 'Which indicates that if 
responses followed gnawing immediately then,what lever responding 
there was,appears to have been very accurately timed. 
In the present experiment these patterns of behaviour had never 
been emitted under stimulus conditions when the wood was not present. 
As stable FI performance appegred in terms of post reinforcement 
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pausing, these pauses were '~ille~with collateral woodgnawing 
so that in this experiment the regression hypothesis just 
does not appear to fit the data. 
Another important point to emerge from this experiment, 
with relevance to an earlier experiment, is that the fact that 
patterned behaviour was emitted immediately after wood removal 
casts doubts on the interpretation of such procedures as being 
disruptive. This was a possible criticism of the second 
experiment in this thesis 1and the results of this present 
experiment give additional support to the necessarily tentative 
conclusions of that experiment, limited as they were at the 
time by these procedural doubts. 
These results appear to belong to a group of results 
discussed by Mackintosh (1974) where it has been shown that 
animals, having been exposed to a non contingent FI schedule, 
and then transferred to a standard, response contingent FI 
schedule, immediately show a typical FI scallop pattern of 
responding (Trapold, Carlson and Myers, 1965; Zamble, 1969). 
Mackintosh ( 19 74) has said that these results suggest that: 
"a typical FI scallop may appear without subjects having been 
exposed for any length of time to any instrumental contingency" 
(p.170 - 171). Surely the problem posed by these results and thP 
results of this present experiment, is - how does reinforcement 
effect the probahility of responding which for one reason or 
another is not overtly emitted by the subject, in such a way 
that, as soon as it is permitted to occur, it does so in a structure 
stable manner? 
Explanations of this type of result could be of many types. 
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A "two ~ctor" learning theory approach is favoured by both 
Zarable (1969) and Trapold et al. (1965), who suggest that 
mediational proprioceptive behaviours, patterned by fixed time 
reinforcement, control the lever press responding on the response 
contingent FI schedule. Other explanations would probahly rely 
to a degree on some mediational process (either by an 
intervening variahle, as above, or by some hypot 11etical construct 
such as a memory of lever press response probabilities with a 
value less t~an l.OJ 
The explanations of this result are of little value to the 
present investigation. The rationale for this expP-riment, apart 
from validating the wood removal process as a non-disruptive 
procedure, was to provide some evidence for the Stadden suggestion 
that interim and terminal behaviours may be considered to ~x~ 
some sort of priority hierarchy in temporal schedules. 
On the limited evidence available from this experiment, it 
would appear that the woodgnawing distribution was not similar 
to the lever press distribution which appeared when the opportunity 
to emit woodgnawing was removed. This suggests that for the FI 
schedule, at least, a mediational explanation may not suffice. 
It is more likely that t11e woodgnawing and lever press distributions 
were controlled by variables independent of one another. 
It may he that one of the very few ways of distinguishing 
between competing, inhibition or suppression explanations of the 
role of collateral behaviour in DRL performance, is dependent on 
the degree to whicl-i lever press responding and col later al behaviour 
may be said to he controlled by variables which are independent 
of one another. This point will be taken up in greater detail 
in the next chapter. 
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SUMMARY 
Experiment 8 investigated the effect of removing the 
opportunity to emit collateral behaviour on the distribution of 
lever press responses on a fixed interval 90 sec. schedule of 
reinforcement. 
The difference between the woodgnawing and lever press 
response distributions suggests that these distributions may 
be controlled by variables which are independent of one another. 
The results of this experiment suggested that the wood 
removal procedure employed in Experiment 2, while criticised 
at the time as being a novelty procedure to an uncontrolled 
degree, was probably not disruptive to any marked extent. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
GENERAL DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS: 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
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In the following general diaouaaion,the main oonclusiona from 
the previoua eight experillenta will be uaed to evaluate the theoretical 
interpretations ot stereotyped collateral behaviour which have appeared 
in the literature. 
Besides examining the experimental methods used in this investi-
:gation to suggest where,and how,these might have been improved, this 
disouaeion will attempt to find the most appropriate deacription for 
the function(•) of stereotyped collateral behaviour in DRL schedule 
performance. 
The final section of this diaouaaion looks at the iaplications 
of such a f'unotion for fuitther research on timing behaviour. 
tlh• In this discussion only results of significance tOJ&rgumant will 
be mentioned and then not in the detail employed in the earlier indiv-
1idual experiment disouaaiona. Principal concluaions from thia die-
sousaion will be annotated to facilitate a sU1111Darf. 
Moat experimental reports of stereotyped collateral behaviours 
occurring on DRL schedules (aee Ch.III) have illustrated the idiosy-
1ncratic and peculiar nature of such behav~oura. In moat experiment• 
the topography of the behaviours which have been reported Tari•• 
considerably from aubject to aubjeot. In the present experimenta 
there were no environmental constraint• on the type of collateral 
behaviour which the subjects could emit, but the presence of the 
woodblock made wood.gnawing a highly probable behaviour. That 
gnawing 1• a highly probable behaviour by the rat where wood block• 
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are preeent has been attested to by Valenstein, Cox and Kakolewaki 
(1970); Miller (1951); Roberta and Carey (1965). The only constraint 
on the emission of wood.gnawing was the poeitian within the experimental 
apace where it could occur. The woodblock waa eecured and could not 
be moved. 'l'hi• conetraint also applied to the most notable previoua 
example of collateral voodgnawing by rate on a DRL echedule (Latiea 
et &1.1969). 
Kramer and Rilling (1970) have listed a number of the charaoter-
1istica of DRL performance in their review of the literature on thie 
schedule. The moat COllllon of these (apart from the characteristic low 
rates ot responding) are the bimodal IRT distribution, 1burata• ot 
responding, the •wave-like' sequential pattern of auooeaaive IRT• and 
the preT&lenoe of collateral behaviour. 'Without exception the per-
atormance• of the twenty aubjecte involved in the preceding experillente 
all tell within this general description, albeit BOlle of the pertor-
naanoea varied in the degree to which each ot the1e charaoteriatioa 
occurred. 
Where the :repreaentative nature of a aubjeot•a data has been 
questioned it waa nozmal.17 because the stability of the DRL perfor-
uunce either between or within sessione, vu in doubt. 
It ia therefore reuonable to aaauae that the data obtained in 
the preaent DRL experiments are from behaviour which resembled 
the typical reported DRL performance (Statement 1). 
The main aia of this investigation was to provide a more detailed 
anal7ai• of atereotyped collateral behaviour on DRL aohedulea than 
had previouely been produced. In order to obtain eufficient amount• 
of quantitive data to ll&ke thia detailed analysis, it was nec•••ar.r 
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to dlvelop some autoaa.tic method of recording the wood.gnawing. The 
woodgnawing sensor which was developed and indeed the choice of wood-
gnawing aa the behaviour for study, resulted in a eerie• of compromises 
vbich imposed lillitatione on the type of experiment which could be 
performed. 
'l'he choice of beech wood as the type of' wood to be gnawed meant 
that clear records of wood.gnawing were obtained. The subjects could 
not tear off large pieces and gnaw them else-where, thua reducing the 
likelihood ot unrecorded gnawing and, apparently, preventin« wood 
inceetion. Un£ortunately,gnawing or beech wood produced tine duet which 
after long exposure increased the risk ot inhalation pneumonia in the 
subjecte. This dictated the use of short daily eeesiona and also 
limited the overall length or experiments. 
The necessity for the wood sensor rod to be removed after each 
group of daily sessions (to free t:te apparatus fer other use} meant that 
veey detailed comparisons between daily sessions for the same eubjeat 
were not possible. However compariaona between subjects on the same 
day, when the rod was firmly clamped,were poBBible. 
Perhaps the greatest liaitation in the present series of' 
studiee was the method used to measure rates of woodgnawing within 
an IBI. Dile to the lack of apparatus which could tranafer, onto 
computer punch tape, two events which might occur sillUl.taneoualy, it 
was necessary to employ a method which recorded the time at which 
eveey tenth "gnaw' oocurred,rather than, for inatance, how~ "gnawe" 
occurred in everr consecutive 1 second oateaorr within an IRI. The 
latter method would have involved many inetances where a time base 
event and a behavioural event were contemporaneous. In the foraer 
method the tiae at which each eTent occurred could be recorded and 
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as •• gnawa" and leTer pre•••• Terr :rarely- ooourred together there was 
no pNblem with oontemporaneoue ennta. This aethod wu therefore 
employ-&d. 
However,tbis method led to diffioultie~n aaaeaaing whether 
apparent changes in "rate'' of woodgnawing, inferred .troa the tiaes to 
complete 10 'gnawa•, were due to pauaea between aequenoea of wood-
gnawing at a uniform rate, or were indeed. non-discrete changes in gnawing 
rate. 
This method of recording the behaTioural eTenta i.Jlpoeed a fur-
sther liJlitation on the detailed analy-aia of woodgnaving in that almost 
ineTi tably ao• paving (a aa:d.mwR of P ••gnaws") was not aaaeaaed far 
"rate" at the verr end of a gnawing aequence prior to the leTer preae 
response. 
Of the three •.1or liaitationa aentioned the latter two are the 
onea most eaeily oTerooae. 1he use of apparatus which could efficiently-
record contemporaneous eTenta would obTiate both ditfiou.ltiea. Th• 
lillitationa of woodgnawing as a collateral behaTiour in atudiea of 
thia aort could perhaps be onrcoae by- uaing aoae other behaTiour. 
It was apparent from EJ:Jeriaeat, that while water licking oan 
occur as a collateral behaviour on DRL schedule• it has two character-
listica which might lilli t it's uae as a behaviour in atudiea concerned 
with atereotyped collateral behaviour. Firstly-, it 1a a predomin-
santly post food pheaoaenon, ao that other unrecorded collateral 
b.eha:riour tend• to occur following a non.._ reinforced reapcmae. Secondly, 
it appears to be insensitive to faotora which might produce changes 
in rat• during an IRI. In particular pausing of any duration aeltoa 
oocura during a sequence of poet-pellet licking.(Palk, 19721 Bond, 
197,). Thie could be a limitation if changes in rate of collateral 
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behaviour were or particular intereet (aee next aeotion). 
J.nother behaviour which has been reported to occur reliabl7 
as a collateral behaviour ia wheel-running (Levitek:y and Collier, 1968; 
Segal, 1969). However it's use as a collateral Jlehaviour to DRL per-
srormance doee not appear to have been reported. Thi• behaviour has 
the obvious limitation that excessive amounts (Sixty 360° revolutions 
a minute is a typical response rates Schaeffer and Premack 1962) 
produced in short periods of time would lead to ratiaue, thus introd-
:ucing an uncontrolled variable into the experimental conditions. 
One reported behaviour which doee not appear to have aajor 
limitations of this eort and which has been reported &8 a reliable 
schedule induced behaviour is air or n1 trogen lickin« (Mendelaon and 
Chillag, 1970). It is possible that thia behaviour may prove to be 
a ready' alternative to woodgnawinc in future experiments of the kind 
reported in tbia investigation. 
The liaitationa ot the procedure• used in this preaent inveat-
aigation were considerable. However in moat case,jthey were necessary 
comproaiae• to obtain data ot a type which, prior to the introduction 
of th•se procedures, had proved difficult to measure with much 
accuracy (Statement 2). 
The results of experiment• (Experiments 1 and 3) which were 
concerned primaril7 with the distribution of stereotyped collateral 
behaviour w1 thin IRia auggested tbata-
(1) The duration of the poet reaponae'pause"prior to the 
initiation of a sequence of stereotyped collateral behaviour in an 
IRI, was inversely related to the amount of stereotyped collateral 
behaYiour which was subsequently emitted in that IRI (Statement 3). 
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(2) In the latter half of woodgnawing sequences within 
IRis, the times required for 10 '' gnaws" to occur were less 
variable than corresponding measures in the earlier half of 
such sequences (Statement 4). 
The relationship between post response ''pause" and the 
subsequent amount of stereotyped collateral behaviour in an IRI 
is difficult to interpret. It is inconsistent with the findingth~ 
the post reinforcement pause varies directly with the length 
of the interval on FI schedules (Schneider, 1969),and with the 
finding that post reinforcement pause varies directly with thesi?e 
of the Jatio requirement in fixed ratio (FR) schedules (Ferster 
and Skinner, 1957; Felton and Lyon,1966). 
A representative estimate of the change in post reponse 
''pauses" is about 3 sees: from about a 10 seconds "pause'' in a 13 
second IRT, to about a 7 seconds''pause•in a 27 + sees. IRT. 
It was therefore the case that small reductions in the post 
11 II 
response pauses were followed by relatively large increases in 
amount of collateral behaviour. It might be argued that in IRis 
of equal duration and with a fixed "quota'' of behaviour, that 
long post response pauses must of necessity be followed by less 
collateral behaviour. This argument does not however fit the 
present results because neither the durationftor the possible 
amount 0£ behaviour in an IRI were in any way "fixed'' prior 
to the response which terminated the interval. In any case\in 
the hypothetical example given above a 3 second reduction in 
\ 
• II post response pause cannot be equated with a six or seven fold 
increase in amount of gnawing and a 20 + second increase in 
the total duration of the IRI. 
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A reasonable explanation for this result can be offered 
if appeal is made to a concept like "probability" of woodgnawing. 
This concept need not necessarily be reflected in changes in 
woodgnawing rate if the assumption is made that woodgnawing is 
a unitory rate phenomenon. Instead,one might expect that 
increased probability of woodgnawing would be reflected in an 
earlier start to, and a greater amount of, woodgnawing in an IRT. 
This of course, assumes that woodgnawing probability remains 
constant throughout an IRT, but otherwise varies either randomly 
or as a consequence of some other, unidentified variable, such as 
fatigue or aversion to incremental amounts of gnawing over a 
session. There was evidence in Experiment 5 that gnawing sequence 
within IRTs extinguished completely,or not at alL ln other words, 
that considering inter response woodgnawing as a unit, with tonstant 
probability of gnawing during that unit, gains some support from 
the extirction data. 
When considering each IRI sequence as a unit which is more 
stereotyped in it~ later half, the recent results of Hawkes and 
Shimp (1975) are relevant. They showed that patterns of respondin~ 
such as the FI scallop may be considered as a unit. Reinforcement 
was made contingent on the emission of a pattern of respondingwhK:h 
was previously determined by the experimenter and such patterned 
responding was developed and maintained by this procedure. In the 
context of the present series of experiments, if the pattern of 
increased stereotypy in IRis had some functional significance for 
accurate timing behaviour, and the woodgnawing sequence within an 
IRI were single units of behaviour, then reinforcing these units 
at some slight delay may have been sufficient, according to the 
Hawkes and Shimp results, to maintain that pattern. 
There appear to he two equally likely interpretations of 
the detailed computer analysis of woodgnawing. The results 
of Experiment 1 showed that the times to complete ten •gnaws~ 
(decade durations) did not vary significantly in any consistent 
direction during the IRis, but that the variance of decade 
durations did decrease as the IRI progressed. Therefore, 
either the woodgnawing behaviour emitted earlier/ 
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earlier in an IRI consisted of aequencea of gnawing, the rate• ot 
which were slightly, but not significantly, higher than those emitted 
later in the IRI, with aore aaall pauaes between sequences of uniform 
rate woodgnawing occurring earlier in the IRI £, that woodgnawing 
waa non-diacrete in the aense tha.t sequence• did not occur at a uniform 
rate separated by pauses, but that gnawing rates earlier in the IRI 
were both higher and lower than the equivalent rates later in the IRI. 
This would account for the eTidence that mean decade timee during the 
IRI did not T&ry aignificantl7. 
One criticism of these interpretationa might be that there was 
an upper aomentary (Premack, 1965) limit to woodsnawing and that the 
~ " nearer woodgnawing rates approached this liJllit then neoeaaarilJ the lea, 
the variance of decade durations must become. Thi• criticism can be 
countered in two ways. There is no statiatical evidence that decade 
durations did decrease later in the IRI• and furthermore there are 
aeTeral examples in the detailed voodgnaving analysis of decade 
duration of between 1.5 9#d 2.0 aeconds,which •u«gest that the 
momentary rate.limit of wood.BJlawing is in fact a lot higher than that 
suggested by the typical decade duration of approximately 3.5 aeconds. 
The evidence for considering gnawing as a relative~ invariant 
rate phenomenon is considerable. In particular the reaulta of 
hypothalamic atimuation are relevant. Valenstein, Cox and Kakolewski 
(1969) review the results of such experiments whiob elicit "stimulus 
bound" (ill!) behaviours like eating,drinking and copulatory 
behaTiour,all ot vhich1aa Preu.ok (1965) haa pointed out,tend to 
occur "at constant moaentary rates" (p.125). Within this group of 
atimulua bound behaviours ia included gnawing (Valenatein 1Cox and 
Kakolevski, 1970). It has beendtmonatrated that hypothalaurdo 
stillula;ion in the presence of the appropriate stimulua oonditiona 
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(hence stimulus bound) causes abrupt and consistent switching from 
one behaviour, gnawing, to another, drinking (ibid). 
A detailed description of this type af woodgna.wing is given by 
Roberts and Carey (1965) but apart from mentioning that the gnawing 
was stereotyped there was no direct measurement of rateas- "When 
atiaulation wae applied to points that elicited gna.winc, Sa engaged 
in expluatory looomotic:m., aniffing and looking around until they en-
scountered the edp of the gnawing board. Gripping the edge with their 
inciaiOJrs, they braced their tore paws againat an adjacent aurtaoe aacl 
pulled backwards with head and shoulders. !1 100n a1 a 1plinter or 
frapMat wa• pulled loose, it waa ejected tran the mou.th, aad S re-
sturned to bitin« the edge. The gnawing sto1ped promptly when atiaul-
a•tion was terminated." (p.319). Thi• excellent description 1• ver:y 
typical of the wooo.cnawing behaviour obaerYed in the initial ••••ion, 
of Experi.llent 1 when the collateral beh&Tiour waa forming; later,in the 
stable performance on the DBL 18 sec. achedule,the head mo'Y8ment1 were 
leas obTious, the incisions chiselling the woodblock in aa econollical 
aouth moTeaent,&lld chips ot wood spilling rather than being forcibly 
ejected f• the aouth. 
Purther evidence of the relatiTely inTariant •momentary ratea• 
of woodgaawing was presented in the cumulatiTe record• of subject a 
woodpawinc, both pre-experiaentally and on the final (teat) day in 
Experiaeat l. Sequences of intense, high rate woodpawing were inter-
sapaced with BJUll pauses in the final (teat) day perto:z:mance, and. 
longer pausea in the pre-experiaental data. 
While the evidence from the eQerimenta in this inTeatigation 
doe• not allow a conoluaive description of the distribution of wood-
pa.will&' within u IRI to be aade, it seem• likely that woodgnawiJlc 
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occurred in aequencea of relatively uniform momen'ibiry rate. 'l'heae 
aequencea were poasibly aborter and separated by more pausing earlier 
in the IRI than •equences later in the IRI. Broadly it may be stated 
that behaTiour later in the Illa wu significantly aare stereotyped 
than behaviour early in the IRI•. 
'l'he question of how the function, it any, of collateral be-
ahaTiour on DRL achedulea can beat be deaoribed oan be approached by 
lookillg at different aapeota or the functional analyai• of collateral 
\. 
behaviour undertaken in thia inveatigation,in the light of the 
theoretical interpretations which have appearad in the literature. 
It appeared from the preaentmaulta that the efficiency of stable 
DRL performance was positively related to the emiaaion of atereotyped 
oollateral behaviour (Stateaent 5). or the twenty aubject'1nvolve4 
in these ,ex,eriaenta oltly two failed to produce •table atereotned 
collateral behaTiour on a DBL aohedule. Both the•• animals als:, 
failed to achieve the degree ot. effioienoy (50}6 - 8o,6 expreaaed a• 
the efficiency ratio) which waa evident in the perfo1'11&1loe of those 
subject• who did emit stereotyped collateral behaviour. 
One of theae aubjecta (Bat 12 BEp. 1) produced sequences of 
heterogeaeoua behaviour and the other aubject (Bat 75, hp. 7) was 
obaened in a· · transition stage where •mi•aion ot •tereo-
atyped collateral behaviour, for ahort periods of the ••••ion, ooin-
acide4 with a rise in reinforcement frequency. 
In ll::lcperillent 3 it va.a noticed that inoreaa•• in eftioienoy 
ratios were aocoapaaied by increased total amount• of atereotyped 
collateral behaviour per ••••ion. The removal of one collateral 
118Dipulandum and subati tution of it by another manipulandwn, 
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typically led to a decreaae in efficiency ratios until the aeoond 
stereotyped collateral behaviour was eatabliahed, whereupon effio-
1ienc;y ratio• increued. Thie observation we.a given f'urther eupport 
by the results of Experiment 7 which shoved that stereotyped collateral 
behaviour, of the ty:,e examined in li:xperiment 1, appeared in the per-
aformance of subjects following the removal of a stimulus signallinc 
the availability of reinforcement on a DRL 18 sec.aohedule. Reintrod-
suction of the aignalled DRL condition resulted in three out of the 
four aubjecta returning toward the baseline (signalled) performance. 
This typically involved a ''superatitious~ type of collateral behaviour 
without the vigorous arral activity of the unsignalled condition. Theae 
results were supported by obaervationa made by Marcucella (19751 
personal oollllllUli>ation) using similar schedule parameters. A.a the 
unsignalled condition wae, of course, a typical DRL 18 sec. condition, 
these results provide strong aupport for the contention that atereo-
1t,ped collateral behaviour may be necessary for the emergence ar 
stable DRL performance with high (50J6 - 80}6) efficiency ratios. 
~ number of experimentere (.Anger, 1956; Kelleher, fr:, and 
Cook 1959; and Belleville, Rohlea, Grunzke and Clar~,1963) have 
reported that no stereotyped collateral behaviour was obsened aa 
part of DRL performance in their experi1111ta. Thi• would auggeat 
that auch behaviour 1• not neceaaary for timinc behaviour to occur. 
The results of Experiment 2 would appear to support this contention. 
Removin, the opportunity to emit the stereotyped collateral be-
1haviour on a DRL 18 sec.schedule, where stable performance with 
the stereotyped vooo.snawing collateral had devel:ped, led to a rapid 
increase in leTer preaa reeponae ratea. However the IRT diatri-
:butiona of each subject in this condition ahowed that lever presa 
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re•ponding was being •paced differently with :re•pect to time, thou&h 
few IRT• exceeded 18 1econda in duration. The aeoond modal category 
in the distributions, indicative of tiaing behaviour, occurred in the 
6~12 ••cond categorie•. 
One might argue that based on the present results, experiment• on 
the DRL schedule which report no observed collateral behaviour might 
also :report low efficiency ratios in DRL performance. Thi• doe• not 
appear to be the caee; in the Kelleher, Fry and Cook (1959) study where, 
in the absence of the detailed d&ta a rough canputation indicate• 
efticienc7 ratio• on DRL 18 aec. LH, sec. of 7"'6 +. •• in the 
.Anpr (1956) study the re•ults are preeented u IRTs/Opportunity which 
1• calculated by dividing the poaeible nuaber of reeponses in any 
category interval in.to the actual number of re•ponsea in that interval. 
Without either, or both, values it 1• difficult to ••tillate the eff-
siciency ratios from the IRT/Opportunity measure. Very roughly one 
can suradse that the greater the gradient of the IRT/Opp graph after the 
criterion IR'1' duration, the greater the efficiency ratio. 
Both the Anger (1956) and ~elleville et al.(196,) results came 
from coaplex schedules vhere,either differential reinforcement of long 
( ) 40 aecJ IR'1'1 was intermittent (Anger 1956), or a DRL (10 seconds) 
wa.a part of a very complicated multiple schedule used as a baaeline 
for •pace flight teats or chimpanzee performance (Belleville et al.196~). 
In neither case can compariaona with typical DRL performance be made 
with conti,enoe. 
The Kelleher et al.(1959) result however must remain u a un-
awquivocal example of accurate timing behaviour without observed 
stereotyped collateral pertoxma.nce; the only parameters of thi• 
experiment which were perhaps atypical were,the deprivation level 
(65% of free feeding bodyweight),and the duration of each ••••ion 
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(2 hours). Ae in the Anger experiment rata were the subjects. 
The resul ta of Experillenta 2, , and 7 indicate clearly that while 
stereotyped collateral llehaviour may not be neoeaaary for tia111g be-
shaviour to occur, the preaenoe of auch behavioura in the rat's per-
sformance on DRL schedules usually reaulta in increased effioienoy ot 
leTer press responding. j:zq interpretation that stereotyped collateral 
behaviour may be a uaeleaa adjunct to ongoing, reinforced respondin« 
is, therefore, not supported. 
Having ea~bliahed that atereotyped collateral behaviour haa aolDI 
function in DRL performance, how can this function beat be described? 
Operationally, leTer preaa reaponding on a DRL schedule IIWlt be 
apaced in the following w~ to maxi•1ae reinforcement frequencya-
LeTer preaa responses must not occur for the specified inter...al 
following the last reaponse,and must then occur u aoon aa thia apecified 
inter...al baa elapsed. 
There are therefore two proceas involved in this proaedure,(1) the 
withholding or abaence of lever press reaponding 1(2) the emission of a 
lever preaa response after aoae criterion duration of non-reaponding 
baa elapsed. It would be of considerable theoretical intereat if a 
aincle supposed function of stereotyped collateral behaviour could 
explaia both the absence of lever preaa responding andA;ba aoourately 
htimed" emission of the subsequent lever press reaponae in BD1' IRI. 
Schwartz and Williama (1971) have shown that pigeons have 
difficulty not responding (by pecking a key) on a DRL schedule. Pro-
aviaion of a aeoond, irrelevant, key led to moat pecking taking place 
on that irreleTant key, with oooaaional peck• on the original key. 'l'hHe 
latter pecks were then often reinforced because the irrelevant pecking 
provided the requiaite pausing in original key pecJd.n8 to fulfil the 
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schedule requireaent•• 
The arguaa•t haa been put forward by several experimenters that 
pecking is a highly probable behaviour by pigeons in the presence of 
food, particularly if a salient object (like a lighted key) ia present 
in the experiaental apace. If it 1a assumed that in a aoaevhat 
sillilar manner rats have difficulty in not emitting a response which 
pr~ious~ 
haajbeen reinforced, then poaaible functions for atereotyped collateral 
behaviour become clearer. Firatly the collateral behaviour 111&1 coapete 
with, inhibit or suppress lever press reaponding, and aeoondly may 
auppleaent the ti.ain« procesa bJ which the collateral behaviour occurs 
for some duration, ceaaea and a lever preaa response ia emitted. 
The firet question to be answered, therefore, is what in the light 
of the eapirical evidence to date is the most appropriate description 
of' the process bJ which collateral behaviour occur• rather than lever 
preaa reaponding? 
Initially the possible desoriptiona appear to divide into two 
groupa,depending on interpretations of the faotora maintainiag collateral 
behaviour. Ethological interpretations auggeat that motivational factors 
iaplicit in the DRL achedule might maintaill collateral behaviour, while 
other,operant interpretations auggeat that, independent of' the relation-
1ship between collateral behaviour and lever pressing, the latter be-
shaviour is probably 118.intained by adventitious reinforcement. 
The difficulty in evaluating the degree to which ethological con-
soepta like 'redirected' and 'displacement' activity are useful in 
explaining the prevalence ot certain typea of' collateral behaviour is 
that virtually endleea experimental predictions can be made from the 
m&llY' theoretical interpretations cf the caaual mechaniau involved in 
such ethological concepts. McFarland (1966) haa reviewed theee 
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theoretical differenoea in the process of describing his theory of 
displacement. Here they will aiaply be listeds-
General Drive (Frustration Effect) theory baaed on the work of .A.mael 
(1958); Arousal theory (~indra, 1959); Theories of disinhibition (Van 
Ierael and Eol, 1958; Sevenster, 1961); Failure in negative feedback 
(Ba.stock, Morris and Moynihaa (1953). 
The:maulta sUDllll8.rised 1n Statement 5 that these atereotyped 
collateral behaviours appear to increase the efficiency of, and there-
afore are presumably functional in, DRL performance, must not obscure 
the likelihood that,as with adjunctive behaviours under other ciroua-
sstancea, the variables which initiate auoh stereotyped collateral be-
ahaviour m&y be very different from those that maintain them in stable 
DRL performance (see Eond, 19731 p.132). 
The topocrapby of wood gnawing early in the aubject•a exposure to 
the DRL schedule requirements ha.a been described (Experiment 1 and P• 
of this chapter.). It was very different froa the stereotyped, 
econoaical, topography of wood.gnawing in the final sessions after DRL 
performance had atabilised. It is a matter for conjecture whether the 
factors which consistently lead to the production of oral collateral 
behaviours are best described in ethological or operant conditioning 
terms. The observation m&de by the experimenter in virtually all 
caaea of DRL performance development, but seen very clearly in 
Experiaent 7, that the first widespread occurrence of the collateral 
beaaviour coincide• with increased etfioiency of DRL performance 
auggesta that these behaviour• result from the process bf which lever 
prea• reaponae rates are reduced. Prior to thia rate reduction it is 
the case that the rat ia faced with the lever, preasea upon which are 
oooaaioually reinforced. McFarland's 1966 interpretation of diaplaoeaent 
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activity neatly reflects this situation. 
"Early students of the displacement problem (e.g. Tinbergen 1952) 
assumed that an aniaal's motivational atate remains constant over 
certain periods of time. For example, an animal which ia predominantly 
thirsty will be observed to indulge in drinking behaviour, and other 
types of behaviour appear irrelevant, because the obserTer aasumea that 
only the predominant system can be active. However, according to the 
present theory, the predominant system can be "out. off" by a switch of 
attention, which results from frustration. This mechanism allows another 
activity to appear, and this new activity is entirely relevant to it, 
own causal factors. This is essentially a diainhibition hypotheaia, and 
differs from standard diainhibition theory only in the mechanism by 
which diainhibition takes place". (p.231). For a detailed diacusaion 
ot "cut off" concept the reader is referred to Chance (1962). It is 
interesting, to recall at this point the Valenstein et al.(1969) resulta 
which shoved the ease with which the typea of behavioura elicited by 
eypothalamio stillulation can be controlled by the relevant stimulus 
situation. In their study eating, drinking and gnaving vere virtually 
instantaneously interchangeable by presenting the relevant stimulus 
(to a~ deprived anillal). The preponde-ra.nce of oral activity in 
collateral behaviours Jllli' be due to the fact that under the early DRL 
performance conditions "the switch of attention", hypothesised by 
McFarland, results in the next most probable behaviour under the 1tim-
aulus conditions, i.e. gnawing. If this is the correct interpretation 
then this would explain the ubiquity of drinking (poly dipsia) on 
schedule• of intermittent (and presumably • frustrating••) reinforcement. 
A very •imilar anal.ye!• to thia has been made by McFarland (1970). 
It appear, that ethological concepts may clarity the somewhat 
3].4 
secondary question of why certain collateral behaviour• (and indeed ad-
1junctive behaviours ingaieral) may be initially emitted on schedules 
of reinforcement. However such concepts do not seem to be sufficiently 
precise in their experillental predictions to be of value in a functional 
analysis of stereotyped collateral behaviour occurring with lever press 
respondin« on a DRL schedule. (Statement 6). 
Assumin« that the beat description of this function 1• not an 
ethological one,how elae might the function be described? 
.Another possible variable in the DRL situation which might maintain 
collateral behaviour is adventitious reinforcement. 
It has been pointed out earlier that the distribution of wood-
gnawing through an IRI in Experiment 1 might be the equivalent of the 
II ,1 
scalloped pattern associated with performances on FI achedulea. Where 
the behaviour occurs at nearly constant rates the increased duration of 
the sequences of this behaviour may be thought of as a measure of 
increased relative probability. In stable and highly efficient DRL 
performance the occurrence of reinforceaent oontiwuoua with the 
collateral behaviour resemble• a variable tille (VT) schedule with a 
amall ranse of variability. 
The effects of adventitious reinforcement are therefore a reason-
sable interpretation of the observed distribution of woodgnawi11g within 
an IBI. Two obaervationa made in the course of this investigation 
sucgeat, however, that the adventitious reinforcement interpretation 
should be treated with reaerve. 
Pirat, in an experiment not reported in this theaia, rats were 
daily 
run for over three hundredj6esaions on a DRL 18 seo. schedule. Stab-
sility of performance was ver:y marked by- the end of' this tiae, and yet 
the diatribution of wood.gnawing was very similar to that observed in 
ba 
Experiment 1. It llightjexpected that long exposure to reinforoemeat 
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contingencies which closely resembled a FT schedule w011ld lead to a pause 
and run pattern aiailar to that reported by Perster and Skinner (1957) 
in experiments which involved long exposure to an FI schedules thia 
was not the case in the preaent experiment. 
Secondly, in EEperiment 5 when wood.gnawing ceased to be emitted 
in extinction of DBL 18 sec.performance, the effect was abrupt when 
viewed aa a within IRI phenomenon. It appeared that normally the entire 
woodpawing IRI aequence extinguished together suggesting that inter-
apretationa of the stereotyped collateral aa discrete sequence• of 
beh&Tiour being affected by del~ed aon-contingent reinforoeaent may 
not be entirely correct. 
'!'he implication or both these obaerTationa i• that gnawing may be 
an "all or nothing'' phenomenon. within an IRI, rather than a aerie• ot 
discrete, independent, gnawing sequences. I! this ia the case then the 
increased stereotypy of later gnawing in an IRI becomes difficult to 
interpret a.a the result of adventitious reinforcement. 
If the whole gnawing sequence were treated as a aingle unit then 
recent evidence (Hawkes and Shimp, 1975) auggeat1 that patterns, iruoh 
aa increased stereotypy, can be considered as operante when reinf'oroe-
aaent is mde contingent upon them. Wh7 the particular pattern ot 
increuing 1tereot)'W' through the interval should appear is not clear 
al thoup an a tteapt to answer this queation will be made in the final 
aection ot thi• diacuasion. 
A number ot expariaen.tars {Anger, 19561 Catania, 19681 Schwartz 
and Williaaa, 1971) have suggeated that collateral behaviour on DRL 
schedules aay beat be described as a competing behaviour "that occur• 
in a conaiatent temporal and sequential relation to reinforced be-
ahavior and that, although reintoroe11ent iB not explicitly arraqed 
tor 1 t, can be shown to be maintained because reinfcroeaent ii more 
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likely to occur when this behavio~: occurs" (Catania, 1968, p.,,9) Thia 
competing interpretation euggeata that this adventitiously reinforced 
behaviour has no other .functional relationahip with the te:rmil'l&l. reapon1e 
in an IRI,other than keeping the subject away from the reinforced mani-
spulandum where situational cues might interfere with the response 
timing procedure to cause premature and consequently unreinforced reap-
sonding. In this formulation "lever press reaponeea are simply abaent 
for a given delay" (Richelle 1972 p.230). 
This Tiew hae aome support from the result• of El:perimenta 2 and 
4. In Experiment 2 the opportunity to emit the collateral behaviour 
on a DBL 18 aec. aohedule waa removed. 'l'he lever preaa rate increaaed 
rapidly, althouch there was evidence that tiaing behaviour continued 
albeit leas efficiently. One could argue that with the collateral 
behaviour removed,the aubjects did not move away from the leTer and 
were therefore more likely to respond. Again, in EEJ,erillent ,4 it 
appeared that giving the subject the opportunity to emit the collateral 
behaviour further away from the lever, ( thua moreaaing the competing 
nature of the collateral behaviour) sharply reduced the lever preae 
response rate, in particular reducing the number of premature reaponaea. 
However in :&:xperiaent 2, allowing that the process of timing leTer 
pre•• response• ia independent of the factors controlling ooapeting 
behaviour,the breakdown of aocurately apaced reaponding waa ver, 
rapid. However thia ia only an ia],reaaion and could be misleadin•· 
Slightly premature responeea, being unreinforced, would lead to a drop 
in reinforcement frequency whidl in turn would presumably interfere 
with the tilling proce••. An empirical t e•t of which variable• are 
illportant in this situation ia not eaay to con•truct. 
In Experiment 4 not onl7 were premature response• reduced b7 
inoreaaing the distance from the lever at which woodgnawing could occur 
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bu.t there was a consistent increase in ve?:T long (27 aec +) IRTa. This 
would suggest that the relationship between woodgnawing and lever 
pressin« is not solely confined to reducing premature responses. The 
basic hypothetical tilling proceas,and distribution of responaes after 
the criterion IRT duration,ahould not have been affected if the coapet-
aing interpretation as described above were correct. 
From this examination of the competing behaviour interpretation 
of collateral behaviour in DRL performance it is apparent that the two 
concepts, involved in lever press responding not occurring and then 
occurring accurately in time, are ver, closely connected. 'While each 
is easily described when considered independently (i.e. competing 
behaviour and timing behaviour), when considered together in the DRL 
perfo:rmance they appear to be inextricably compounded. 
In this DRL situation a:n.y behaviour which reduces lever pre•• 
responding, by competing with such responding, must also, of neceaaity, 
facilitate timing behaviour in the sense that a greater proportion of 
lever press responses fulfil the schedule requirementa. Isolating this 
facilitation of response timin« effect of stereotyped collateral be-
ahaviour from the effects of what might be termed temporal diaorimin-
aation may prove diffic.ult, if not impoesible, in the free operant 
DRL situation (Jenkins 1970). This would be particularly so if it 
were the case that efficient DRL performance depended on the emiaaion 
of stereotyped collateral behaviour. 
Explanations of how the collateral behaviour may supplement, or 
even make redundant, the other (hypothesised) response timing 
procesa(ea) have usually concentrated on two interpretations, chaining 
and "counti!l4f''• 
In the first, chaining, interpretation the collateral bebaTiour 
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is seen as forming chains of behaviour consisting of 1maller units of 
behaTiour held together by the discriminative stimulus/conditioned 
reinforcer functions of each unit (Kelleher, 1966). In d~ouasing the 
results of Experiaent 5 ,on the order in which the two behaviours 
extinguished,(woodgnawing then lever preaaing),it was concluded that 
the consensus of opinion in the somewhat equivocal results published to 
date, suggests that for the oollateral/reaponae sequence in DRL perfor-
saance to be regarded as a chain would require lever pressing to extin-
aguish before wood.gnawing or at least both behaviours to extinguish 
together. As the evidence from both Latiea et al.(1965, 1962), and 
Experiment 5 suggests that the oppolite is the case then the chaining 
hypothesis i a not 1upported. 
Several studiea have ahown that organisu can adjust to "counting" 
aobedules in which reinf'orce•nt is continpnt upon the completion of 
a fixed number of re1ponaes on one operandum followed by a aincle 
response on a second operandua in the absence of external discriminative 
atilmli (Ferster, 1958; Mechner and Guevrekian, 19621 Millenson, 1966; 
Blackman and Scruton, 1973). A feature of most of these studies ia 
that they confound amount and duration of responding. Nevertheless, 
the suggestion tha.t subjects may disc:l:iminate the duration of an in-
sterval by the aaount of collateral behaviour within an interval must 
remain a possibility. A recent study on timing behaviour in female 
undergraduates responding on a DRL 5 aeo. schedule (Stein and Flanap.n, 
1974) reported that their findings: "Support the conclusion that overt 
collateral responding can be functionally equivalent to mediative 
coUDting during temporally spaced reaponding". 
However, in the preaent experiments, with rats aa subjects, it 
bl 11 II aeems reasona e to aaswae that the oou:ntinc hypotheaia require• that 
the mean decade durations, and the variance of the mean decade dur-
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:ations shoul~ be constant th~oughout the I!IT. Unless there is this 
constant sequential pattern, the ~·Jncept of countinc as a means of 
mediatir.g tiuration has no charact~;:-istic which would recommend it, s 
use in preference to other~.The results of Ex;~rimPnt 1 show that the 
times to complete IC ''gnawe" in the second hal~ of the IRis were less 
variable th!ill those in the firs+ :ialf of t'he IRis. ifowevc::r this re~ult 
is interpreted in terms of changes in rate of cnawin~,it does not secc 
to be compatible with a'~ountingthyp0thesis. 
Neither the chaining ror "couni;ing"i,1terpro tat ions of how 
stereotyped collateral behaviour night increase the efficiency of :,HL 
performance received support from the reE1ults of experiments in this 
" 
investigation (Statement 7) 
The competition hYJ>othesis as outlined above eug£"()sta that ste~eo-
:typed collateral behaviour haa no part in the timing process bl...t merely 
removes the subject from the looe.tion where premature responsea may 
occur. This formulation inf13rs that "leve:&.· pr~ss r~aporuiaa are simply 
absent for a given delay" (Richelle, 1972,p.2;0). As suoh.tt: fails to 
account for the results of Experiment 7. Iu this experiment a consistent 
change in the collateral behaviour occured when a signal, which had 
previously signalled the availability of reinforcement on a DRL 18 sec, 
schedule, was removed. Wgre the cr.ly function of stereotyped collateral 
beha~iour to prevent premature responding in DiiL ;>e.:-fo~inance then this 
behaviour should have occuxred:in the signalled aa well as the un-
ssignalle•i condition. 
Thi) DRL re':!ui:i:ements, that l,wer :p"C'ecs respouding should not 
occur for 18 seconds following a. prior re:::.pon!;e, we:-e .in operation 
in both the e:fenalled end the unsignalleJ condition. The fact that;lhe 
dmnge t.:, "active'', oral, typer.. of collateral b?haviou:r occurred when 
the atimulus (signalling that the timing requirements of the schedule 
emission o! leTer press reaponsea, this particular type of stereotyped 
collateral behaviour has, in addition, some function in the tilli.nc 
process. The simple competing behaviour hypothesia, as expressed here, 
is the~~~\ supported by theae results. 
It would appear that the relationship between stereotyped 
collateral behaTiour and lever press responding involTes a more 
complicated and possibly "dynamic'' process than that suggested by the 
competition theory. "It can be argued that temporally regulated be-
ahaTiour implies some process by which a response is not simply absent 
for a given delay but is withheld during that delay" (Richelle 1972 
p.230). 
Two recent papers have auggeated that the term inhibition might 
be a relevant term to describe the process neceaaa.ry for lever preaa re-
ssponaea not to occur. Staddon (1974) has termed the pause-production 
on both FI and DRL achedulea n inhibitory temporal control"• and Richelle 
(1972) baa appealed to the Pavlovian concept of "inhibition of delay'' 
to account for "temporal regu.l.ationa of behaTiour" (Richelle 1972 p.229). 
It is perhaps appropriate here to draw attention to the uae of thia 
te:m ''temporal regularity". It has been mentioned elaewbere in thia 
theais that this ten, aa used by Stadden (1972 p.214) and here by 
Richelle, has much to recommend it as an objective deaorip'tlon of 
timing behaTiour which haa virtual.17 no theomtical overtone, or biaa 
as have terms like temporal discrimination, temporal differentiation 
and timin« behaTiour. 
A number of experillenters who have reTiTed intereat in the te1'11l 
Uinhibition" have suggested that it be raatricted to inatanoea wherea-
"A deorease in reaponae output fro• a atable hilh laTel of reaponding" 
(Farthing and Hearat 1968, p.749) is "produced b7 discrete external 
stimuli" (Hearat, 1972 p.9) It is clear the DRL pertormance never 
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includes stable high levels of responding, and that the ''stimulus'', it 
indeed there is one, is neither discrete ncrpartioularly external. 
It is also apparent that Staddon uses the term inhibition in a 
different manner from that suggested above. His term temporal inhib-
1 i tion is al.oaely allied to the oonoept of "periods of non-re a ponding 
or response suppression•• and as such,can be dealt with under those 
headings. 
Staddon's use of the term is closely tied to two other oonceptss 
(1) temporal control (Staddon, 1972) and (2) the relative proximity 
principle (Jenkins, 1970) previously mentioned in Chapter III. This 
is illustrated by his assertion that:- "If we grant that temporal 
control follows the relative prozimity principle, ao that temporal in-
ahibition will be exerted by the stimulus with the lowest relative 
proxiaity to reinforcement, and temporal excitation by the atiJlulua with 
the highest relative proxiJ&ity (in a given situation), then this principle 
explains why it is Te'f!T difficult to show reliable temporal inhibition 
by a neutral stimulus superimposed on an FI baseline". (Staddon 1972 
p.233). 
While experimental predictiona based on both temporal control 
and the relative proximity principle may be possible in FI schedules 
it is difficult for the present author to aee bow either may be of 
independent predictive value in the DRL schedule. Consequently the 
value of the term inhibitory temporal control in generating 
experimental predictions whioh might support its uee in disousaion 
of DRL performance, ia, for the moment, queationed. 
Richelle (1972) juatifies the use of the term inhibition in 
disouaaiona of DRL pertorma.noe on the grounds that while "the 
favoured techniquea to detect and measure inhibition are preoiaely 
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those which are irrelevant to the study of the phenomenon in temporally 
regulated behaviour" (p.232), there are several aimilaritieatt,etween 
performance on DRL schedules and what has been termed the "symptoms or 
by-,roducts of inhibitory control" (Hearst, 1972, p.15). In particular, 
Richelle presents evidence that two of these II symptoms" of inhibitory 
control, stimulus averaivnesa and atress-induced breakdowns, may be 
induced in oats by exposure to either DRL 60 seconds on DRL 40 seconds 
each with a 10 second limited hold. Richelle statesa "As far as temporally 
regulated behaviour ia concerned, these aspects should be considered, at 
least for heuristic purpoaes, as central rather than secondary (or "by-
product") means to detect and measure inhibition" (1972 p.232) 
Assuming Richelle ia correct (and of course it is logically weak 
to suggest that because A implies B then all oasea of B must imply A), 
then how does the i~ibition concept facilitate the interpretation of 
the basic problem posed by the experiaental remlts in thia investigation -
how can behaviour which is not necessary for temporal regularity increaae 
the efficiency with which lever press response• aa spaced in tiae? 
Inhibition aigbt replace competition aa a 1eemincl1 more dynamic process 
bJ which lever,presa responses are prevented from occurring but how the 
proceas might facilitate the timing as opposed to the responae prevention 
proceas is unclear from Riohelle's atatementa. 
The concept of inhibition as formulated by Richelle appeal• to 
internal aechaniama tor the attenilation in responding on DRL eohedule1 
(aa did PaTlov•s (1927) original term-inhibition or delay'). Richelle 
aayea- "Compensation for inhibition might poeaibly be achieved bJ 
eitller an output of responses of the aame topography as the operant 
response, or by anykl.nd of motor behaviour. If so, collateral behaviour 
(aometiaea called mediating behaviour) would have nothing to do with the 
time meuuriD& proper: ita effect on the guality of temporal regulrib 
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would be accounted for by it'sapecific compensatory function (1972, 
p.234 present author's italics). It ia this "aspeoific oompenaatory 
function'' which requires conaiderably more explanation before Richelle's 
interpretation can be adequately discuaaed. 
It is apparent that Richelle is aware of the problem posed by 
~ reaponse reduction method, that it must also aid the timing proceae. 
It is not clear how the term••aspecific compensatory funotion"would 
facilitate the separation of the response reduction and timin« tunotions 
of stereotyped collateral beh&Tiour. 
The tera which fits the results of the experiments reported in 
this theaia, while at the aame time not implying b1'pothetical oonatructa 
which might facilitate the tempaal recularity of behaviour, ia the term 
"response auppression ••. Normally the term "suppression••, when used in 
the experimental analysis of behaviour, refers to decreasea in reaponae 
rate, trom a atable higher rate, as a result of some process. (Lyon,1968). 
In the sense that when stereotyped collateral behaviour occura there is 
a consistent increase in the efficiency of DBL performance (and there-
afore a consistent decrease in response rate) the function of stereo-
:typed collateral behaviour may be functionally described as responae 
auppresaion. 
In Kxperiaent 7 responding following a reaponae was auppreaaed 
for aome time during the aignalled condition. There was little 
evidence of the "active oral" type of collateral behaviour observed 
in the unsipalled condition. Technically it would be argued that 
the "no-tone" stilllu.lua in the firat (signalled) condition and the 
stereotyped collateral behaviour in the second (unsignalled) condition 
ill.tilled the same functions- reeponee suppreasion. This analyaie ie 
somewhat confounded by the fa.et that the no-tone atimulua waa in fact 
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present throughout the second condition. This suggests that 
a useful comparison could be made between two groups of 
subjects, one with a tone present when responding should not 
occur (rein~orcement availability would then be signalled by 
"no-tone'') and a second group as in Experiment 7. Should 
the stimulus for response suppression and stereotyped 
collateral behaviour be functionally equivalent, one might 
predict a significant difference between the two groups in 
the number of sessions required to attain some criterion of 
stereotyped .collateral behaviour in the unsignalled condition. 
The group which had a discrete external stimulus for response 
suppression might be expected to develop stereotyped collateral 
behaviour sooner. 
As has been pointed out earlier it is probable that the 
improvement in "timing behaviour", in DRL performances where 
stereotyped collateral behaviour is emitted, is due to a 
complex interaction between the DRL schedule requirements, 
the topography of the collateral behaviour and the probability, 
for one reason or another of premature responses. As such 
the stereotyped collateral behaviour may be said to mediate 
efficient DRL performance but can in no way be regarded as 
••a temporal receptor'' (Catania 1970 p.36) 
. . . . . . . . . 
The results of these experiments lead the present author 
to question the utility of terms like "timing behaviour,, and 
particularly '' temporal discrimination'' in the DRL performance 
context. Stereotyped collateral behaviour appears to be 
necessary for efficient DRL performance yet it~ function in 
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that performance is still not clear. 
In his discussion of DRL performance Catania (1970) has 
maintained, wrongly in the present author's view, that whether 
the single process of differential reinforcement is described 
as temporal discrimination or temporal differentiation is 
immaterial, as the two processes cannot he d:i.stinguished 
empirically. The term temporal discrimination has been appealed 
to so often in the experimental analysis of behaviour (see Ch.1) 
that it would seem important that its use in any given situation 
be justified. 
The discussion of the stimulus properties of the environment 
in DRL schedules in terms c.ft-ediscrimination of duration is, in 
this author's opinion, premature. Until there is a clear 
demonstration that animals can space responses apart in time 
accurately without producing overt stereotyped collateral 
behaviour the most parsimonious analysis of DRL performance 
should perhaps concentrate on the role of differential 
reinforcement in maintaining behaviour patterns necessary for 
efficient DRL performance. The "restraint" type of experiments 
discussed earlier have yet to show that accurately spaced 
responding can occur on a DRL schedule without some kind of 
stereotyped collateral behaviour mediating these responses 
(Richardson and Laughead, 1974). 
Perhaps the main contribution to the analysis of stereotyped 
collateral behaviours in DRL performance which this present study 
may make, is in assessing which of the explanatory terms 
"competition" or "inhibition•• has the greatest heuristic value, 
or if,indeed,at an empirical level they are synonymous. In the 
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discussion above, the descriptive term ''suppression~ has been 
favoured as being most useful in objective discussion of DRL 
performance. However it is a term which is not normally used 
in the literature dealing with the function of stereotyped 
collateral behaviours on the DRL schedule. 
In reviewing the ways in which the terms competition and 
inhibition have been used in the literature on this subject, 
the most striking difference appears to be in assumptions about 
the degree to which the variables controlling the terminal 
response (in this case lever pressing) and the interim response 
(woodgnawing or water licking) are independent of one another. 
The term competition appears to be most often used in 
explanations where the interim behaviour is assumed to be 
maintained by the same reinforcing event which maintains the 
terminal event. In the DRL situation, the interim behaviour 
would therefore be functional because the organism cannot do 
two things at once,and the interim behaviour physically 
removes the organism from the locality where premature terminal 
responses are most likely to occur. However it has been pointed 
out in several of the experiments (1,5 and 8), that the interim 
behaviour in both DRL and FI schedules does not have a 
distribution which can readily be equated with the stable 
behaviour associated with behaviour maintained by either response 
contingent or adventitious reinforcement on approximately fixed 
duration schedules of reinforcement. This use of the term 
competition implies that the occunence of a Jelnforced response 
is controlled by some timing process and that the interim 
~
behaviour plays a functional part in increasing reinforcement 
frequency by minimising premature terminal responses. 
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The term inhibition appears to be used in explanations 
which assume that the terminal behaviour is maintained at a 
high probability or "strength" (Nevin, 1974) but is prevented 
from occurring by sequences of interim behaviours which are 
maintained by some other variable. Catania (1970) has suggested 
that a dynamic situation arises between positive reinforcer 
maintained terminal behaviours,and interim behaviours maintained 
by negative reinforcement, where a drop in local reinforcement 
frequency is hypothesised as an aversive event. ( p. I+ ) • 
If one follows this line of argument, and includes the 
result reported by Hawkes and Shimp (1974) on the maintenance 
of patterns of responding by reinforcement, then one might 
conclude that the focus of attention shifts, from ~temporal 
discriminations" in the sense implied by Catania (1970) and 
Skinner (1938), to "developing a new formulation of the basic 
processes at vork in close temporal sequences" (Jenkins, 1970 
p.104). In other words this argument stresses the process by 
which reinforcement maintains units of patterned responding, 
,, " 
such as the FI scallop, rather than concentrating on the puely 
temporal sharacteristics of DRL performance. 
Given that there does exist a useful conceptual distinction 
between competition and inhibition explanations of the role 
stereotyped collateral behaviour fulfils in DRL performance, 
which of the two explanations received the most support from 
the results obtained in this investigation? 
As already mentioned the collateral woodgnawing did not 
appear to have the characteristics of adventitiously reinforced 
or Msupers~tious" behaviour. It was not labile and subject to 
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gross topographical shift (Skinner, 1948; Staddon and 
Simmelhag, 1971). It did not, to. any appreciable degree, 
reputedly 
resemble in distribution behavioursj maintained by delayed 
reinforcement. That is,there was little evidence of long post 
" " reinforcement pausing or scalloped patterning, even in very 
efficient and stable DRL performance which descriptively 
resembled a response contingent fixed interval schedule with 
some built-in variance. Both these points suggest that the 
simple competition explanation does not gain support from 
these results. 
The most important result in this context, was that 
obtained from Experiment 7. In this experiment it was noted 
that behaviour resembling reports of superstitious behaviour 
did develop in the first condition where a stimulus signalled 
reinforcement availability. This condition removed the 
necessity for "temporal discrimination" while retaining the 
penalty for premature responding. When these subjects were 
exposed to a normal unsignalled condition where no overt cues 
for reinforcement availability were present the subjects emitted 
typical oral topographies of collateral stereotyped behaviour. 
If the simple competition explanation were correct the 
conditions prevailing in the first, signalled component were 
sufficient for stereotyped collateral behaviour to develop. 
The fact that they did not is taken as evidence against this 
explanation. 
(8) The weakness of the simple competition explanation is such 
that, of the two explanations, the inhibition explanation is 
favoured as being potentially the most useful for further research 
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CONCLUSION a 
In the General Discussion several statements have been made per-
:taining to the experiments in this investigation and what the reaults 
might suggest about the function of stereotyped collateral behaviour in 
DRL performance. 
(1) It seems reasonable to assume that the data obtained in these 
DRL schedule experiments are fran DRL performances which were repreaent-
aative of the typical reported DRL pe:rfo1'1Dances. 
(2) The lilliiationa of the procedures used in this investigation 
were considerable. However, in moat oaaea they were necessary compromises 
to obtain data of a type which, prior to the introduction of theae pro-
acedures, had proved difficult to measure with much accuracy. 
(}) It appeared that the duration of the post response pauae, prior 
to the initiation of a sequence of stereotyped collateral behaviour in 
an IRI, was inversely .. 1ated to the amount of stereotyped collateral 
behaviour which was subsequently emitted in that IRI. 
(4) In the later half of wo<>d.8nawing sequences within IRia, the 
times required for 10 "gnaws" to occur were less Tariable than correaponding 
measures in the earlier half of such sequences. 
(5) It appeared from the present results that the efficiency or 
stable DRL performance was positively related to the emission of atereo-
styped collateral behaviour. 
(6) While ethological concepts might clarify the question of why 
certain collateral behaviours may initially be emitted on DRL schedules, 
they do not appear to be sufficiently precise in their experimental 
predictions to be of value in a functional analysis of stereotyped 
collateral behaviour in stable DRL performance. 
(7) Heither the chaining nor the ''counting" interpretation• of 
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how stereotyped collateral behaviour might increase the 
efficiency of DRL performance received support from the results 
of this investigation. 
(8) The objectivity of the term "response suppression" as 
a description of the function of stereotyped collateral behaviour 
leads it to be favoured above explanatory terms like ••response 
competition'' or "response inhibition''· However of these two 
terms, the latter would appear to be the most accurate reflection 
of the processes at work in DRL performance. 
In the sense that stereotyped collateral behaviours both 
prevent responding and facilitate the timing process in DRL 
performance, they can be said to mediate the spacing of lever pre: 
responses by rats on DRL schedules, especially those examples of 
temporal regularity, which as revealed by the efficiency ratios 
and reinforcement frequency have been described as highly 
efficient timing behaviour. 
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GLOSSARY 
(After Catania 1968 P• 327 - 349) 
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BIMODAL DISTRIBUTION: A relative frequency distribution with two 
distinct peaks or maxima. 
BURST: A aeries of lever press responses emitted at a high rate 
and bounded by responding at a lower rate. 
COLLATERAL BEHAVIOURS Behaviour which ia emitted aa part of aohedule 
performance but the occurrence of which is not a 
schedule requirement. 
COVERT BEHAVIOUR: Behaviour that is not directly observable but 
the existence of which is inferred fran change• in 
observable behaviour. 
DECADE: A sequence of ten "gnaw•". 
DRH: Differential reinforcement of high ratee. Schedules- a response 
is reinforced if at least a specified number of responses 
were emitted during a preceding time interval. 
ESTES-SKINNER PROCEDUREs Where a stimulus reliably precedes an 
aversive atimulua. 
FIJ Fixed interval. Schedules- the first response to ooour after 
a fixed duration has elapsed ia reinforced. Responding 
prior to this time haa no reinforcer consequences and, 
in stable behaviour is usually positively accelerated. 
FR: Fixed r~tio. Schedule:- the last response of a fixed number 
of response& is reinforced. 
FT1 Fixed Tiae. Schedule:- reinforcer is delivered after a fixed 
duration has elapsed. No response requirement. 
n GNAWS•: .A. single signal from the transducer of the woodgnawing 
sensor. 
IRis Interresponae intervals Measured by the amount of stereotyped 
collateral behaviour occurring between two instances 
of a response. 
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IRT: Interresponse time in seconds. 
IRT/Op1 Interresponse time per opportunity. Conditional probabilities. 
The probability of interresponse times in a particular 
clas1 interval, giTen that a sufficient time had elapsed 
since the last response to permit an interreapon1e time 
to end in that cla.as interval. 
LH: Limited hold. The termination of the scheduled availability 
of reinforcement if the response to be reinforced 
does not occur within a specified period of time. 
MEDIATING BEHAVIOUR: collateral behaviour which, when emitted, 
increases the efficiency of schedule performance. 
PERSONS PRODUCT MOMt;NT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTs 
Coefficient of correlations 
Froms Standard Statistical Program 700 aeries Wang Laborotarie1 
836, North Street, Tewksbury, Maas. 
VI: Variable interval. Schedules the requirements are the same 
a1 for a fixed interval (FI) schedule except that 
the intervals vary around some mean duration. 
VTs Variable time Schedules the procedure is the same as for a 
fixed time (FT) schedule except that the inarvala 
vary around some mean duration. No response requirement. 
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.APPENDIX 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USED IN DATA ANALYSES 
ALGOL 
LIBRARY 
ALGOL 
l. CDIRT; 
2. "BEX.IN" 
:,. "INTDlER" "ARRAY" EVENT(O: 2000), DISTIRT (0159)1 
4."RE!L" "ARRAY" IRT (112000), TIME(Os2000); 
5. "INTl&ER" HOLD'l'IME,HOLDEVENT; 
6. "!NTE&ER" I,J.N.ABOVE60,X,LENIB,R,URs 
7. "INTEGER"NR,NUR; 
8. "REAL" SUM,SUMSQ; 
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9. "COMMENT" READS IN DATA FROM ONE RAT AND STORES THIS IN 
TWO MATRICES 
10. TIME (1), AND EVENT (1); 
11. "PRINT" PUNCH (3), SAMELINE, 'PLEASE LOAD PAPER TAPE ON READER (1)'; 
12. WAIT; 
1:,. Ia==O; 
14. TIME (O)a • -1 
15. EVENT (0)1 =50000; 
16. "GOTO" LOOP; 
17. NlilXTRAT; 
18.HOLDTIMEa • TIME (N+1); 
19. HOLDEVENTa • EVENT (N+1)J 
20. "FOR" ls =1 "STEP"l"UNTIL" N+1 "DO" 
21. "BlOOIN" 
22. TIME (1): = O; 
23. EVENT (1)1-0 
24. END" 
25. TIME (1):•HOLDTIME; 
26. EVENT (l)1=HOLDEVENT; 
27. ls=1; 
28. LOOP; 
29. Is•I+1f 
:,o. "RE!D"READER (1), J,TIME (1), EVENT (1); 
31. "IF" BVENT (1)-0"Tmm"•mDIN"EVENT (1)1=40000; 
:,2. "READ"READER (l),Jf "END"J 
:,:,. "PRIIT"TIME (1), EVENT (lJJ 
:,4. "IF"TIME (1) TIME (I-1) "THEN"GO TO"LOOP1 
:,5. N:•I-11 
:,6. "FOR"Ia•"STEP"lUNTIL"N""DO" 
:,7. TIME (I)s-TIME (I)/1001 
,e. "J'OR"Ia•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"N"DO" "PRINT"TIME (1)1 
:,9. "COMMENT" FORMS MATRIX IRT(I) WHICH CONTAINS -1.0 IF THE I!B 
EVENT 
40. WAS NOT A RESPONSE AND THE IRT OF THE (I-1) TH & ITH TRIALS 
41. OTHERWISE; 
42. "FOR" I1=1"STEP"l"UNTIL "N"DO" 
4:,. IRT (I):•1.01 
44. "F0R"Ia•1"STEP"l"UNTIL "N"DO" 
45. BIDIN" 
46. "IF"EVENT (I)•70000"THEN"GOTO"FINISH1 
47. "FOR" Ja•(I?l)"STEP"-l"UNTIL"O"DO" 
40. "B!OOIN" 
49. "IF"J•O"THEB" "BEGIN" 
50. IRT(l):=TIME {I) 
51. "G<Jro"STOP; 
52. "END"; 
53. "IF"EVENT (J)=70000"THEN"GOTO"ST0PJ 
54. IRT(I)s-TIME (I)-TIME(J); 
55. "GOTO"FIBISH; 
56. STOP; 
57. "END" 
50. FINISH; 
59. "END"J 
60. "F0R"Is•1"S~"l"UNTIL"N"D0" "PRINT"IRT(I) 
61. "COMMENT" FINDS MEAN !ND VARIANCE OF IRT DISTRI:BUTION1 
62. ''13IDIN" 
63. "REAL"SUM,SUNSQ.,MBANIRT, VARIRT; 
64."INTEDER"TOTALJ 
65. TC1rAL:=O; 
66. SUMs•SUMSQs=O.O; 
67. "FOR"I1•1"STEP"l"UNTIL"N"DO" 
68. "J3IDIN" 
69. "IF"IRT(I) O"THEN""GOTO"BYPASS; 
70. S0M1•SOM+IRT(I); 
71. S0MSQa•SUMSQ+IRT(I)+2; 
7 2. TOTAL :-TOT.Al,+ 1 ; 
73. BYPASS1 
74. "END"; 
75. MEANIRTa•SUM/TOTAL; 
76. VARIRTs•(SUMSQ/(TOTAL-1) )-(SUM+2)/(TOTAL)=TO'J,AL) s 
77. "PRINT" ''L5' MEAN IRT=',SAMELIIE, ALIGNED(4,4),MEANIRT1 
7a. "PRIIT"''L5'VAR IRT • ', SAMELINE, ALIGNED (4,4), VARIRTa 
79. "JDD"; 
80."COMMEBT" FORMS DISTRIBUTION OF IRTS. INTERVALS OF 
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81 LENG'ffl 1 SEC. ARE USED I.E.J"GE"IRT J+l. IRTS GREATER 'lJiA.N 
60 SECS ARE GROUPED IN ABOVE 60; 
82. GROUPED IN A.BOVE60J 
e3. noVE601=0; 
84."FOR"Is=O"STEP"l"UNTIL"59"DO" 
85. DISTIRT(l):-0 
86. "P0R"Is=1"STEP"'l"UNTIL"N"D0" 
87. "BEGIN" 
88."IF"IRT{I)"GE"60"TBEN" 
89. "BIDIN" 
90.ABOVE601•ABOVE60+1; 
91. "GOTO"ENDJ 
92. "END"; 
93. "F0R"Js•O"STEP"1*UNTIL"59"D0" 
94. "BIDIN" 
95. "IF"IRT(I) J"TBEN""GOTO"END; 
96. "IF"IRT(I)"GE"(J+1 )"THEN"GOTO"ENDl"ELSE"DlS'l':tRT(J) s=DISTRIRT(J)+1; 
97. EIIDls 
98."END"; 
99 "END" 
100. "END" J 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
13a. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
14a. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
"PRll'f" ABOVE 60; 
"F0R"Iaa-O"STEP"l"UNTIL"59"DO" 
"PBINT"DISTRICT(l); 
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"CCJi!MENT" TO FIND THE NO. OF NIBBLES PRECEDED BY REINFORCEMENT 
AND NONREINFORCEMENT RESPECTIVELY; 
Ra=URa•O; 
"FOR"Ia•l"STEP"l"UNTIL "N"DO" 
"Bmll" 
"IP"EVENT(l •90000"THili"Bl:R+l; 
"IF"EVEN'l'(ll•40000"THEB"R:=R+l; 
"IF"EVENT(l •50000"THEN" URs•UR+l; 
"IF" EVEBT(l)•60000"THEN"UR1=UR1•UR+l; 
"END"; 
"PRIBT" I A I ; 
"COMMENT" CREATES TWO MATRICE RBIN(l,J) AND URBIN(l,J), WHOSES 
ENTRIES (1,J) = THE TIME SPENT ON THE ITH DECADE OF NIBBLES. 
THE ENTRIES ARE MADE IN RAIN IF THE PREVIOUS TRIAL WAS 
REINFORCED AND URBIN IF UNREINlORCED; 
"BEXHN" 
"REAL""ARRAY"Rl[N(0131,-11R),URBIN(0:31,-l:UR); 
"INTPDER"RI, URl; 
Rl:•URla=O; 
"FOR"l:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"DO"RBIN(O,l)s=l; 
"FOR"la=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"DO"RBIN(31,l)a•O; 
"FOR"l;=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"URBIN(O,l)s=l; 
"FOR"l1=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"D0"URBIN(31,1)1=0; 
"PRINT" I ::s t ; 
11FOR"l:=1"STEP"l"UNTIL"30"D0"; 
"Bl!nll" 
".B'OR"Ja=l "STEP"l "UNTIL"R"DO" 
RBIN(l,J)a=O; 
"FOR"Ja=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
URBIN(l,J)a=O; 
"END"; 
"PRINT"'C'; 
"FOR";a•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"N"DO" 
":BEX}Ilf" 
"C<MiIEHT"IDENTIFIES TEE FIRST NIBBLING TRIAL OF A STRING1 
"IF"EVENT(1)=70000"THEN"GOTO"CONTl"ELSE""GOTO"OUTl; 
"PRllT"'D'; 
"COMMEIT"FINDS LENGTH OF srRING OF NIBBLES & PUTS THIS IN LENIB; 
CONTls 
LD!Bs-0; 
"F0R"Js=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"l+30"D0" 
"BEGIN" 
"IF".EVENT(J)=70000"THEN"LENIB:=LENI::B+l 
"ELSE"GOTO"OUT2; 
"END"; 
"COMMEHT"IDENTIFIES WET.HER OR Nor PREVIOUS TRllL WAS REINFORCEDs 
OlJT2; 
"IF"EVENT(l-1)=40000"TBEN"GOTO"REINFORCED; 
"IF"EVENT(l-l•90000"THEN"GOTO"REINFORCED"ELSE"GOTO"UNREINFORCED; 
REINFORC:&:Da 
"PRINT" 'EI ; 
155. 
156. 
157. 
15a. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 
171. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
17e. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
191. 
192. 
193. 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 
19a. 
199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
203. 
204. 
205. 
206. 
207. 
Rl:=Rl+l; 
"FOR"Ks=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"LENIB"DO" 
RBIN(K,Rl)a=TIME(l+K-1)-TIME(l+K-2); 
"GOTO"lJPDATEl J 
UNREINFORCED; 
"PRllT" 'F'; 
URls•URl+l; 
"PBilfT" 'L' , URl J 
"FOR"Ks=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"LENIB"DO" 
":BIDIN "PRlllT" 'L2 ' 1,K; 
Js=I+K-l;"PRIIT"''L'I+K-1•',J; 
J:=I+K-2;"PRIB'l'"''L'I+K-2•',J; 
UBBIN(K,URl)saTIME(I+K-1)-TIME(I+K-2); 
"END"; 
UPDATEa 
I:•l+(LENIB-1); 
OUTls 
"PRINT" 'G' I 
"END"; 
Ra=Rl; 
URs=URl; 
"PRilfT" ' 'L5 'BEINFORCED' ; 
"F0R"J:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"D0" 
"BEGIN" 
"PRIIT" ''L2' 'I 
"F0R"Is"STEP"l"UNTIL"30"DO" 
"PRIBT"SAMELINE, RBIN(l,J); 
"END"; 
"PRINT" '' L5 'UNRE~ED'; 
"FOR"js•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
"BEGIN" 
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"PRINT" ' ' L2 ' ' ; 
"F0R"Ia•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"30"DO" 
"PRIBT"SAMELIBE,URBIN(l,J)J 
"END"; 
"BEGIN"INTEBER" RUN;"REAL""ARRlY"RDEC{l1R),URDEC(lsur),SUM(l1}0), 
SUMSQ.( 1: 30); 
"RE!L"MEAN, VARJ"INTmER",¥ARRAY"IUMBER(ls 30) J 
"CCJIMEHT"THIS IDENTIFIES THE LENGTH IN DECADES OF THE ITH IRT AND PUTS 
(1) OR URBIN(l); PUTS 
"FOR"R0Ns•O"S'1'EP"l"UNTIL"30"DO" 
"FOR"Ia•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"DO" 
"!11'" RBilf(RUN,1) O"AND"RBINC(RUN)+l), l .000l"'l1HER"RDEC(l)t•RUNJ 
"F0R"RUNs=0"STEP"l"UNTIL"30"Il0" 
"FOR"Is•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
"IF"URBIN(RUN,10 O"AND"URBIN (RUN+l),I .OOOl"TBEN"URDEC(l)s=RUN 
")'OR"RUNs•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"30"D0" 
"BEGIN""PRIBT" ''L2'',RUN5"FOR"J1=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"RUN"D0" 
":BIDIN"SUM(J)s=O.O;SUMSQ(J)s=O.O;NUMBER(J)s•O;"END"; 
11FOR"Is•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"DO" 
"Bl!X}IN""IF" RDEC(l)•RUN"THEN" 
"G0T0"Ll"ELSE""G0T0"L2;111"FOR"J1=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"RUN"D0" 
"BEX'.r:Ol"SUM(J)s•SUM(J)+ :a:BIN(J,l); 
208. SUMSQ(J):=SUMSQ(J)+ Rl3IN(J,1)+2; 
209. NUMBER(J);=NUMBER(J)+l;"END"; 
210. 2:"END"; 
211. "FOR"J:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"RUN"DO" 
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212. "BEGilf""IF"NUMBER(J) O"TBEN"MEANa=SUM(J)/NUMBEll(J)"ELSE"MEAN:==OJ 
213. "IF"NUM13Ell (J) l"THEN" 
214. VAR:=(SUMSQ(J) /NUMBER(J)-1))-(SUM(J)+2)/(NUMBER(J)*(NUMBEH(J)-1)) 
215. "ELSE"VAR:•O; 
216. "PRIBT"SAMELINE,J,MEAN,VAR,NUMBER(J)J"END";"END"J 
217. "FOR"RUlh=l "STEP"l "UNTIL"30"DO"; 
218. "l3EGI1f""PRINT" ''12'',RUN;"FOR"J:•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"RUN"DO" 
219. "BE&IN"SUM(J) s=O. );SUMSQ(J) :•O.OsNUMBER(J) :=O; "DD.•; 
220. "FOR"I1•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
221. "13Enilf""IF"URDEC(i)=RUN"THEN 
222. "GOTO"L3 "ELSE" "GOTO"L4; 
223. 3:"FOR"J:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"RUN"DO" 
224. 11BEGIB"SUM(J}1=SUM(J}+URBIN(J,l); 
225. SUMSQ(J):=SUMSQ(J}+URBIN(J,1)+2; 
226. NUM13ER(J):=NUMBER(J)+l;"BND"; 
227. 4s"END"; 
228. "FOR"J:•1"STEP"l"UNTIL"RUN"DO" 
229. "13EGIN""IF":NUMBER (J) O"TBEN"MEAlh•SUM(J)/NUMBER(J)"BLSE"MEANs•O; 
230. "IF"NUMBER (J) l"TBEB" 
231. V!Ra•(SUMSQ(J)/(NUMBER(J)-1))-(SUM(J)+2/NUMBER(J)*(NUMBER(J)-1) 
232. ELSE"VARa•1 
233. "PRDIT"SAMELllE,J ,MEAN, V AR, NUMBER(J) a "END" J "END"; "END" 
234. "COMMENT"DISCRADS NIBJ3LES OF LESS THAN 1 DECADE AND RESETS 
R & UR; 
235. Ka-0; 
236. "FOR"J.1=1"STEP"1"UNTI1"R"DO" 
237• "OF"RBIN(2,J) .00001"THEN"Ka•K"ELSE"•K*1; 
238. NR1:sK 
239. x,-o, 
240. "FOR"Ja•1"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
241. "IF"URBIB~2,J) .0001"THEN"Ka-IC"ELSE"K:•K+1; 
242. NURa-K; 
243. "COMMENT" FORMS TWO NEW ARRAYS NRBIN(1,J)AND NUJIBIN(l,J). 
244. SAME AS RBIN A.ND URBIN BUT RUNS OF BIBBLES OF LESS THAN 
ONE DECADE IN LENGTH ARE NOT INCLUDED; 
241. 
246. "BIDIN" 
247. "REAL""ARRAY"NRBIN(1a29, 11NR), NURBIN(la29,11NUR); 
248. K:=O; 
249. "FOR"J1•1"STEP"1"UNTIL"R"DOtt 
250. "BmIB" 
251. "IF"Rl3IN(2,J) .oooo1"THEN""GOTO"RSKIP; 
252. KaK•1; 
253• "F0R"Ia•1"STEP"1"UNTI1"29"DO" 
254. NRBIN(I,K)s-KBIN(I+1,J); 
255. RSKIP1 
2fo. "EID"I 
257. Ka-Oa 
25a. "F0R"Ja•1"STEP"1"UNTIL"UR"D0" 
259. "BIDIN" 
260. "IF"URl3IN(2,J) .0001"TIIE2f"GOTO"URSKIP1 
261. K:=K+l; 
262. "FOR"I:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"DO" 
26}. NURBIN(l,K)1=URl3IN(i+l,J); 
264. URSllPa 
265. "END"; 
266. Ra=NR; 
267. URa=NUR; 
268. "BEGDI" 
269. "REAL""ARRAY"RMEAN(l1R),URMEA.N(l1UR); 
270. "INTmER"".ARRAY"NBN(lsR) ,NURN(laUR); 
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271. "CO!MENT" FORMS TWO lD,V VECTORS RMEAN(l)AND URMEAN(I)WHOSE ENTREIS 
272. GIVE THE MEAN LENGTH OF DECADES IN 'llIE ITH REINFORCED OR 
27:5. UlfREINFORCED BATCH OF NIBBLES; 
274. "FOR"J:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"DO" 
275. NRN(J) :=O; 
276. "FOR"J:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"DO" 
277. "Bli&Ilf" 
278. "FOR"Ia=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"D0" 
279. "IF"NBBIN(I,J) .OOOOOl"THEN"NRN(J)s•NRN(J)+l; 
280. "END"; 
281 "~""''L''; 
282. "FOR"J:•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"D0" 
28}. "PRINT"S.AMELINE, DIGITS(3),NRN(J); 
284. "FOR"J:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
285. NUBN(J}a-0; 
286. "FOR"J:•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
287. "BEGDI" 
288. "FOR"I:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"00" 
289. "IF"NURBIN(I,J) .OOOOOl"THEN"NURN(J)a=NURN(J)+l; 
290. "END"; 
291. "PRINT"' 'L' ' ; 
292. "FOR"J:==l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
293. "PRINT"SAMELINE,DIGITS(3),NURN(J); 
294. "FOR11J1=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"R"D0" 
295. "BEGIN"; 
296. SUM:-0; 
297. "FOR"Ia•l"STEP"l"UNTIL"NRN(J)"DO" 
298. SUM:•SUM+NRBIN(I,J); 
299. RMEAN(J):•SUM/NRN(J); 
300. "END"; 
301. "FOR"Ja=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"D0" 
302. "BEGIN", 
303. SUMa-0; 
304. "FOR"I:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"NURN(J)"DO" 
305. SUMa•SUM+NURBIN(I,J); 
306. URMEAN(J)a=SUM/NURN(J); 
307• "END"! 
308. "BEGIN"; 
309. "INTEGER"NUM; 
310. "RE!L""ARRA.Y"RMENIB,URMENIB,RVARNIN,URVARNIB(l129)1 
311. "INTEGER""ARRAY"RNUMlll,URNUMNIB(ls29) J 
312. "COMMERT"FORMS SIX NEW VECTORS,Bl'OMHIB(I)CONTAINING 
313 THE NUMBER OP BATCHES OF NIBBLES OF LENGTH I, 
314. RMENIB & URMENIB(l)CONTAINING THE MEAN LENGTH OF A DECADE 
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315. FOR BATCHES OF NI:BBLES OF I DECADES LENGTH. 
316. RVARNIB & URVARNIB(I~ CONTAINING THE VARIANCE OF THE LENGTH 
317. OF DEC.ADES FRCJot BATCHES OF NIBBLES OF Lh'NGTH I; 
318. "F0R"I:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"D0" 
319. "BEGIN" 
320. SUM:=SUMSQs-0.0; 
321. NUM:=O; 
322. "FOR"J1=l"STEP"l"UNTILt1R"D0" 
323. "IF"NBN(J1) •l"THKN" 
324. "BEGIB" 
325. SOM1=SUM+RMEAN(J)a 
326. SUMSQs=SUMSQ+(RMEAN(J)+2; 
327. NUMs•NUM+l; 
328. "END"J 
329. RNUMBIB(l):=NUM; 
330. "IF"NUM l"THEN" 
331. BMENIB(l):=O"ELSE"RMENIB(l)1=SUM/NUM; 
332. "IF"NUM 2"THEN" 
333. RVARNIB(l):=O"ELSE" 
334. RVARNll3(1)t=(SUMSQ"(NUM-1))-(SUM+2/NUM*(NUM-1))); 
335. "END"; 
336. "F0R"I:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"D0" 
337. "BEGD" 
33a. NUM:O; 
339. SUM:=SUMSQ:=O.O; 
3~0. "FOR"Js=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"UR"DO" 
341. "IF"NURN(J)•l"TBEN" 
342. "BIDIN" 
343• SUMs=SUM+URMEAN(J); 
344. SUMSQ1=SUMSQ+(lrnMEAN(J)+2; 
345. NUM:•NUM+l; 
346. "END" 
347. URNUMNIB(I):=NUM; 
348. "IF"NUM l"THEN" 
349. URMENIB(I):O"ELSE"URMENIB(I):•SUM/NUM; 
350. "IF"NUM 2"mEN" 
351. URVARNIB(I)a•O"ELSE" 
352. URVARND3(I):=(SUMSQ"(NUM-1))-SUM+2/(NUM*(NUM-l))a 
353• "END"; 
354. "F0R"Ia=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"D0" 
355. "PRINT" ''L2'',SAMELINE,DIGITS(3),I,''S5'',RNUMNll3(I),''S5'', 
356 • .ALIGNED(4,4),RMENIB(I),''S5'',RVARNIB(I); 
357. "FOR"I:=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"29"DO" 
358. "PRINT" ''12'',SAMELINE, DIGITS(3),I,'S5'',URNUMNIB(I),''S5'', 
359. ALIGBED(4,4),URMENIB(I),''S5'',URVARNIB(I); 
"-60 "END"•, ~ . 
361. "END"; 
"-62 "END"; ~ . 
363. "END"; 
364. "GOTO"NIXTRAT; 
365. "END"; 
362 
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